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The instant petition was MAW sore than saves years atter the direst appaal vas caspletely reso3va4, and sore than five years attar this court dismissed appellant's appeal frog the dionial et his ant petition few post —canvicties relief. Appellant has not Specifically denenetrated that .t114 delay in raising the iS411142 in this petition vas not his fault, nor can he desanatrate prelatic* with seepage to any of his claim,. Finally. appellant has sada no attaept to dascructrats that tha state ham nat bean preluslicad in its ability to respond to thisilmtAtiaa And in its ability to retry petitioner. Thus, appellant's 4atire patition Ia proparly procedurally barred. va remoider this procedural has to he is faullependaist basis fore affiraiiig in D.J. entirety the dims/811ml of appellant'a petition. Nevertheless, out of an abundance of 444tion, we will address the sp.ciao Isamu' raised in me/laves petition to debonatrate that east issum is &PaailicallTinrocedurally barred. 
In his petition balra, apgallautt oontandod that his guilty plot vu Invalid because .it was involuntarily entared. tn support of this oentention, appellant tripod that ha should have been informed that he maid nova ha conviated of tires dagrac mord*, on a taloa surdas theory if ha tossed the intent to rob the victIMS aely attag he committed the murders. Xs our coscur 4maYlp, appellant's first petition fes post*ccavietion =that ve Astactiamt  that &Vegllant's piss was tvolontarily entaxed sitar an appropriate pian.conesas. Megan v. bisden, Dachas Xe. isidi (Calm Oimisalag Appeal, Mach IS, iSafi.' That detarsinaai•n im the is, of this came. Nall v. Mae, OIL New. 214, SU P.24 721  (ISM (the low if the first appeal is the law ef the ease en alI selmseirleet appeal& La whigft the feata are aseetentletly the sass). Nevertbsiess, appellant argues that this court &id net &beid• the precise Lion. raised in this centantion when it detaisimad that appellant's plea YU anterad. Thus, appellant asserts 
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that our prior deoision is net tha law of this cave with cospact to ths narrow Imo prase:Mad. We disigras. Lra4 doctrine' of the 14w of ths case cannot ha avoided by a nere datailed and precisely eocusad arquatent onsluteglaantly sad* attar reflection upon the previous proceo4inge. 0  Id. at 314, 533 1.24 at 71,. Ivan if ws ware to considar this a naw issue raised for the first tins in this preceedlni, appellant cannot aveLd the procedural bar that appliaa to new issues that could have been, het vac, not raised in a previous appeal or poet -cenviction proceeding.. Whi 34.11*(2)5(3) (petitiafter nest demonstrate geed 4.11US4 amijOidugliom Sas raisins a new ISOLIM in a successive rise- . conviation petition). As 124=14 for not having raised sis issue in bin prior petition, appellant asserts only that ha is a layman at law and that ha did not waive' his right to have prim counsel raison overyconooLvable issua on his behalf. That appoilant Ls a layman La not cause, Ptelps V. Director. tritons, 104 *CV. 454, 744 Wad 1203 t155 12). and appellant has no right to have counsel raise avert. concelarable i.au. Jonas v. 114.1114.11 *  4112 p.s. 745 (1343). 

*van assuming appellant had some right to have counsel raise this iosoa in this first post -convictioa promoting, appellant cannot denonstrata 4=141 ton kin failare t4 hays  rut." the issue in a precooding filad after his tiiat position Vie finally resolved, hub haters sere than five additional years had elapsed. Vorsait of habeas carpus rellat La federal court does net censtituts goad ovum or delay in - filing a state court petitLea for peat-conviotian feliet. Coiloy v. state, 103 Mew. 235, 773 Pad 1221 (3.212). 3  Tinally, as disco/aged sore fuily 

"en1Lll4  that &Malan% vaa represantad by the same 
attarney during UAL antira partied ha vas parmakee his eedaral remedies. nevartheless, the record reveals that saw ealsrmal also represented. appellant *wino taiga period, arult• we az* unwilling ta concluda that a defendant can nogiect to raisa issues (continued...) 
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rsapect to 
prejudice With 	 thls 

below, appellant cannot dasenetnte 	th 
 

claim, because the cltin lacks merit. 
/ft Support at the argument that appellant could not have' been properly cenvicted at first degrae warder, appellant assert.' that his guilty plaa was hasad entirely on a thoory of felony surdoW. 1.46. that tha murders wore ceenittod while appellant was engaged in the ceentssiom at a robbery. 204.433(4J. AppellauMi asserts Armhole that Ma record damenstratee that ho aid net term the intent to rob tha vietlee until attar tha wt.:miss wars dead. Appellant aromas that the lenterbalter rood removed the only hasis4-fte the conviction 44 first degree warder when it tailed to tind sa an aggravating eircumstancs that tb) torders were comaitted during the commission at a robbery, end found that the =aware were madam and mativelase. Appellant asserts that the sentenotospanot in sesames acguittad him of having =emitted the warders doming the commission et a robbery. V* ganapree. Pim, *vide:see in this case elearly exists' to support a tinding that tha saloon waders were delibarats and premeditated. Appellant *gavot to plead guilt"y withal% abY sdeatlatioso, and without specitying any basis for the finding at firso degree surdar. In canvassing appellant, hawever, the district court seemed to rely solely on tha felony 'order - theory fee'accepting appollartts yoilty plea. The". it sal tsislY be trls44  that apps llama Islas Taste en a theeay that ha committed ths murders whit...engaged in tbe commission of a sobeary. We nota, however, that appellant admitted at the plea canvass that he committed. tat Miriam while engaged is the 

z i...teattinued) ter 'men 4 Leaf periad at atria aborli 1004.0"4  ha as she le  
reprassated by counsel Who allegoily has a conflict at isterest. 
atalorCaltndants have petitioned far reliet in propos person Whitt 
when ropeesantea by seunsel, an1 tha prejudiee to tha state la substantial +Abaft a dslay of many years occurs before issues are 
raised. We concluds that appellant .amt deaenitrate cavaa far the uarassonable daIsly in this casks. 
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commission of a robbary. rvidAnca in ths record did not establish whet appellint farmed his ihtant to rob the tictima appellant aseertad to ono palica officer that he foraged the intent atter the nurders.were ctiamittad. nowavar, during his tape tee:m.11*4 confession, he asaartad !hat ha famed tha ihtent to tab before comaitting tha murders. Thu quastian at guilt was not Ware tha santancing panel whoa it datarMialet hot to raly en the pleaded aiagrvatirs factor that tha murders raze camaitted durimg that commisaion et a robbery. In fact. the record reveals that the aarmancing court was concerted whether both aggravating tartar*, 
- 

that the ciise was cessitted 'basing the commission of a robbery 444 that the soadars oars random and mativelset, cou1410 10and tha sass case. Thms, th* panel elected to find tam raactss and aotiwaless factor, and not to find the factor that the crime was committed during tha cammisaion at a robbery in $o dolma, this panel notad that appollant indicataii that he did not Maw why he Millet his victims, and that ha had oat tossed the intone to rob when ha entered the waleen. ma panel did not suggest that appellant did net term tha WAR% to ran the uictlas beface killing than, ass 414 the panel find that appellarct did not canamit the *ureters during tha MIX'S of a robbery. Indeed, appall/um plitaast gailty to alui was aaritasertfor tha ralorry. huParma inISL_Aggaisibt-441-gliall-sad-sakista-asa-645ravaiitog-ta  arL as Ina committed during that commission at 4 robbery, =us panel was net obligated' to find all proposed tqlcalliting airsaistaseas, eve* if those factors would hare been supported thaawidenae. fina/ly, chat eantencing panal amps raw 	
no effact upon, tha dateraination that appellant was guilty of first degree sordar, as he salasely deOlarod at the title at antry ef his guilty plaa. Thus, loran if appellant *mould establish C4U44 tam hydro, nagged this 1%sita I 
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scab 	tardy fashion, appallant cannot desonalfata error et preiudice sufacient to +excuse hie procadural default. 
Appellant next contandad that UN three judge' panel was unconstitutional becausa appellant had no opportunity to war dire tha panel *Gilbert, because tho Nevada ConstItuties 4ces net provide for a three judep tistrict court, the panels art unfairly biased in favor of racurning a death penalty and there are no safeguards far tonsUZing that the panels are Impartial. This claim could have beam presented. in appellant t s direct appeal. Appellant ham not estaalished causa for not haring raisad this Isom La his direct apPaal. Pustule, this camas bas released similar challenges to three judve panels. apa Piano w. Sta%41114 Nov. — dos, 177 P.,4 1023 (1104) (and Gamma •itad tharein). iithseagh Meran's arguments are not +exactly she sans as she arrarents previously,  telectad, they are closely related and rely CO the ease basis legal analyais. In any event, we are persuaded that Xeran WOW% glaaranstrate prsiudice sufficient to overcame his procedural default. 

Appellant out esatanded that the aggravetief fetter that the killings sere comnittad at randmn and vithmut apparent motive is uncanatitatiesualy vague and irratlenal, impermissibly stiftm4 the burslas ef proof, and was not supported tlr aototattLal  evidance. Appellant also ccntendsd - that the aggravating factor that the murders leers cameLitted by a peaimaa rhos bnevingly • great risk of death to mere than 044 /04110,4 is unconatitutionally vague and irrational, could not be applied to the facto of this case, and was not supparteed by substantial evidence. Although appellant has seemyttat oxguusded bis attacks on the validity of the aggravating and "Litigating !meters* wit olloo that we expressly considered the validity of these fester' to the goats of this ossa, and found both tm be censtiVutionil sni yell supported by the iscord. 1141WR v. Stat., 103 W.V. 171, 734 11 .2d 
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712 (1.947). Our prior daterminatian ia the Lan af this tasa, and appellant has tat damenatztted any basis far our not applying that dactrina to the spacings facts at thia case. Asa Nall v. Stata, 11 sr,. 314, 332 3.34 717 (1975). 
appellant farmer contended that the sentancin, panel erred La refusing to canaille: as a mitigating factor patitianeva history of drug and alcohol abase and hIS state of cocaine intesioation at the time at the =More. Appellant asserts that 4 aanteneing panel mast find as 4 mitigating circusatame any 
- 

mattes that Ls presentad in sitigation. This issue was rsisse in appeilant'a"direct appeal, but vas nes 41:satl3' add:eased by this *wort is the alpinism resolving tha% appeal. Oevertimeass, vs noted in that Opinion that we had csnaidera4.  ail at appalls:nt.'s remaining cantensiins, and that 'me feranal thea to be lament merit. Then, ear redaction of this claim La the lay et this cum. v. State. al Yee. 314, 531 P.24 7117 (1173)- 
Partizan s  the reward demenStrates that appallruat's assertion that the panel. 414 no* consider the alaiietins *Adana* is false; the panel 4044144.44 the evidence fat appelleartos Latesicatiem and hinter/ of dreg abase. hult 4i4 met  find it t• be  nitifiatins in this case. Althooth the sentenoine panal vas roVared to conglAox All nitigatinfg evidence premented, nethin, in 

;- 
state er faunal law regained the sentencing panel ta find the evidence to be a aitisating circumstance. aga Parks* V. taarier, ass U.S. 304 (1911) (death peitaity• upheld where record demonstrated that the sentance, had considared aid voignedi proffered nitisating evidence); fig.,. Vasen v. State. isS raw. iia 771 3.24 Ss] (33ag) (a santenoms cannot raftsa to comates relevant sitigating evidence). 	Indeed, in a casa alaealy analagons re this ammo, this nowt speeifically rejectat the ammo% that a sentanser east find all presented .aitlifsti-rvf evidenCe to be a 'Litigating circumstance. Farmer V. State, 101 
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NW& 412, 742 P.24 141 (1101 (sentencing panel vu no requirec to find detendant'a mental. 'Impairment a aitigating cictumstanna where tbe retard denonstratad that the pansI had considered tns evident.* and vas averts Gt the law). Thus, appallant cannet dasanstrata prejudice sufficiant to overcome the dectride of law of that case. 

Appelluit nart nentandad that this district wort and the pinrsatutian had a duty to pass oat evidance of mitigation • appellant's behalf despite appallant's steadfast refusal to ;WM'S% serlh evidently en his won behalf. Appellant heeerte that mere Evidence concerning his family history of alcoholism and his hiatus, at drag 'bean was known to the predenegion, and should havens's prasented to justify a sentenee leis than death. Again, this issue await have bossism...sent/A la appellant', direct appeal. at vas not. Yerther, this panel oas aware at olgollAnw* Ittliciac7 and of his intoxication; counsel's assartion that had more emphaala boon placed on these CaCtS the penalty Would het have beea impeded is speculation, and is not supportnd by this record in this eine. appellant stoadtaaely. hisvesirsilly and veluntsrilr valved his rith% to pageant aitigating evidence. Xa tharatore cannot deeonstrats preluding fgralting trout any suPrologol ealiqation of this stata to prow* evidence an his behalf eirelarril his expressed gill. 

appellant contended that thM nomad* =prase Court had a duty to conduct oaa adegnata and ratioial appellata rowing of this convictian and sentante.• Appailant asserts that this court did not senduct sada A revise, because ye 444 net address in our opinion every Levee raised in appellant's direct appeal.. Appellant aLse assorts that this,oeurs 434 net attend sufflosinnt Insight to this litigating evidance when vs ravissed this ~Macs fer ammessivenase and dispcopertionality. appailant aigarte that this court.has a duty to stasis reasserts ter its conclusion that the 
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*interleaves not affacted by passion, prejudice or other arbitrari 
fa4tats, and that it mat Worst defendants ot the method bylinich 
it conducts its review. Appellant concluders that the etetute 
requiring proportionality review is unconstitutionally vague. These Naild assertion*, which tie baled at eeunaleIss 
belief that we reached the Wing 4fimis3.onwit regarli to tha 
validity,  et appellant's sentence, are sieply false. This court, 
cats:m.11Y 44Itsiatri ail of the evidence presented in the cases 
before it, eeposially is death cases. Thalte is no indication in 
the record that this court did not properly Cultill its 
coast/VAL:m.41 Mattes L uling as appelltnt's etlx.ast appeal. The 
former statute 'inlet assulred prepertleeality review was met 

3 

uncenstizatietaliy vague homelike it did not require tusk cow& to 
intern dstendants et the method it employs la rtvivivlhq CaS04 0 Parther, assuming sena basis tor tewaselia assertiagui 
ALA exists  appellant caulti have persual these claims in his prier petikien for pest-senvietles relief or at the very least. could asserted these claim in rl petition tiled in a sore timely 
fannies them the petitime tiled below. 

Petit/awe contested that the Issues raised in his prior 
petition tor podt-osovicties relief were aromay deal,444 b  chla 
court. Petitioner incorporated his prior petition int. tit's' :- 
petition. aux determination that the prior petition Lacked merit 
is tam law at this case. Itall V. SUMS *  91 WSW. 2le, in 2.2d 127 (3.273).. relitieMtr cannot overcome the-doetrine of Law et the 
we far aisply asserting that prier damsel ASA set explain the iS22444 clearly enough for this court to understand their merit. 
We tealine to revisit the slates raised in eppellantss prier petition. 

Appellant contended the death ;wait? is Fdir aa Inconstitutional because it constitutes cruel aia 1,11W.1441. 
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punishment. We daclins . connsel'S inVitaticn te engage in a discussion of paliaisa regarding ths death penalty. PLnally appellant contended that his counarel an his direct appeal and in his first petition ferpeat-conviction relief was ineffective far failing to raise ail of the issues contained La this petition. Appellant asserts that counsel's ineffectiveness should constitute 44U44 far his failure to have raised these claim' before. Appellant notes that ha had the sass attorney few his direct appeal ant few his first post-ceftviction petition. Appellant asserts that counsel bad a conflict of intstrastslhoe-amie he could not properly raise tie oasis that ha had Mon ineffective in the direct appeal. Appellant asserts that this cenfliet ef interests amounts ts -14/2 44 irieffactiver elleistance of counsei, and should result in this court's remanding this petition to she district court far a review of tbsserits of all of 41941141114 8 4 414U4. 
1.4itiallyt V4 note that toot at the L44444 raised above could end &bead have been raised la appellant's dirket appeal. it the time of appetIantis direct eppeal, esoneel beam celtflict of ihtafistah APPeltahh arfdses bow/ever, that he wag Pg04I114414  fres discovering these issues azid raising the* in his first . pest-canvictirte petition heceuse of V. =Mg List or incereets, able% appellant asserts vas not disclosed. sla sato that this pantie defrauder vas arigiaelly twisted by the district court ts sepresent appellant in his direct rappoel.• Without order iron this court err any indication oe a centlies, private counsel substituted into the appeal, and ths seam counsel eontinmed to reo*** 41201  appellant througnout his tirst state and his federal collateral challenges as his judgments at conviction ft appeeres therefore, that appellant selected his couneel, vas apparently satisfied with his regralmettlitign, and therefore waived his right to challenge that representation it this late stage of these proceedings. 
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Mere importantly, however, ta state a claim at ineffectivs assistance of caunsel: A defendant suit demonstrate 
but that counsel's performance fell belay an ohjectivs stand*
f reasonshisasss. And that coun401•0 srrerS WIWI 14 111V4Z4 that 

they caused 114,14AX pleindies to the defendant's tate. lme 
mtriebusd v. Weehingtan, 4(4 U.S. 444 0444): WArden v. trims, 
144 Wes. 430, 443 P.34 SO4 (11(4), mg. Snag& 471 V.S. 1441 A4 has b444 demonstrated above, eppellant cannot 
demonstrate any pteludiete arising Cram any act or failure to act 

-of his counsel an direct appeal er in his first poem -conviction 
preceeding%:. Further, appellant cannot jetetity his failure 
following the disuiseal of his first petition to assert thee* 

9 
claims far mere than flve years. Thus, tW4"40411i4t sL3.aq.d  bY 
appellant is net sultiefeat 'te jueeity ignewing appellant's 
procedural defaults. 

We conclude that the diettict courts did net err is 
atimissinq petitioner's petitioi am precedcrelly barred.. 
accordingly, aft diseiss this appeal. W4 direct the elect 'of this 
court to issue the renittitur in this gals tiartftwith. Zt le se 0RDOWID. 4  

4fte ReMereble theories S. Springer, 2ustten vs* eneveidabli 
=available; and did net partiaLpete in the decision 	af this 
appeal. 
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IN THE SUPREME CODA? OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

JIMMY HEUSCHAFEE, 

Appellant, 

vs. 

wARDEN, NEVADA STATE PR/SON, 

Respondent. 

No. 18371 

FILED 
;1 1E9216  

JUD(TH FOUNTAIN asm, wow CMS 
ORDER DM/SUM AFtEAL  

This is an appeal from an order of the district court 
dismissing •ppellant', post-conviction petition for a writ of 
habeas corpus. 

On August 27, 1985, this 'court affirmed appellantte 
judgment of conviction and sentence of death for murder in the 
first degree. fag Neuechafer v. State, 1.01. N. 331, 705 P.2d 
dOf (1985). Thereafter, on October 22, 1985, appellant filed A 
proper person petition for a writ of habeas corpus in the 
district court. Appellant requested that the district court 
etey execution of his sentence pending review of bis petition 
and appoint counsel to repreeent his in the post-conviction 
proceedings. The district court denied appellant's request for 
a atey, declined to hold an evidentiary hearing and dismissed 
the petition without prejudice. The distrint court later 
appointed counsel to assist appellant with pursuing his state 
post-conviction remedies. This court subsequently affirmed the 
order dismiseing appellant's proper person petition, 'it/Mout 
prejudice to COuneel filing an emended petition for post-
conviction relief and/or habeas corpus with the district 
cour,. . . • III Order Dismissing Appeal No. 16813. filed 
November 1. 1 885- 

Nonethele•s, rather than pumas any available state 
post-conviction remedia•, appellant elected to file a petition 
for a writ of habeas corpus in the federel district court with 
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the assistance of a feda-el public defender. 2n the federal 
habeas carpus proCeedings, appellant mortad the some claims 
which he had raised in his direct appeal to this court. 
Appellant was eventually denied federal habeas relief. AII 
Neuschaf•r v. Whitley, 656 Y. Stipp. 891 (0. Nev. 1917): 
Neueohafer v. Whitley, 816 Y.2d 1390 (9th Cir. 1987) 
(recounting the pretreated history of the federal proceedings). 
Notably, the Court of Appeals vacated a stay of execution of 
appellant's sentence when appellent's counsel informed the 
court that his conscientious review of the record revealed that 
• writ of certiorari would not be granted by the United States 
Supreme Court. 	 - 

z 
Thereafter, on July 21, 1987, respondent filed an 

application in the Nevada district court requeating the 
issuance of • warrant of eaeoution. At the distriot - ccurt 
hearing on this request on August 4, 1967, eppolient requested 
the court to release all of his previous attorneys, including 
the Nevada State Publio Defender, from any further 
responsibilities in this setter. The district coact canvsaaed 
appellant, and all counsel who were present at the hearing, and 
then discharged all previoua counsel. The court then scheduled 
the execution of appellant's sentence for August 20, 1967. 

On August 3, 1967, the following day, appellant, 
noting in proper person, filed the post-conviction petitien 
that is the subject of this appeal. 	Appellant further 
requested that an attorney he appointed to reprowent him in 
these proceedings. On that saes day, the district court 
entered an order again appointing the State Public Defender to 
repreient apnellant In an further proceedings. The public 
defender than moved the district court to stay execution of 
eppellant'a sentence. 
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On August 10, 19117, respondent requeeted that the 

district court dismiss appellant's petition. On August 17, 

the beginning of the hearing on respondent's motion, 1957, at 

State Public Defender Terri Roemer informed the court that a 

possible conflict of interest existed respecting her office's 

representation of appellant. Specifically, Roemer noted that 

appellant.* petition chellenged the effectiveness of his 

counsel during his trial and his direct appeal, and that her 

office had initially represented appellant at his trial. 

Further, Roemer indicated that her office had repreeented a 

primary witness •gainet appellant on at least three prior 

occasions and that investigator's in her office had been 

involved in prior unrelated criminal proceedings involving 

appellant. Appellant than indicated that Roeser had explained 

these possible conflicts to hie and that he wanted the public 

defender to withdraw from the case. Deputy Public Defender 

Michael Powell also noted for the record that he questioned 

appellant's capacity to make an 'intelligent and knowing waiver 

at this particular time to boa represented by counsel.' 

donethelees, the district court concluded that appellant had 

knowingly and understandingly released the Etats Public 

Defender from the case. After hearing respondent's arguments 

on the motion to dismiss, the district court granted the motion 

and dismissed the petition. This apgeel followed. 

Preliminarily, we note that the State Public Defender 

has filed this appeal on appellant's behalf. Respondent 

contende that the public defender's office is not authorised to 

pursue this appeal because the district court previously 

relialVed that office of ite responsibility in this matter. The 

affidavit of attorney Powell, which accompanied the notioe of 

appeal, however, asserts that •ppellants competenoy to waive 

counsel is in question. Further, Powell asserts that pursuant 
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to RAS 180.060(3)(b),--the public defender's office is 

authorized to prosecute any appeals it considers to be in the 

interest of justice. Although we have serious doubts 

concerning the authority of the State Public Defender to pursue 

this appeal, we nevertheless elect not to decide that issue and 

ta treat the appeal se one property invoking our jurisdiction 

given the gravity of appellant's sentence. 

In dismissing appellent's petition for past-conviction 

relief, the district court concluded that the several claims 

easerted by appellant were conclusory, did not warrant an 

evidentiery hearing, and did not entitle his to habeas relief. 
4 

121 Margrove v. State, 100 Nev. It, 11116 P.2d 222 (1984) (a 

defendant cooking past-conviction relief is not entitled to an 

evidentiary hearing on factual allegations that are either 

unsupported or repelled by the record). Raving reviewed the 

record on appall, for tha reasons expressed below, we have 

determined that appellant cannot demonstrate error on appeal, 

that the dietriot court properly denied appellant relief, and 

that briefing and oral argument are unwarranted. Duckett 

v. Warden, 91 Rev. 681, 682, 541 P.2d 910, 911. (1975), cert. 

denied,  423 6.8. 1077 (1976). 

First, appellant contended below that his conviction 

La infirm because the district judge that preeided over his 

trial did not recuse himself. Specifiaally, appellant alleged 

that the trial judge was formerly the district attorney and was 

in charge of prosecuting appellant in a previous murder trial. 

Appellant contended that the district judge was biased or 

prejudiced against appellant as a result of the judge's 

supti-visory role in prosecuting appellant for the prior 

murders. Appellant's counsel also added that the judge's 

secretary worked previously at the district attorney's office, 

that this secretary's husband testified against appellant 
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during the penalty phare, that the judge's former deputy 
district attorney and law associate also testified et the 
penalty phase, and that the judge's law clerk, who was 
eventually in charge of the jury, also testified at the penalty 
phase. we note, however, that none of these foots is relevant 
to the question of whether the judge was personally biased 
againet appellant. MOre importantly, we note that the record 
of eppellant's trial in this case belies appellant's 
allegations of prejudice because in response to the judge's 
inquiries, appellant personally informed the district judge 
that he had no objection to the judge presiding over the trial 
in this case. Moreover, the trial,judge empreemly denied any 
bias, and appellant has not identified a single instance where 
he was unfairly treated or prejudiced by the trial court's 
rulings. We therefore conclude that appellant was not entitled 
to an evidentiary hearing on this claim for relief. III 
Hargrove v. State, 100 Kev. 49$, 656 11 .2d 223 (1984); Doggett 
v. 3tate, 91 Nev. 760, 343 P.241 1066 (1973). 

second, appellant argued that the district court erred 
by dismissing appellant's previous state post-conviction 
petition without first appointing counsel and conduotima an 
evidentiary hearing. wa agree with the district court, 
however, that these claims are not appropriate ground, for 
habeas relief. They do not challenge the constitutionality of 
appellant's conviction or sentenoe, or otherwise state a 
cognizable claim for relief under Nfle 34.370(4). Moreormr, 
because appellant's previous petition Wila dismissed without 
prejudice, appellant obviously was not aggrieved by the lower 
courVIM rulings in this regard. 

Appellant next contended that the jury inietructions at 
the trial misstated the lew and did not include tn instruction 
on lesser included offenses. Appellant, hammer, failed to 
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L dentify which jury instructions incorrectly stated the law. 

Further, appellant failed to specify any prejudice resulting 

from the allegedly ieproper jury instructions. Rorie:ever. the 

record of appellant's trial reveille that the jury was properly 

instructed on the element,' of first degree murder and the 

lesser included offense of second degree murder. We therefore 

conclude that the district court did not err when it refuted to 

conduct an evidentiary hearing on this claim for relief. III 

Doggett v. State, 91 Nev. 768, 142 P.21 1066 (1971). 

Appellant also complained that his counsel failed to 

request • chimps of -venue prior to hie trial. Appellant 
emphasized that he was convicted of two previous murders in the 

gems county as the instant offense. Again, however, appellant 

stated !hie claim for relief in only vague and conclumory 

terms: he failed to set forth any specific facts to show that 

news coverage or other pretrial publicity tainted the jury or 

otherwise deprived him of a fair trial. 	j Dobbert v. 

Florida, 432 U.S. 282 (1977); 0allego w. State, 101 Nev. 782, 

711 P.2d 836 (1983). Accordingly, the district court properly 
denied appellant's request for an evidentiary hearing on this 

claim for relief. 122 Hargrove w. State, 100 Nev. 498, 688 

P.2d 222 (1984 ). 1  

Next, appellant contended that the distriot court 

improperly failed to excuse a juror during the penalty phase of 
his trial after it was discovered that a juror knew of 

appellant'• prior murders.' As the district court noted, 

however, appellant did not identify tha juror to whom he was 

„. Iwo zaject counsel's arguments that appellant could not substantiate this claim bscaue• he wee incarcerated and did not hsve access to newspaper articles and clippings pertaining to his came. 

'Specifically, appellant claimed that *one juror had been advised of ey prior murders by a citizen of the community but was left on the jury panel.' 
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referring, did not atate.maactly what facto the juror knew, or 
state haw this alleged error prejudiced him. Appellant's 
appointed counsel latex identified the juror as Me. Martin and 
argued that this contention should not be summarily rejected 
because appellant did not have accems to his trial transcript 
to substantiate his claim. Counsel aleo stated that this 
particular juror worked with and was good friends with the 
mother of one of the teenagers that appellant previously 
eurdered. In a separate proceeding during the penalty phalli. 
the juror testified to her realization, after the guilt phase 
of the trial had concluded, that ahe recalled the mothar'e 4 
angulahed etate regarding her da?ghter'm disappearance and 
murder. Yet, counmel added, appellant's trial counsel failed 
to object to thm juror remaining on the panel because appellant 
had alrisady 1200ft found guilty and. only the penalty phame 
remained. arguing that the penalty phase is a critical stage 
of the proceeding., counsel suggested that the district court 
ahould have, En mai, excused this juror because ehe could 
not have remained impartial or indifferent in light of this 
pereonal knowledge. 

Our . review of the record of appellant's trial 
indicates that juror Martin was specifically questioned by the 
trial court. She acknowledged the above facts, and testified 
that ehe could fairly weigh the aggravating and mitigating 
factors presented in the penalty phase. She also noted that 
she was unaware of the specifics of appellant's prior Crimes, 
the existence of which were properly rowelled to all jurors 
during the penalty phase of the trial. ?hum, it appeare that 
appeilant was not prejudioed by the continued participation of 
this juror. We conclude, therefore, that the record repels 
app•llant's claim of error in this regard, and that appellant 
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was not entitled to an •-identiary hearing on this /ague. al 

Doggett v. State, 91 Rev. 768, 542 P.2d 1064 (1975). 

Next, appellant contended that his counsel failed to 

present any evidence of mitigating factors at the penalty phase 

of his triel other than the testimony of his attorney. We 

note, however, that appellant'e petition did not specify the 

particular mitigating factors he felt could have been presented 

or state how he was prejudiced by counsel's failure. 

Significantly, the jury relied upon three aggravating 
circumstance, in imposing the death sentence in this caae: 1) 
commission of Its murder by . a person under sentence of 
imprisonment: 2) commiseion of a muster by a person previously 
convicted of another murder; and 3) commission of a murder 
involving torture, depravity of mind or mutilation of the 
victim. lel Neuschefer v. State, 101 Rev. 331, 705 P.2d 609 
(2285); Neuschafer V. Whitley, 814 F.2d 1390 (9th Cit. 1967). 
Thum, even assuming the existence of eome mitigating factors, 
we conolude that their admission would not have effected 
appellant's sentence. III  womensisr V. Whitley, ma. 

Appellant also contended that his conviction is infirm 
because he was not permitted to call two witnesses from out of 
state in his awn defense. As the district court notimt 
however, appellant's petition failed to identify the witnesses, 
the eupposed substance of their testimony, or whether their 
- 
testimony would have changed the result of appellant's trial -- 
a proposition of the slightest weight given the overwhelming 
evidenCe of appellant's guilt. Thus, this claim for relief 

consisted of mare naked allegations, unsupported by any factual 

mattii', and the district court, tharoforia, properly refused to ;- 
conduct an evidentiary hearing on this issue. 

Appellant also contended below that his conviction is 
infirm because the trial court failed to suppress an allegedly 
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involuntary contagion made by appellant. We note, however, 
that appellant raised this claim in his direct appeal and in 
prior federal habeas corpus proceeding.. The denial of this 
claim in those previous proceedings Is the law of the case for 
purposes of this appeal, and appellant was therefore precluded 
from 'vain litigating this claim below. 1ft Nail v. State, 91 
Nev. 314, 533 P.2d 797 (1973). Thus, the district court did 
not err when it refused to hold an evidentiary hearing on this 
ciaim for relief. 

Finally, appellent contended below that he wee denied 
effective assistance of-counsel at his trial and in his direct 
appeal. Specifically, appellant contended that his counsel was 
ineffective for "failure to investigate, failure to Object to 
jury instructlona,.ftilurel to disqualify judge, failure to move 
for change of venue and failure to present mitigating factors 
at penalty phase. • Appellant further contended that efter 
counsel as appointed, he would be better able to answer. 
Appellant failed to set forth any facts which would support any 
of the paticulare of his claim of ineffective assistance of 
counsel. As noted above, appellant failed to gPeeif7 the 
nature of th; investigation that counsel should have perforimpd, 
failed to identify any errors in the Jury instructions and 
failed to identify any mitigating circumstances that counsel 
could have presented to the Jury that would have altered the 
sentence that appellant ultimately received. Further, 
appellant failed to assert that any of his counsel's alleged 
deficiencies deprived appellant of a trial in which the result 
was reliable. Accordingly, we conclude that appellant failed 
to •tiite a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel entitling 
his to on evidentiary hearing. Ite Strickland v. Washington. 
444 U.S. 6441 (1914); Warden v. Lyons, 100 Wev. 430, au P.24 
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304 (1944), c4E%. c141144e.  471. U.S. 1004 (1945); Hargrove V. 

State, 100 Nev. 498, 486 P.2d 222 (1984). 

As we previously noted in our opinion affirming 

appellant's judgment of conviction and deeth sentence, the 

evidence of appellant's guilt in this case was overwhelming and 

the verdict was free from doubt. Igi Heuschafer v. State, 10f. 

Nev. at 336, 703 P.2d at 412. For Us roamohe expromord Warms, 

we hereby dismiss this appeel and deny appeilant's request for 

• stay of execution. 111 Chap. 174, 1987 Nev. Stet. ch 339, 

22, at 1220-1221. 

It is mc ORDS*CD. 

C. J. 

J. 

J . 

oci: Hon. Micha•l X. rood', District Judge 
Hon. Brian Hoke', Attorney general 
Terri Stalk Rosser, State Public Defender 
Alan 0iower, Clerk 
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. State. •uprt. 	-zerdloily t  even if the United It 
	

f•Ipt e/MO 
Court did decits 4 eatI4On LCIF deviate fros the core ta 	%lanai 
approach of IVION to favor at the type of snalysie eel forth la 
seatherty, Nevis, would stilt An% be able to demonstrate e con-. _ stitutional violation. In short, we conclude that trait issue has . 	 . siteady bean 140.41 Ls teat. tur.4 we wit/ mot permit Warids.to raise 

1 

the Issue once agaIn‘ lee orneralit call v. :lists, 91 Krv. lid. 
323 P.24 7,7 (MT). 	

. 

	

.." 	 . 
.. Parther s . .we note that the district court Aid not act 

. 	
, 

	

. 	
. 

11.....±, ■stol.ceisly by denying lievius' request for to 
evidentiary henries On the sarits of hta peet-convictiobpoti.■ ...• elven. naviun 	 that the evidentiary %oscine wise necessary 

-- 
Le provide the pcosecutdr the -opportanits to place hie gesss no the rscord tar ass:ng his ps?emptary chellaeoeo. novover, 

we,  noted in Our opinion ie devius w. it.  fam, the prosecutor 
did in fie% v'eslusterily piece his 'rearms for exercising his 
perenpaory challenges on she record as Oevioal . trial. sad again 
ihis court .1tes it/twady concluded that UovIeS wr414 	lois tibia to 
demonstrate 'a coastitutional violation in the Fact we 

: Tiseetd. Tterneort. &ft erideatiary'heating vowld have served e, 
• 

livery) purpose. 

I. lighbod the *have, ion conclude. that Nevins uiii nOC 
be able to stimosatrate that the dietriet come% erred by dIttruis, , hid peet..conviaiies potations without an evidentiary lasseing. 
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tX35-2 	iUutie 2.PE 03..RT 

rit TR2 SWUM COURT OF TR2 STAIR OF N147117A 

TIMMS NZ'WIT:11, 	
go. 21037 

Fetitionar, 	.1 

w2l0121, YUMA STA22 P21341, 2.X. =Dann: klip ATralarn Grara&L or STIMIA, MUM SON OXL PAPA, 

Respendsnts. 
) flERITAV751, 	 ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

FILED 
OCT 0 3 S96 
-iweiTsumm nue 	vimcosir 

sr 

We. 2901$ 
4Pollarit. 

MAROZW, mrsAL sun TRISON, 

Riespendant. 

Cl2DMU=S11311.-APP271. AIM 	• 
IINCIEM2-23:1=11_112jall_gr_jekagusgatill 

Docket No. 29027 is an original petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Docket Ne. 2102i is an appeal from .= orpiment the 
district court dewing a post-conviction petition for a writ Of habeas corpus. For purpose, of clarity, .1m - will refer to 
petitionariappellant Thomas Nevius as appellant, and to 
respondents as this state. • . 

• 	en November 12, 1182, appallant yaw convicted, penmant 
to a jurr verdict, of one count each of mardar in the first 
digreo, attemptedieemuel assault, robbary, and burglary, ail with 
the use of a daadly weapon. The jury imposed the 'pentanes of 
death with reelect to the murder. appailant's judgment at 
conviction and sentience were affirmed by tkita court an direct. 
appeal. Scrotum v. State, 101 Nev. 31N, 1911 F.2d 1.013 (6111)- 

0. Yabruiry %I f  1511d, appellant filed in the Eighth 
Judicial Diatrict ComC't a peat-conviction petition for a Wit Of 
habil" "IP"- On FaaraarY 17. 1111, Waadistrict court sumearily 

AA05779 
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P. 613,14 

denied appeilant's petition on the emits arwl because it was tiled 
in the wrong venue. On Fehruiry 14, 1944, appellant tiled in the 
lighth Judicial District Court a petition for post-conwictiors reliet. 1  On rehrhaty ii . 1994 •  the district court zumarily denied the petition *on the serits.• 

'Appellant appealed to this court tram the danlal at bin two poit-cmeiction petitions. Appellant also tiled in this court 
• motion tor a stay of mecatian pending appeal, end a petition tor a Writ of nandame. Mese document* were docketed in this .court as Docket roe. 17099 .  (both appeals) & 17040 (viendaimusi. cm rebruari LI, 1544,.thle court dismissed the appeals and denied the petition for.a writ at midamus. 

Alm on fehroary 19, 1944, appellant, filed in !federal district court a poart-convictioa petition for a writ at habeas carpus. appellant tiled supplemental petition an March 4, 1314. on November 1, 1114 4  the federal district court dismissed appellant*. petitiom for a writ at habeas corpus without an ■Inridentia.ry hearing. Appellant appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. the Ninth Circuit issued it* dacisiaa, attlxraing the denial of habeas relief on July 3*, 1944. Sewing V. Sumer, 453 11.34 463 (9th Cir. ism), sect., Maid' 494 LS. 1439 (Me). 

2.0•21 eiggellant tiled in the Piss% Judicial District Court a post-coavictian petition tor a writ of EMMA corpus. Litheugh oa-dered by .  the district court to tile aa answer to appellant's petition. the mats did not file an answer, and took no action with respect to the petition tor almost tire raara. 
ben, without *Miring any explanation whatenever for the delay: 

tthis petition wee essentially identical to the petition for a writ of habeas corpse that bad been denied on February 12, 1944. The reason for the separate tiling was to correct the lurisdictional detect in the original petition. 
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the state moved to dismiss appellant's petition 011 April 
1114. 3  Without conducting an evidentiary hearing,' the district court denied appellant's petition on July 11, 19941. This appeal (Docket Ma. 29021) followed. 

OU August 23, 111d, appellant filed in this court an original petition for a writ of habeas corpus (Docket X. 21027)- **cause appellant'a appeal and his original petition both involve the sane facts and similar issue*, vs have consolidated than far purposes' of dleposition. MWAP S(b). 
Initially we note that this Ls at leest appellant's third post-copyiction petition challenging the validity at  his judgment and.santence. 4  tamed ea our complete review of the record and the pleadings that have been submitted*  we conclada, as explained below, that the district court properly dismissed appellant's petition ea procedurally barred without resolving the merits of any of his claims. We else dispose of appellant's claims on procedural grounds': our discussion of the smite of appellant's claiss in this order Le strictly for the ParPasse at 

211e are concerned Shoat the almost five year delay in this case, and surprised that the state offered no explanation for its lack of diligence. Appel/Ault had an chUgattes, as petitioner, to proseecnte his petition te resolution, and should have notified the 4Letziat court within a reasonable time et the statiese dereliction- We .not*, however, that appellant was apparently not represented by COMidi during this period at delay, because his motion forth* appointment of counsel had not been ruled on by the district court. TS any event, we have conscientiously reviewed the record in this C4110, and we do not believe the delay prejudiced appellant or denied his due process. 
'The district cillOrt did conduct a hearing, and allowed the part/Awe to cell witnesses'. Kowever, the issue at the hearing was whether appellant would be afforded a complete •MI441litlary hearing. The district court denied appellant's lotion for an evidentiary hearing. 

412nder the circuestances of this case, appellant's first two petitions in the fighth Judicial District court sight fairly.bel characterised as one petition far purposes of applying applicable procedural bars. 

3 

•■•••• 
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demonstrating that appellant caannt overcome his procedural. defaults by a shaving of actual prejudice. 
In 1241, when the instant petition for a writ of habeas Corpus was filed. X12 34.414 provide* in relevant past: 
I. The court ahall digitise a petition if the court &Maritime that: 

(b) The petitioner's conviction was the result of a triai and the grounds - for the petition could have been:. (1) Presented to the trial court; (2) Raised in a direct appeal ar a prior petition for a writ, of habeas corpus or pest-conviction relief/ or .(2) Seised in any attune proceeding that thebetitioner has taken en secure relief fres his convictian and sentence, unless the court finds bath cause for the failure to present the grounds and_actual prejudice to the petitioner. 
2. a seosed or successive petition must be diemissed if the judge or justice determines that it fails to *Liege new or different grounds for relief and that the prior determinating. wee on the Resits or, if new and different greunds are alleged, the judge or justice finds that the failure of the petitioeurts assert tWeeminnennie in a prior petition constituted an abuse of the writ. 
Under m12 34.stoti)00 gnome, the Cs:trice court had discretion to dianiss appellant's petitien of June 7, ISIS, if it raised new iSSUILS that could have been raised in a prior proceeding challenging the judgment of conviction, and appellant did net sbow canes and prejudice. Vest of the issues raised in appellant's lele petition are arguably new issues, because they relate to the etticrtivousoma of appellant's trial and appellee* counsel, and As iSWA441 regarding the edgectivanasta of appellant's ceunsel 104WO raieed in any at the prier proceedings. further, 

Imo state &woes that the issue of effectiveness of counse1. 
was raised at every level of the priosproceedings. is supported by a very selective and out at contest rsdth Of 
each. oe the previous, petitions to find language that csu.14 be 
construed as a claim that counsel vas ineffective. lased an I:Ur 

(continued...) 
4 
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than is no reason why any at appellant's claims could not have been raised in a prior proceeding. Thus, appellant has the burden of descnatrating cause and prejudice in order to overcoss this procedural default. 

Index rad 24.413(2) above, the district court had an obligation to dismiss appellant's succesaive petition it the petition raised issue* that were previously raised and were decided on their aerits against petitioner, or it the petition rained new issues, and the district court found that the failure raise the issuesprevieuslywas an abuse of the wit. As noted above, most oil the issues are arOwbblY A410  issualg- num ,  the district coart properly 4i$114.111144 the petition if the failure of appellant to raise these issues previously constitutes an abuse of the writ. 

It appellant can show cause and prejudice far rust raising these Lome* prior to this isss petition suffioient to setisty ttus procedural reipLixement of MI 34.$10(l) (b) above, than it cannot be said that this petition is an *bulge of the writ. If petitioner cannot show cause and prejUdice, than this petition is an abuse at the writ. Thus, under the circumstances of this case, tha relevant Cocas is cause and prejudice. CI. Sonin v. Calderon. 77 T.34 115S, 115$-Si (5th air. 1114), Ammuld, us S.ct. sso (ftbroary 23, 1304) (the Analysis of a aiscarrialel of justice is the sane whether tha proposed her te XriSvtaW is procedural or an abuse of the writ) . 4  

s(...centimedl review of Wherecord, vs conclude that oven with the most liberal 
reading of the prier petitions, the alai* at ineffective 
assistance of trial or appeLlats counsel cannot ha found. • *retail of appellant's claims and arqueente in his petition 
below included allegations of ineffective assistance of cmummet. 
dose of appealant's arerimausts ere simply reartjunent of issuee 
already resolved egaimet appellant, albeit in a more focused 
fashion. to the extant that appellant , ' petition could be (continued...) 

3 
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As CAMS* for his procedural default, appellant claims that ha vas represanted by the sana attorney@ at trial. on direct appeal, in his original state court post-conviction procaadings and in all of hie federal proceedings. The first Una appellant vas represantod by indepandant counsel vas in the filing of the instant petitiontmlo. Appallant argues that his priorcomasslos conflict of Intareet precluded big tram raining claims regarding tha effectivenass of trial and appellata counsaI. Appollant argues furthar that this conflict of interest is as ispetinent, .axtarnal to tha dafense, that promanted'his Cram raising in his Friar past-conviction .proceedings his claims of ineffective aaaistanca of trial and appallata counsel. AAA Loaada V. Stata, LLO .Way. 349, 671 P.24 144 (3.1$4). Altarnatively, appellant argues that his counsel in his first post-conviction procaedings 1~4 imaffeativo for tailing to raise the cialas ha nos midi's, and that couneel's ineffectivenass is cause for big procedural dafaults. 

This court has held that under circumstances mounting to a danial of the Sixth iseridseat right to counsel, a read slain of inaffective assistance of counsel asy he sufficient cause to overcome a procedural default aasuaiirs a showing of actual proludIca can he made. Nassau v. Warden, 112 War. IP.241 (Mr. Op. Wo. 110, July 32, LIM): Pension v. State, 11.6 Wev. 314, 540, 675 P.24 261. 364 (1914). Purthar, am attorney's caanict of intareat lafhte undsr some oircarastancas, ha sufficiant cause ta arcuss a procedural default. Without 

4 (...cootinuedi construed as raising again old (Aguas our consideration of the 
wits of theea aid casing in barrod by Waa 34.63.0(2), and by th* 
doctrine of the law of the cam*. lag Wail r: State, 91 Per. 314, 
$35 P.3d 797 (11175). *The doctrine at the law of tha cue cannot 
be areidad.by a sere detailed and precisely tocumad subaaquaustly aade attar ref laction upon Mc previous pram 	a.* Ida  at 314, DA P.24 at 7111. 

1 
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suggesting that counsel ected . imappropriately or deciding the issue of whether appelleat waS entitled to effective assistance of counsel in his first post-conviction challenge to his judgeent of conviction, vs have determined under ths unusual cixtuastances of this case that it is arguable that appellant can them sufficient GPIs* tO OVOL-COIMI his procedural defaults. Thum, we hams considered the merits of the issues raised by appellant in his petition below in order to determine whether appellant can shoy sufficient actual prejudice to crvercom his procedural defaults. me conclude that ha cannot. 
The,sost eigniticant issue raised by appellant in his petition below concerns whether the proaecutor at his trial bed 

4 
/apropos nativem far excluding all potential minority jurors by use of hie peremptory challenges. Appellant'a trial couhsel hes wad* serioue aUegations against the prosecutor, Including thm olein that the 'prosecutor referred to the challenged ktrican-aXeriCan jurors Si oniggers" shortly atter trial. Appellant** specifia clain in this - appeal is that counsel was Isbeffective for not having brought the prosecutor's aLlegedprejudicial statement* to the attention of the moats in a timely feehion., If counsel's allegations are true, thmy are very disturbing. nevertheless, 'we have reviewed the record, end wu conalude that counsel's accusatioas are non Credible, 7  and in anyj 

	

- 	1 
event would not afford appall/aft* basis fur relief in the context' 

?Although the focus of .eli of appolientos peet,-trial 
anal-Urges to his judgnent of convictim bee always hem the 
prosecutor's sotives in striking theadnority jurors appellant"* 
trial counsel did not accuse the prosecutes' of iesurciper comments 
in the trial court, on direct appeal, to his first two etate poet -
conviction proceedings or in his first poot-nnowriction proceeding 
in federal court. Conneeleade this startling accusation. almost 
as 44 afterthoogist, for the first ties at the and of a hearing in 
fedmral court in response to the federal district judge's inquiry 
whether caunsol was aware of any ether basis tor granting: 
appellant an evidentiary hearing. Under the sirceastancaue that 
the eomumetion was sada, yarn after the naments were allege4141 
uttered, the acciasetion seems incredible. 

7 
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of this case. W4 nate that tho.  prosecutor executed an affidavit in vilich he denied the substance at appellant's accusations and .averred that he did not exercise his peremptory challenges for any isprolmmrraesan. At the time of appelIent's trial, the actives of the prosecutor In exercising pereaptary challenges ccuLd not be examined. ani swain v. Alabaia, 340 U. S. 202 (1143). 4  Nevertheless, the proaecotar in this case voluntarily placed in the record his reason's for excluding the African-American venire persona from the jury. This court, the federal distriatcourt and .-the Ninth circuit Court at Anpeals all concluded that the prosecater's reasons vers proper. Indeed. the reaeons cited by the presocatar for exaluding ttke ninarity jurarsveuld likely have 
4 

influenced. any prosecutor to peremptorily challenge the praepective jurors, regardless of race.' Thus, eyed if trial counsel had sada a timely record of the preeecuter's alleged comments, this court would 'sat have reversed= appeal appellant's lusigment of conviction on this basis. 
In evidentiary h*aring at this point in ties on this issue would serve no purpose because the record contains all of the evidence that snake hear/twilight produce. me have elasely reviewed the record, and we ere of the opinion that appellant cannot show any prejudice euttialent to establish a alain of ineffective assistance cif COM1114i vith regerd to these alleged comeents, because the record repels appellant's clais that the premed:La= exsecised his peremptory challenges for any *Wormy 

ismila vas overruled by Batmen V. reetucky, 474 U.S. 1$ 
(2ad). IMAM in not retroactive. Allen V. Sexily, 474 U.S. 253, 
244-41 (1414). 

- 'The prasecutor's stated reason tar challenging one 
prospective alternate toror say not have been an strong as his 
reasons for chanson/in/ the other 'alacrity jurors. Mostar. a* 
noted by the lank Circuit, no alternate juror deliberated in 
appallent's case, se appellant cannot demonstrate any prejudice 
belied an tha exclusion of the witernate juror. 
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neaten. 	lag Strickland V. Washington, 444 U.S. 444 (19641 (prejudice prong of ciein at ineffective assistance of counsel is established if a defendant can sham that an error of counsej vas se severe that the result of the proceeding would likely have been different absent the error). 

Appellant contended in him petition below that his appellate attorneys vary ineffective becauee they did not petition the United States Supreme court tar a writ of certiorari otter this court dismiesed appellantfe dirsat appeal. it that tine. ______ wee pending befs-• the United State• Suprema court. Appellant ernes that if his attorneys had petitioned the United States Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari, his came would not have been final when ulna was decided, and -laragn =mid have been applied te aipallantee case." 
This argument is idle speculation 	counsel had no obligation to pursue a discretimarrappeal on the chence that the law eight change in a non-retroactive manner La the interim. Indeed, counsel expreselyconsiitamelpetitlaningthe Sapress Court for a writ of certiorari and elected far tadtical TOSISOO8 net to file masa petition. Tacticaldaoisions of counsel are vial:1=11Y unahallengsable absent soctraordinary circumstances. award. V. State, 104 Nev. 712, 722, 100 P.24 174, ISO (1190). Xis any event. vs are persuaded that the prosecutor/a exercise of his peremptory challenges would have satisfied the Aaiun artandard. Thus, appellant cannot demonstrate either that coonsel l a performance was deficient or that he was prejudiced. 

appellant alleged in his petition below that his trial and his appellate counsel were ineffective for failing to 

°Setae* V. fentacky, 471 V.S. 71 (1341). 
"ULM 14 met retroactive. Allan V. lardy, 474 U.S. 255, 

240-41 (MM. 
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demonstrate that appellant's sentenr-s of death violate* the tighth awl fourteenth Anamiaents bee.muse It was the product of racial bias. As noted above, appellantte death sentence via not the product of racial bias. Thus, this contention lwJts merit. In addition to the claiss discussed above, appellant raLosel this following claims in his petition belay: (1) Trial ceramist were ineffective for failing to develop evidence to support a claln of systsmatio 'occlusion of minorities by the prosecutor; (3) trial counsel mere ineffective for failing to roomiest a jury instruction an the necessity of corroboration of acoomplice tostinony; (3) trial counsel were ineffective for tailing to suppress the in-caort identification et appellant aa the killer because that identiticiatioa was the product of aproper pretrial identification procedures; (4) trial counsel were ineffective for failing to object to the proeseestor • s inappropriate argunente, thud failino to preserve the of prosecatoriml misconduct tar appeal. 
We bss carefully reviewed eaCh of these claims at ineffective assistance at counsel, and we conclude under the standard of Stridden& v. Irashirsgton, 444 S.S. 444 (1,1140, that the claims lack wit. 

In a supplemental eimearandus in support of hie petition eppellant &cycled that jury instruction LO at the penalty phase of the trial shifted the Imzden at proof regarding mitigating cirancatances, and that the anti-eympathyiestroation,  violated appellant's constitutlituct rignte. This court determined La ippellant's direct appeal that the anti-sympathy inatrizotion was proper. Weviug,  101 Ser. at 211, 411 P.04 at 1061. Our ruling an this ism* IA the law of this caws. nail V.  Mts. $l Wev. 314, 132 P.24 727 (1171). The suggestion that . jury instruction 10 shifted the burden of proof lacks merit. lathing 

10 

1110•111 
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in that instractioa could bat tonstrusd as shifting tha Warden of proof. 

In any *vent, both at thesa claims ars proce4urally 1  barred andar OS 34.110, and appellantiedo no attempt whatsoovar ta deaonatr&ta that these clalaa ars net barred. Appellant did not allaga that =bun's' was lastfactiva far not raising thsse claim's, and *von if he had, a alai& of ineffective assistance of counsel regarding these claims would have been without merit. Me *thaw claims ars proparly borate this court in -appellant's appaal from the dont.' of his post-coaviction petition for a writ 91 habaas corpus (Dockat Se. 22021). me conclude, thorefats, that even if appellant could show CAU04 for his 
V 

procedural dmessits, he cannot show proludiaa. Tharafore, tho diatrict court properly deaiod appellant's petition as procedurally barred. Ws amiss appellant's appaal in Dochat Me. 21021. 13  

Dockat We. 25027 is an original petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Appellant seeks a review kg this court of his judgment of aoreriction and dasth sent/ince. Gaaerally, &petition Oh a writ of habeas carpus must be brought la the first instaiwe in the appropriata district court. ' WRAP 231 WAS 34.731. Neverthelesa, in this case thm LOSUS4 talaad by appellant aro clearly without merit. Thus, in order ta avoid a remand to the dixtrict court and aoothar mold of xuusecassari litigitlans VO have olectod to addras' s the merits of this petition. In the petition, appellant raises four °substantive iamusig0 (1) app•llant•s lodgment of convictimand 4421t0040 axe duata the practice of systematically excluding minority prospoctive Jurors from criminal laridas La camas involving 
• LiMe lift the stay of amacotion of appollant's ditath 

santsace, AidLIMS in/egad by this court's ardor of Maptsaber 2, 
1114. 

11 
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crininal dafendants; (3) the dIscrininatory .excluaion of atnerity jororl from appellant's jury renders his conviction constitutionally invalid; (3) appellant's trial and appellate counsal yore ineffectiv403  and (4) the jury instruction on reasonable doubt given at appellant's trial vas unconstitutional. .9f courses  ail of these claims are procedurally barred pursuant to IRS 34.410 and the doctrine of law of the C464. The first three war* raiend berate Is the petition which resulted in the appeal lass discoosed La this order. The last issue is a now Loewe. Appellant cannot concoivably show cause and prejudice for raising the first three, a1 again, or for not miming the fourth claim previously, and this petition is clearly an abuse of 
- 

the writ. 

With rempoOtte the now alai", that el:injury inetruction on reasonsble doubt is unconetlbstional, vs have prorriosualy upheld the instruction against congtitutional challenge. zsg Lord v.  Stato, 107 New. 21, SOS 4.24 444 (1491). We emphatically reject Appellant's claim that tha jury instrocticas give* in this case would not satisfy the constitutional ntazalard appliedinVinter V. Menraaha s  511 U.S. is (1441). 
Appellant also raises fear °procedural issues° in his petitions (1) its state should be *stepped tree invoking procedural dsfault as a basis for dismissal it this petition; (2) the_rirst oellateralinmummWUnimIcanmotbeconsi&mneda procedural dafault because appellant 414 not knowing:4 enemas* counsel to waive any potential claims on his behalf or to fail to raise any concelvabla claim that sight be available to kis, and camera's conflict of interest destroyed that principal-agent relationship 

Litindor this koading s  appellant makes all of the ervesents 
regardlng the offertOmmass of counsel that were raised in :mllant's prior petition and appeal, discussed previously LA 

order. 

12 
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between appellant and his attorneys: (3) appallant has *nava sufficient cameo to *mascots any procedUral default; and (1) this court cannot apply protatittral bars against appellant because this court has not consiatantiy applied much bare In the past. 
We have rswiavod each of these contantiont, and we conollada that they lack suit. Accordingly, we dmny the petition La Docket Jo 1,027. 14  

It is so anomm." 

C•J• 

ea: Ran. Aohart J. Killer, r•evarnecr Non. 	..t l. Criffin, District JUdgo Nan. Joseph I. "(milkmaid, Disecriat Judge Ron. Prankio ifts Del Papa, Attormay (general Non. Stewart L. Noll, Dioftiet Attorney 'ober% Payer, Director, Department of Prisons S i. )cDaniel, Warden, Ply State Prison job= Ignacio, Verdes, Jumada State Prison 'Terri Staik Noose, Michael Paseetta, Oast. Teeters]. Public tofooder Alan Glower, Clark Loretta Bowman, Clerk 

14wo deny as moot petitioner's motion for a stay of execution 
pending our rasolutian of this petition. No grant the states 
nation tar loafs to rile a response to •ppellant's original 
petition in this court and notice for a star at sascntion (Docket 
JO. 22037), and we direct the clerk of this overt to file the 
state's respant•, which wan rocalmod by this court on August 211, 
leed. 

laChe Nanorable Uri** admixing, Justice, di4not participate 
La that decision of these cacao. 

13 
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TTIL ii  41. 

No. 29022 

FM, 

IN THE SUPREME COURT or THE STATt or NEVADA 

THOMAS NEVIUS, 

Petitioner, 

vi. 

Naftali, HtVADA STATE mum, L.K. MCDANIZL; AND ATTORIM =MAL or NEVADA, MAXIE SUt DEL PARA. 

Respondenta. 

THOMAS MOMS. 

Appellant, 

vs. 

WARDEN, NEVADA STATIC PRISON, 

Respondent. 

Ho. 29027 

FILED 

ORDER DENYING REHEARING  

This is a petition for rehearing of this court's order of October 9, 1994, dismisaing Thomas Weviutt's petition for an original writ of habeas corpus (Docket No. 29027) and bia appeal from an order of the district court denying postconviction habeas relief (Docket No. 22022). Wevius also has moved for leave to present oral argument, and on February 7, 1297, he submitted a Supplemental Petition for Original Writ of Habeas Corpus. 

Nevius maintains that his supplemental habeas petition is proper because it asserts a claim which arose only after he filed his original habeas petition In August 1992. Nevius does not consider that he submitted his supplemental petition after this -Court had already denied his original habeas petition and Was consid•ring his instant petition for rehearing. WRAP 40(c)til provides that no point may be raised for the first tie* on rvnlivrin 02. °  and the state has slaved us to transfer the supplemental petition to district court pursuant to t 22. 

MIME. 
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mowaver, in the interest of judicial economy, we deny the state's motion, order that the supplemental petition (and Exhibit No. ST to the habeas petition) be filed, and address the merits of Mevius's latest claim. 
Marius claims in his supplementai petition that he has been subjected to cruel and unusual punishment due to the issuance, of death warrants and stays of execution in this case. Nevium contends that the state sought the death warrant. simply to inflict psychological torture upon him and asks this court to overturn his death sentence as a consequence. Wevius doe. not argue that the length of his confinement on death row constitutes cruel and unusual punishment. 

We concludg that the state in seeking the death warrants and the district court in issuing them acted within their statutory authority. NU 116.491(2). We also conclude that staying an execution six days before it could be carried out in no way amounts to a *mock execution,* as Marius contends. We have reviewed the authorities cited by Wevius, and none of them stand for the proposition that the issuances of the death warrants and stays of execution he experienced constituted cruei and unusual punishment :  We conclude that this claim has no merit. 

in his petition for rehearing, Marius informs this court that his former counsel first referred to alleged improper statements by the prosecutor in 'a motion for discovery filed in March 19g6, following the filing of his federal habeas petition. In our order, we stated that counsel first made his accusation at the end of a hearing in federal court. This hearing was La August /914. Although we overlooked counsel's earlier reference, made six months before the hearing, this oversight was not material and does not constitute grounds for rehearing. WRAP 4010(2). dor has Nevius shown that rehearing is warranted an any other grounds. We therefore deny his motion for leave to 

2 

A.. 



present oral argument and his petition for rehearing, and we 
Lift the stay of execution of Nevius's death sentence, impaaed 
January 7, 1997. 

It Is so ORDERED. 

rJriliB INC  

CC: Hon. Michael R. Griffin, District Judge Moo. Frankie Sue.Del Papa, Attorney General Mon. Stewart L. Sell, District Attorney Terri 3teik Roesler Michael Pescetta, Assistant Federal Public Defender Loretta Sorban, Clerk 
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O.J. 

SPRIROKI. C.J.1 dissenting* 

t would grant rehearing for tho reasons stated An my dissent IA this matter, filed June 24, 19 ,14. There is credible evidence in the record to support Wevius complaint that his prosecutor admitted to saying. *You don't think I want all thine* niggers an my jury do you?* I can think of no plainer admission that the prosecutor deliberately stacked the jury in a *dinner that would exclude black jurors. For this reason, and for the reasons stated in my dissent in 'lawful; v. Warden, 114 Wev. P.2d 	014v. Op. No. 75, June .24, 1500. I dissent. 
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1 FRANKE SUE DEL PAPA Attorney General 2 DOROTHY NASH HOLlvtES Deputy Attorney General 3 Nevada Bar No. 2057 Criminal Justice Division 4 IGO North Carson Street Carson City, Nevada 89701-4717 5 Telephone: (702) 687-3533 
6 Attorney for Respondent!. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

	

10 
	

FOR TEM DISTRICT OF NEVADA 
11 

12 THOMAS NEVTUS, 	
) 	Case No. CV-N-96-785-HDM(RAM) ) 	 (DEATH PENALTY CASE) 

13 	 Petitioner, 	) 
) 	 RESPONSE TO NEVIUS' 

14 	vs. 	
) 	SUPPLEMENT.AL MEMORANDUM ) 	OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES Of 

15 E. K. IvIcDANIEL, d al., 	 ) 	SUPPORT OF AbrENDED SECOND ) 	SUCCESSIVE PETITION' FOR 
16 	 Respondents. 	) 	 mut.  OF HABEAS CQRPIJS  IT 

18 	R.espondents, through FRAME SUE DEL PAP& Attorney General of Nevada, by 19 DOROTHY NASH HOLMES, Deputy Attorney General in the Criminal Justice Division, hereby 20 respond to the supplemental memorandum filed by Petitioner THOMAS NEVIUS with pemission of 21 this district court, following a two year delay of proceedings to allow for the completion of other 22 proceedings initiated by Nevius in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and the Nevada Swpreme Court 23 This response is based upon the entire file in this case, and the following Points and Authorities. 24 	 POINTS AND AUTHORMES 
25 	Nevius has filed a memorandum of points and authorities and additional exhibit! 0 through T- 26 He also filed a motion seeking permission to conduct discovery on his new claim 5 in his secoac successive petition. (Respondents have filed a separate response to that motion.) Respondent: understood the district court's order permitting a supplemental Ming as providing the opportunity fo .  

17 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

23 

the parties to address any issues pertinent to the current matter, which may have been raised by federal appellate and Nevada Supreme Court litigation for which this matter had been stayed. Lasv with one exception (the exhaustion discussion of claim 5 at pp. 2-3), Petitioner Nevius has me) tr.-argued the issues previously discussed ia his amended petition and traverse, filing what is, in ewer a reply to our Reply to Traverse. Mostly, however, Nevius cites a whole slew of new second authorities and treaties and treatises (some to which the United States is not even a party) to make argument that it is torture or a "mock execution" for Respondents' counsel or the Clark Cow prosecutor to have sought an execution warrant. 
He provides additional exhibits allegedly io support of both his new Fs and A's and / discovery motion, however, none were generated in the litigation in the appellate court or the Neva, Supreme Court (or the United States Supreme Court), which occasioned the delay in this case. } provides a new declaration authored by a Deputy Federal Public Defender in August, 1999, to bolst, his "mock executioolpsychological torture" claim 5. (Exb- 0). He provides a new report by psychologist, dated June 25, 1999, apparently prepared after an April, 1999 evaluarion of Nevius, t bolster hirctaira 5. (Fah. Q). He provides old prison mental health reports to bolster his claim .5 (Exh. R). He provides copies of pleadings from 1996 in Clark County to bolster his data-  s 5. Hi dam% explain why none of such exhibits were produced earlier, nor why he should be entitled tc continue to build on his petition ad biffnittan. Clearly, Ncvius is "taking another bite of the apple" in attempting to yet again argue the =trite of his petition. More clear is the inference that Nevius used two years' worth of Ninth Circuit and Nevada Supreme Court litigation (and appeals of that to the United States Supreme Court) merely to "buy time" and to postpone this macter while he acquired new evidence to offer. Respondents urge this court to reject Nevius' efforts and deny him that "second bite of the apple", both by striking his F's and A's and denying him use of the supplemental exhibits. Nevius should not be permitted to manipulate the court's order in this way, nor should he be permitted to prolong this litigation indefinitely with additional argument and exhibits. The only update Nevius did provide this court was in his brief discussion of the exhaustion of claim 5 by the Nevada Supreme Court, found at pp. 2-3 of his supplement. While Nevius made no other legal gains in his rwo-years of delaying tactics as all rehearings, recon.siderations, aPPeal 3  and 
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petitions for certiorari were denied by the Nevada Supreme Court, the Ninth Circuit and the Ut 2 States Supreme Court (set Third Supplemental Index of Exhibits' filed herewith by Respondents: 3 did manage to frustrate the Nevada Supreme Court into considering what should have bet 4 procedurally barred claim (claim 5 in this case), thus exhausting the same. In its Order Dem 5 Rehearing (Exh 180), the Nevada Supreme Court noted that Nevius did not properly raise that 6 Eighth Amendmr.at claim (which be submitted to them in his Supplemental Petition for Writ (E 7 174)) pursuant to NRAP 40(cX1.) because it was raised for the first time On rehearing .% but it did procedurally default the Claim. Instead, "in the interests of judicial economy" and, more than likely, of its utter frustration with the litigious Mr. Nevius and to get the matter out of the Nevada Supra Court once and for all, the court addressed the claim on its merits, saying: 
"Nevius clahns in his supplemental petition that he has been subjected to 
cruel and unusual punishment due to the issuances of death warrants and 
stays of execution in this case. Nevius contends that the state sought the 
death warm= simply to inflict psychological torture upon him and asks 
this com-t to overturn his death sentence as a consequence. Nevius does 
not argue that the length of his confinement on death :ow COnntingell cruel 
and unusual punishment. 
We conctude that the state in seeking the death warrants and the district 
court in issuing them acted within their statutory authority. See NRS 
176.491(2). We also conclude that staying an corecution six days-refort it 
could be carried out in no way amounts to a "mock execution," as Nevius 
contends. We have reviewed the authorities cited by Nevius, and none of 
them stand for the proposition that the 'nuances of the death warrants and 
slays of execution he experienced constituted cruel and unusual 
punishment. We conclude that this claim has no merit" 

20 	Thus, Respondents now withdraw its statement (from our Answer) that the Eighth Amendment 21 claim in the instant petition is uncthausted. While it was unexhaust ed when  Respondent answered the  22 petition, it no longer is. 
23 	The ruling on the merits by the Nevada Supreme Court is entitled to complete deference in this 24 case and is conclusive as to all issues of fact or law, because it did not involve an unreasonable 25 	

la various status reports to this court. Respondents or petidoner provided copies of the orders of the other courts 
26 nevertheless, Respondents have compiled them together into a Third Supplemental Ind= of Exhibits so they are properl) 

included as pen of the record in this case, rather than just informational material to update this court. Respondents also have 
included one other exhibit submiturd O dss Moods Supreme Court lry Nevis: in support of his Original Writ Petition ant 

27 	
Supplemental Petition, which was inadvertently omitted in our Second Supplemental Index a f ExhOsits. 23 	

It also noted that Nevius could not supplement a petition that had already been denied. 

8 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
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application of clearly established federal law as determined by the United States Supreme Court an not involve an unreasonable determination of the facts. 28 U.S.C. 2254(d)(1) and (2) and (e 3 Nevada's highest court resolved the issue based upon Nevada statute and rejected all the articles 4 treaties and treatises Nevius pmffered to support his "mock execution" claim. State court &air' igs entitled to the presumption of correctness. Bressette v. N. Y. &vision, 2 F.Supp. 383, 386 ( ), ci Nevius v. Sumner Neviu.; D, 852 F.2d 463, 469 (1989). This cow therefore has no basis on whin. 7 grant relief on claim 5 of the inscust petition. 
While the Math Circuit in its dant/ins order, Nevius v. McDaniel (MMus ED, 104 F.3d 1 (1997), decided that Nevius could file a second successive 'application" that includes more than just one "reasonable doubt instructioa" claim for which it found a sufficient prima facie showin Ftespondents n.evertheless assert that said position is an erroneous one and CODA= to object to filing of other claims. "Post AEDPA, no other circuit has considered the Ninth Circuit's position" Ctl 13 once it approves a second successive petition on one claim, other claims may be filed by petitione 1 4 Atkins v. Timmer, No. 9741492 (1999 US LEXIS 8641) (ED. Mich. 1999). The Sixth Circuit h S ruled that the new petition is limited only to the claim approved See U. v. Moore, 131 F..3d 5S 16 (1997) and US. v. Campbell, 168 F.3d 263 (1999). Respondents UAW that claims 1, 2, 3 and 5 there°, 7 constitute an abuse of the writ and do not qualify for review by this court pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 2244 18 	Nor is Nevius authorized to Wert his claim 5 based upon the ruling in Stewart v. Martin= 19 Villareal, 523 U.S. 1618, 113 S.Ct 1618 (1998). Tluu opinion only authorized a successive Ford 20 Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399 (1936) claim of "incompetence to be executed." The United States Suprern. 21 Court held that a claim of "incompetence to be executed" could a o t be raised until the petitioner wa: 22 actually experiencing that level of mental incompetence and that did not occur until after tha 23 petitioner's previous habeas petitions were litigated, therefore that could be raised later. While the 24 Federal Public Defender persists in interpreting Martinc - Villareal as authorizing a host of successive 25 claims that have nothing to do with "incompetence to be executed," that was not the ruling in Martinez 26 

27 
Far a decision discussing more recent precedenu and rejecting the Ninth Circuit's reasoning regarding Clips 

retroactivity. and declining to follow iVeviut v. Sumner, 105 F.3d 453 (9* C. 19%), see Rodisirsic v. Superintendent. 84.1 
Skate Currectumui Center, 139 F.4 27Qtl Ct ,  1993). 

1 

2 

5 

6 

12 
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2 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Villareal and the can cannot properly be read to extend beyond Ford Y. Waiinvright ctaim
.t Cla cannot now be raised., 

Unlike Nevius, Respondents will not reiterate our arguments presented in our Answer or R. to Traverse, but will simply update them based upon the passage of two years and subseq authorities cited by Nevius in his supplemental P's and A's. 
Nevius' old and new arguments justifying claim 4, his "reasonable doubt instruction" claim, defeated by the subsequent ruling of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in Ramirez v. Hatcher, F.3d 1209 (9.  Cit. 1998). Furthermore, the United States Supreme Court denied certiorari, 119 S. rett$ (1993), so there is no potential reversal looming out them by which Nevius can urge this cour disregard Ramirez. Claim 4 must be dismissed. 

Nevius argued previously that AEDPA abolished procedural bars and argued that Respondec 
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11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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argument that claims 1-4 were procedurally barred must fail. Subsequently, the Ninth Circuit Court Appeals addressed that issue in Ortiz v. Stewart, 149 F.34 923 (1998), and specifically stated tt "[C]ontrary to what Ortiz argues, Chapter 154 does not in any way suggest that in passing AEDP, Congress atended to abolish pre-AEDPA procedural default law or affect its applicability with rega, to sums not governed by Chapter 154." Ortiz at p. 931. The United States Supreme Court also denie certiorari on that case, too, (119 S.Ct 1777 (1998)) so again, there is no potential reversal looming oi there to diminish the value of this precedent Respondents' procedural default arguments shout prevail 

interestingly, in that same Ortiz case, the appellate court also cited Neviut ft Neviuz v. SI477112411 105 F.3d 453, 460 (9s  Cit. 1996) to reject the identical ariturrnt Nevius tries to  make yet again  in  hi second and successive petition—ineffective assistance of counsel due to inherent conflict of interes (claim 3 in this petition). 
Previously, Nevius argued that Areviut could not be 'law of the case" because he had petition for rehearing and request to recall the mandate pending. The rehearing was denied and att mandate was not recalled and has been set upon the record. (Exhs. 180 and 187) and certiorari has beer denied ort Neville effort to get U.S. Supreme Court review. (Exhs. 132 and 186). Therefore, law of the case does apply and Nevitia connot now It-assert the same "inherent conflict-agency claim" which hx 
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I already been considered and rejected by the district court and the Ninth Circuit Court of Ap: 2 Claim 3 must fail. 

3 	Neviur also determined that any successive petition was not to be treated as Nevius' 4 petition so law of the case governs that aratunent, too, and Nevius' reassertion that this shoul 
5 treated as a first petition must be rejected as well. 
6 	Likewise, claims I and 2 , in the instant petition are aLso governed by law of the case. In Nel 7 first appeal to the Ninth Circuit, that court found that Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986), was 
8 retroactive and that the Swain v. Alabama, 330 U.S. 202 (1965), claim was not established. It 9 accepted the findings and conclusions of the Nevada Supreme Court, which also rejected the "ra 10 exclusion of jurors" claim. Recently, the Ninth Circuit reviewed mother &won claim case, nay 11 Page, No. 97-55004 Chine 28, 1799) and decided that the lower court's determination on whether or 12 a Batson claim is made is to be given deference and the statutory presumption of correction. Thus, 13 instant claims 1 and 2 cannot again be raised as they were rejected both by the Nevada Supreme Co 14 and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in NevivaL supra. Nevius has re-asserted them in this case w 

15 additional supporting data, but he simply does not get to keep repealing the p rocess =tithe gets it rig] 16 As in Malone v. Vasquez 138 F.3d 711 (8th Circuit 1998), Neviust redesigned arguments and ne 17 statistical claims do not support .a Swain claim and Nevius has failed to rebut the prosecutor's reasoi 18 for striking certain jurors. The prior courts (state and federal) have all found that these claims must fa 19 and nothing new changes that position. Claims 1 and I are not twirled to review or relief. 20 
	

• Finally, while referencing a barrage of additional secondary authorities to try to make the face 21 of this case fit some theory of "mock execution" or "psychological comae" in dal= 5, Nevius fails t 22 provide any persuasive Ninth Circuit or U.S. Supreme Court decision that supports his claim. He als 23 has failed to refute Respondents' citation to Pitoraaeck v. Stewart, 118 Fid 648 (9.  Circuit 1997 24 wherein the Ninth Circuit said "If Woratzeck's death sentence does not violate the Eighth Amendment 25 then neither does the scheduling of his execution." As with the other cases cited by Respondents, ot 26 this case, too, certiorari was denied (520 U.S. 1173, 117 S.Ct 1443 (1997) and a rehearing was alst 27 denied. 520 US. 1260, 1175.0, 2427 (1997). The Nevada Supreme Court has found that the facts in 23 
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this cue do not amount to a "mock execution" nor do they constitute "psychological torture" and 2 Li no basis for this court to disregard or ignore that finding. Claim $ must also fail. 3 	Based upon the foregoing, and the reasons stated in Respondents' previously filed Answe 4 Reply to Traverse, Nevius is not entitled to further review of his instant claims and he is not entiti $ relief on any of the claims, either. 
6 	RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this le day of October, 1999. 

FR.ANKIE SUE DEL PAPA Attorney General 3 

9 

By: 
Dorothy N 
Deputy 	mey General Criminal Justice Division 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVIC4 
I hereby certify that I am an employee of the Office of the Attorney General of the State Nevada, and on this lei day of October, 1999,! served a copy of the foregoing RESPONSE 1 NEVIUS' SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM OF Porms AND AUTHORMES IN SUPPOF OF AMEWED SECOND SUCCESSIVE PETTTION FOR. WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS, by mailit a copy thereof to: 

MICHAEL PESCETIA Assistant Federal Public Defender 330 South Third Street, #700 Las Vegas, Nevada 39101 
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1 	. 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

CHRISTOPHER SOUND O'NEILL, Appellant, 
vs. 

Till STATZ OF NEVADA. Raepcsident. 

No.39143 

FILED 
DEC 18 are 

 

 

Amscum - 4 ORDER OF REVERSAL AND REMAND 

This is art appeal from an order of the district alurt denying appeUsutie poet-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corpua. On May 5, 1995, the district court convicted appellant, pursuant to a juryverdict' . of robbery with the use of a deadly weapon. The district mutt adjudicated appellant a habitual aiminal and sentenced him to a term of life with the possibility of parole. This court &mimed appellaas untimely appeal from his judgment af conviction for lack of jurisdiction.' 

On March 12, 1996, appellant filed a proper person poet-ccalviction petitian for a writ of habeas corpus in the district court. On March 26, 1996, the district court summarily denied appellant's petition, incorrectly stating that the district court did not have jurisdiction over appellant's petition because his direct appeal was (till pouting in this court. Appellant then flied a 'notice of erne regarding the order 
atfailly.alete, Docket No. 27987 (Order Dismissing Appeal, 

Fabruary 23, 1996). 
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diunissing appellant's petition in the district court. The district arurt reconsidered appellant'a petition and on April 19, 1998 entered its findings of facts and conclusions of law denying the petition. This court subeequently dismissed appellant's appeal because we concluded that he filed an untimely notice of appeal.' 
On December 19, 2001, appellant filed his second proper person poet-conviction potitiOn for a writ of habeas corpus in the district court. The district court denied appellants petition as aucatesive. This appeal followed. 

Appellant filed his petition more than six years after entry of the judgment of conviction. Thus, appellant's petition was untimely fi1ed- 3  Moreover, appellant's petition was 2UCCOSSiV* because he had previously filed a poet-conviction petition for a writ of habeas °organ ." .Appellant's petition was procedurally barred absent a demonstration at good cause and preiudika." 

To eatabliSh good cause to excuse a procedural default, a petitioner must demonatrate that same impediment external to the defense prevented him from complying with the state procedural default 
Vas O'Neal v. State,  Docket N. 31754 (Order Dissoiming APPeal, 

Um:mu 24, 1998). 

Vet NES 34.728; jj Dickerson v.  ail& 114 Nffr. 1084, 967 
P.2d 1132 (1998). 

42gg NES 34.810(1Xb), (2). 
42g. MIS 34.728; NES 34.810(1)(b), (3). 



OUS-629-S44 WARN •;f1I4TOW 4SC:2 to 	d 4PS 

rules.' In an attempt to excuse the procedural defaults, appellant 
contends that the district court incorrectly dismissed his first petition in which he claimed, among other things, that he was denied the effective asaistance of counael because his trial counsel refused to file a notice of appeal on his behalf. He also claims that this court incorrectly dismissed as untimely his appeal from the district court's dismissal of his first petition_ We agree that appellant can successfully demonstrate good cause and prejudice to excuse the procedural defaults.' 

In appellants first timely petition, he claimed, among other claims, that Lis counsel was ineffective for returing to file a direct appeal on appellant's behIf The district court failed to co:induct an evidentiary hearing and denied appellant's petition. This court has held that an appellant is entitled to an evidentiary hearing if he raises claims, which if true, would entitle him to relief and if his claims are not belied by the 

sees .Lioxada v. State,  110 Nev. 349, 871 P.24 944 (1994). 
Me note that appellant also attempts to dem.onstrate good cameo by claiming that he was denied the appointment of poet-convic' don. counsel, he is uneducated in the law, and ha was in lock-down which prevented him acceu to the law library. These claims do not establish good cause to excuse the procedural hare. &I NW 34_750 (the district court may appoint poet-conviction counsel for indigent petitioners.); et NRS 34.820(1Xa) (if petitioner has been sentenced to death and it is his first poet-conviction petition, the district court Mall appoint counsel to represent petitioner); Aggillea Phelps v. Director.btiegale, 104 Nev. 656, 764 P.24 1303 (1988); Load& 110 Nev. 349, 871 P.24 944. 
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record.' Here, appellant's claim that his counsel refused to file a direct appeal on his behalf does not appear to be belied by the record and, if true, 
would entitle him to relief. ,  Thus, the district court erred in failing to 
conduct an evidentiary hearing on appellant's appeal deprivation claim. 

Approximately two years later, appellant appealed the district court's dimities' of his petition. This court subsequently denied appellant's appeal as untimely. Appellant, however, was never served by 
the clerk of the district court with notice of entry of order.le This court has 
held that l'under NRS 34.575(1) and NRS 34.830, the time to file a notice of appeal from an order denying a poet-conviction habeas petition dose not coaunence to until notice of entry of an order denying the petition has been separately served by the district court on both the petitioner and the petitioner's counsel.'" Here, the district court clerk properly served notice of entry of the district court's April 19, 1996 order on appellant's counsel. 

Vol jiarerove v. State, 100 Nev. 498. 688 P.24 222 (1984). 
RSee fejsesja, 110 Nev. 349. 871 P.24 944; Ditguatais 115 Nov 17, 974 P.24 658 (1999) (if the client expresses a desire to appeal, counsel is obligated to file a notice of appeal on the client's behalf); Thomas v, State, 115 Nev. 148, 979 P.24 222 (1999) (cowls," is obligated to advise appellant of the right to a direct appeal and to perfect a direct appeal on appellant's behalf if a direct appeal claim exists that has a reasonable likelihood of siccese). 

often NRS 34.830(2), (3). 

u§ele Iclein_LIZersien, 118 Nev. 	43 P.34 1029, 1032 (2002) (citing Leznaastnsi.x.ater& 114 Nev. 219, 954 P.24 1179 (1998)). 
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but did not separately serve appellant l3ecause appellant was never 
served with notice of entry of order, the thirty-day appeal period provided 
by NRS 34.575(1) never commenced to run' Therefore, appellants notice 
of appeal from the April 19, 1996 dismissal of his first petition was timely 
filed, and this court iacorrectly denied it as untimely. 

We conclude that the district court's failure to recognize that 
appellant had presented a tiMely, cognizable claim based on the 
ineffedive assistance of counsel in his first petition and this ann-t's 
erroneous denial of appellant's appeal from the dismissal of his first 
petition constitute impedimenta external to the defense, and thus good 
cause to excuse the filing of his present successive and untimely petition 
where he again raised the claim that his counsel was ineffective for 
refusing to file a direct appeal on his behaLtu Moreover, prejudice is 
presumed frw such a deprivation of counseLIA 

We remind this case to the district court to conduct an. 
evidentiary hearing to determine whether appellant's trial counsel 
deprived him of the right to file a direct appeaUs If the district court 
determines that appellant was deprived of a direct appeal without his 

ufiat 

12&2, load', 110 Nev. at 357.58,871 P.2d at 949. 
Hem id. at 358,871 P.2d at 948. 

woe Davis,  115 Nev. 17, 974 P.2d 658; Thomas. 115 Nev. 148, 979 P.2d 222. The district court may e.xercise its discretion and appoint appellant counsel for the evidentiarj hearing. ae" NRS 34.750. 
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consent, the district court shall appoint counsel to represent appellant and shall permit appellant to file a petition for a writ of habeas corpus railing isause appropriate for direct appeal." If the district court denies appellant relief he may then file an appeal from that denial in this court.' i Accordingly, we 

ORDER the judgment of the district court REVERSED AND REMAND this matter to the district court for proceedings consistent with this order. 

J. 

Prate4-', 
Becker 

cc: Hon. Steven P. Elliott, District Judge Attorney GeneraCarson City 
Washes County District Attorney Nathalie Huinh 
Washoe District Court Clerk 

L6Eat land& 110 Nev. at 359, 871 P.2d at 950. 
'an light of this court'a determination that an evidentiary hearing is necessary, we decline to reach the merits of any of the claims that appellant raises in his petition. 

Irmo Cam 
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IN TH2 SUPREMS COURT OF THS STATS OF NEVADA 
LANRSNOR SUM* RIDER, 	

) 
) Appellant, 	) 
) vs. 	
) 
) 

THR STATE OF NEVADA, 	
) 
) Respondent. 	) 

	

) 

No. 20923 

FILED 
APR30%990 

ivrzea. t ki OW dint, CM 

 

 

ORDIR 

This is a proper person appeal from an order of the 
district court denying a post-conviction petition for a writ at 
habeas corpus. 

On November 5, 1984, appellant was convicted, pursuant 
to a guilty plea, of one count of sexual assault and sentenced 
'to serve a life term with the possibility of parole in the 
Nevada State Prison. Appellant did not file a direct appeal 
challenging his conviction. In 1986, however, appellant filed 
in the district court a post-conviction petition for a writ of 
habeas , corp4. The district court denied that petition, and 
this court affirmed the decision of the district court. 
Rider v. Director, Order Dismissing Appeal, Docket No. 18138, 
filed June 23, 1267. In 1242, appellant filed in the district 
court a second post-conviction petition for 4 writ of habeas 
corpus. The distriot court denied that petition, and this 
court again affirmed the decision of 'the district court. 
Rider v. Warden, Order Diesiseing Appeal, Docket No. 19360, 
filed December 8, 1962. On December 14, 1989, appellant filed 
in the district court the instant post-conviction petition for 
a writ of habeas corpus. The state opposed the petition and on 
January 23, 1290, the district court denied the petition. This 
appeal followed. 

Our preliminary review of the record on appeal reveals 
that the district court say have erred when it denied 



appellant'. petition. Specifically, we note that the state's 
opposition to appellant's petition correctly noted that NU 
34.725 require. a prisoner to prosecute a petition for post 
conviction relief pursuant to Ni! 177.315 prior to filing a 
post-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corpus. The 
state noted that appellant never prosecuted a petition for 
poet-conviction relief, and thus requested that appellant's 
petition be dismissed. III Passanisi v. Director, 105 Nev. 

, 769 P.24 72 (1909). 
locause the district court did not enter findings of 

fact and conclusions of law supporting its decision, it appear. 
that appellant's petition was denied pursuant to MRS 34.725. 
We note, however, that appellant was convicted in 1984, and 
that NRS 34.725 was not enacted until 1947. A petition for 
post-conviction relief must be filed within one year after the 
entry of e judgeont of conviction. Lti MRS 177.315(3). 
Therefore, it is apparent that the procedural default created 
by MRS 34.725 did not come into ealstence'until well after the 
expiration oe the time within which appellant could overcome 
that default. Under these circumstances, dismissal under mas 
34.725 say have been unwarrented. 

We also note that appellant*s latest petition 
contained grounds for relief challenging the constitutionelity 
of NINS 200.375, which requires a board to certify that persons 
convicted of usual assault do not present a 1114A404 to society 
before such persons may be released on parole. Those claims 
Lox relief did not arise until after the expiration of the time 
within which appellant would have been required to file a 
petition for post-conviction relief. III Ni! 177.315(3). 
Turther, it would have been inappropriate for appellant to 
raise these claims in a post-conviction proceeding brought 
pursuant to MRS Chepter 177. Soo NRS 177.313(1) (post- 



conviction available to challenge only the constitutionality of 
• judgment of conviction or sentence). 

Because it appears that the district court may have 
erred by not considering the merits of appellant's petition, 
respondent shall have twenty (20) days from the date of this 
order within which to show Cause why this appeal should not ba 
remanded to the district court for a proper consideration of 
appellant's petition. 

It is so ORDERED. 

, C. J. 

co: Non. Brien McXey, Attorney General 
Ron. Rem Bell, District Attorney Lowrance Eugene Rider 

3 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT Or THE STATE Or NEVADA 

Baur RAY RILEY, 

Appellant, 

vs. 

THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

Respondent. 

No. 33750 

FILED 

ORDER DISMISSING APPEAl 

This is an appeal from a district court order dismissing 'a second post-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corius in a death penalty case. We conclude that all the 
claims appellant Silly *ay Riley raised in the instant petition 
4:41, procedurally barred because he failed to prove cause and 
prejudice or demonitrate a fundamental miscarriege of jalstice to overcome Nevada's procedural default rules. 

On October 1, - 19S9, the victim was killed by a single 
gunshot wound to the chest. Ailey was convicted of ane count 
each of robbery with the use of a deadly weapon and first &wee 
isurdar with the use of a deadly weapon and was Sentenced to 
death. This court •ffirmed Riley's conviction and death 
sentencs. on direct appeal. Riley v. State, 107 Nev. 203, 101 
P.24 351 (1.1W. 

Riley subsequently filed 'his Clzst post-conviction 
'petition, which the district court denied on June 29, 1922. 
This court affirmed the district court's order. Riley v. State. 
110 NW+. 634, US P.24 272 (1494) cert. denied, 514 U.S. 1052 
!ISM. 

On August 21, 1991, Riley filed in proper person a 
post-canyietlon petition for a writ of habeas corpus. 	On 
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November L6, 1991, through counsel., Riley refilled the petition. 
On January 29, 1999, the district COMCC dismissed the petition 
as procedurally defaulted. This appeal follows. 

glair, Riley contends that the district court erred by 
dismiasinq his petition without conducting an evidentiary 
hearing. This contention is without merit because Ailey must 
first overcome procedural default before he La entitl ed to  have the court reach the merits of the substantive CIALLMJ in his 
Ps-titian. Cf. Hargrove v. 3tate, 100 Nev. 494, 302-03, 6411 P.2d 
222, 225 119.44). 

segond, Riley contends that he sufficiently proved 
cause and prejudice to overcome . the procedurai default in MRS • 
34.12.0 for each of the claims he raised in the instant petition. 
Some of these claims had previbusly been raised in either his 
direct appeal or in. his first post-conviction petit1c4. 	His 
remalaing cliims have 

• 

never been raised. 

Riley argues that the reason he failed to raise 
certain claims in previous proceedings was ineffective 
assis

▪  

tance of his first post-conviction counsel. Allay cites 
Crump v. Warden, 113 Mew. 293, 303, 934 P.2d 247, 233 (19971, 
for the pro

▪  

position that he was entitled to counsel for his 
first post-conviceion proceedings. Therefore, he argues that he l e  entitled to the'cancomitent right to effective aasistance of 
that CO4ASSI. VIO id. Riley's argument has nO Merit. 

Ih his appellate opening brief, Riley informs this 
col.= that his first post-conviction Counsel was appointed to 
represeht him on April. 20, 1993. In 1991, the Nevada Legi s l ature  amended MS 34.120(1) CO mandate appointment of 
counsel for a first post-conviction proceeding in a death 
penalty case, effective for petitions filed on or after January 

2 

N10). 

1.■•■• 
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1, 1443. 	1491 Nay. Stat. ch. 44, if 2a, 12, at  87 . 92. 	Thu:,  
according to Crumo, a petitioner has a right Co effectival 
assistance of that appointed counsel, and ineffective assistance 

t., 
could constitute good cause for failure to raise claims in that proceeding. CrumRe /13 Nev. at 303-G4, 934 1 4 .2d at 253. 

However, the record in this caaS reveals that &pal 20, 1993 was the date counsel was appointed for the apoeal from the first post.-conviction proceeding. The post-conviction petition was' filed in proper person an July 22, 1991, and a supplemental petition was filed through counsel on 3eptember 23, 1991. 1  During that time, mR3 34.820 d/d nem provide fat  
appointment of counsel, and WM 1.77.34S(1) provided the district court with the discretion, not .a mandate, to appoint counsel. hccordingly, Riley clearly did not have the right to effective assistance of his tirit pomt-conviccion counsel. se, ticugue v.  
Warden, 1.1.1 Nev. 139, 163-54, 912 P.242 255, 257-38 (19945). Accordingly, Riley has failed to satisfy his burden of proving cause to overcome the procedural default in MR3 34.810(3) for successive petitions. 

Additionally, Riley fails to allege cause for raising the sals0 claims he previously raised in his direct appeal and first post-conviction procaading. Accordingly, those claims are procedurally barred by the doctrine oe law a the case, ass Keil v..State, 91 Nev. 314, 535 P.24 797 (1475), as uell as by MRS 34.810. 

Iwo note that in the instant petition presented below, Riloy  correcay indicated that first post-conviction counsel was appointed on cc before 3epteMber 23, 1991. We are unclear al CO why Riley's current COLthsal SA appeal misinformed thIS Court AS to the date prior counsel was appointed, a Sat* chat LS crucial to the disposition of this appeal. 

AA05819 
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J . 

J. 

Riley rtArIC argues that. tri dismissing his current 
petition, the district court erroneously failed to review the 
merits of his cas under the "fundamental miscarriege of 
justice exception to procedural default. 3e* 4R3 34 . 11041111n); schlqp v. Delo, 513 (2.3. 193, 314-15 (19951. The di$trict court 
incorrectly concluded that Nevada does not recognise such an 
exception, citing 3enchet v. Warden, 89 t444'. 273 1  275, 514 11 .2d 1362, L363 (•9/31. Nevertheless, we conclude that Riley failed 
C o demonstrate a fundamental miscarriage of justice and has therefore failed to overcome procedural default. Accordingly, 

ORDER this appeal dismissed. 

N .  

cc: Kon. RanaId 0. Parraguirre, District Judge Attorney General 
Clark County District Attorney David L. Pancoast 
Clark County Clerk 

4 
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Kan Jaltla 

APPalLant, 
VS. 

gainme, mum OMPAMTKIrt or PRISM. 

ISM! KOMI 

gigaRLIVISIM22.4ZZIM 
This is es appeai from an order ad the diatrict court darling a.• yast-.camviation petition fer a writ of habeas clasps,. ApRelleat vas cenvictad%of three *mato at first degrae aordar and one count each ad attempted 'murder and grand larcany. Me wei eentanced ts receive the +Leith prialty, an direct appeal, thin court affirmed appellant'm conviction emit sentmaos. novas= v. Statep t I01 Pee. 447, 7045).24 444 (14144), 0E1. 4ga0.6 474 S.M. 1324 (1444). 

Subsequently, •ppallant Mel in tbe -district court 4 petition for pect-convictiou ciattaf.. The' district cram* appointed =maul to repairman, appellant arwr appeinsed a physician t• determine appellant's amnapistency. Altar condusrting an evideatiary heardrg, this district croft dimatamed tha subsequant appeal. Pagers v. State, .packet Mo. 17719 (arias Dismissing Appeal, :une 25. 1547). 
Appellant than filed a petition tat ö writ of habeas corpus is federal district court. The federal '<cora stayed the Proesedise. 401eSs v. Whitley, 717 7. Sun.. 764 (D. Mev. 19119). 

Os October 17, 159B, appallant :filed 	post- conviction petition for a writ el habeas corral in the district =wt. The &strict court appointed couns ial to toprosent appellant. Without granting an evidontiary hearing, the I .  



district court denied appalls:m . 4 petition on December 24, 1551. This appeal followed. 

Appellant raised twe claims in his petition: (1) that the N'Seughten test fag criminal insanity shouid not have been used et hia trial, and (2) appellant was ,  deprived of due process et trial because he had ,been required sa affirstatively prommihis insanity defense. 

Moth of these cleims were raised and rejected by this court LL appellant's direct imml, bills" 101 mom. at 464, 1  705 P.24 at •a9. Mita ceure's prior decision Ls the lee of this cams. lig Mall , 7  State, IL Nev. 514. 535 P.24 797 (1175). thus• she distrlat court did 04% err in denying she petition. Our resolution of Will iseue makes it unnecessary to consider She merits of appellant', remaining ergumenti. Appellent's'cententioes lacking merit, we 
01106M this appeal dismissed. 

col 

 

L. Michael A. fbriftim. nista.= Judge hon. 'Vehicle "me Mel Papa. Attairtial General Claes:sem 4 =sea Mary Sue Johnson, Clerk 
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- This la an appeal tree an order of the district court denying a post-conviotion petition fare writ oi habeas corpus. - Appellant vas convicted of thews op' unts ad first degree musder and one count oechistatteepted SUrdss and vend larceny. ha wee sentenced to receiVe the deeib "amity. an direct appeal, this caul.* mdfireed appellant's: corprietinn mod sentence. lagers v. State, 101 WW. 457, 705 P.24 d44 (Mid), sstl. stgagst, 47$ U.S. 1130 (INN). 
Subsequently. aPpelient filed in the dletriat coort a Petition ter pest-aeavlotien rellet. The 41strist at appointed counse1 to represent opponent and appointed phraiciss to determine appellentli cospeisecyl After nondMating inridentiary hearing, the dietvi9t court denied the patitioc. This court dississod the .  subilcsaiint' neut. topersv. State, Dockit No. 17719 (Order Dissimaing Appeal, June 29, 19147). 

Appellant than tiled a petStioft tor a . ewit at habeas carpus is fedora& district court. The federal ãizt staged the proceeding. Itogera v. Whitley. 717 Y. Sump: 704 (Ds NOW. 1249). 

On October 17, 1990; appellant filed a post - ccarriction petition for a writ od habeas carpus in the district court. The district court appointed colunsel. to represent .appellant. Without granting an evidentiary hearing, the 

HAPS JAWS SOGUS, 

Appe.U.ant„ 
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act lion. Udine. 14 Griffin. District 3o4ge Ion. Freckle Sue Del Papa, Attorney General Clausen 4 Olson Mary Sue Johnsen, Clerk 

district caurt denied sppellant's petition oia December 24, 1911. This appeal followed. 
Appellant raised two claims in his pettlzian: 11.) that the Wkaughtem test for criminal insanity not•have been ueed at his trial, end 12) appellant was daprived of due 'process et trial because be had been rewired tp affirmatively prove his insanity defense. 
$a 'o these claims !ere raised and rialected by this court in aPpailant's direct appeal. Nom, iqt ftw. • 464, 70$ P.24 at 665. . This court's icior deciainais the Lam el this case. Issi Sail v. State, St Maw. 314; 525 30.241 797 /1975). ?bus. the district court did not err:in denying the 4 . petition. Qom resoluticm of this Issue sakes it-unnecessary to consider the merits olappallant's rwmining ardumenta. Appellent's contentious lacking merit. ive 

caDte this appeal Iii*aissed. 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

MARK ROGERS AfK/A MARK JOSEPH HEYDUK ..k.(K./A TEEPEE FOX, Appellant, 
vs. 

WARDEN, ELY STATE PRISON, E.K. MCDANIEL AND DIRECTOR, NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF PRISONS, ROBERT BAYER, 
Respondents. 

No. 36137 

FILED 

ORDER OF AFFIRMANCE 

This is an appeal from an order of the district court denying a post-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corpus. In 1981 appellant Mark Rogers was convicted of three counts of fu-st-degree murder and two other felonies and sentenced to death. 1  
In February 1986, Rogers in proper person filed his first state petition for post-conviction relief, under NRS Chapter 177. As mandated by former NRS 177.345(1), 2  the district court appointed counsel for Rogers, and counsel filed a supplemental petition. After an evidentiary hearing on the petitions, the court denied them. Rogers appealed, and this court dismissed the appeal in June 1987. 

iRozers_ V. State,  101 Nev. 457, 705 P.2d 664 (1985). 
2In 1986, NRS 177.345(1) provided that an indigent petitioner for post•conviction relief was entitled to appointed counsel. CruDo v.  Warden,  113 Nev. 293, 297 n.2, 934 P.2d 247, 249 n.2 (1997). 



In October 1987, Rogers filed a federal petition for a writ of 
habeas corpus. Almost two years later the federal court granted Rogers's 
motion to stay proceedings to give him an opportunity to exhaust his 
unexhausted claims in state court. In October 1990, Rogers filed his 
second state post-conviction petition, seeking a writ of habeas corpus. 
Appointed counsel filed a supplement to the petition. The district court 
denied the petition. Rogers appealed, and in June 1993, this court 
dismissed the appeal. 

In December 1993, Rogers filed his second federal habeas 
petition. The petition was amended and supplemented the next year. In 
1997, he voluntarily dismissed the petition to return to state court, again 
to exhaust unex.hausted claims. Rogers then filed his third state post-
conv-iction petition, initiating the instant habeas proceedings. In July 
1999, the district court entered an order dismissing the majority of 
Rogers's claims. After further briefing, the court entered an order 
dismissing the remaining claims in April 2000. We agree with the district 
court that Rogers's claims are untimely and procedurally barred. 

Rogers's habeas petition was filed more than one year after 
this court issued its remittitur an direct appeal. Therefore, absent a 
showing of good cause for this delay, the entire petition is untimely. 3  In 
regard to any new claims he raises, Rogers must show cause for not 
raising them in earlier proceedings." However, Rogers does not seriously 
address the issue of untimeliness and procedural default. On occasion he 
asserts that his earlier counsel were ineffective in failing to raise issues, 

3Sge  NRS 34.726(1). 

4NRS 34.810(2). 
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apparently assuming that this constitutes cause for his untimely filing, for raising new claims, and even for reraising claims presented earlier. This assumption is incorrect. 

Ineffective assistance of counsel can in some cases constitute cause to overcome procedural default.. However, in post-conviction proceedings there is no right to effective assistance of counsel under either the Sixth Amendment or the Nevada Constitution.. A post-conviction petitioner has a right to effective assistance of counsel only when a statute requires appointment of counsel for the petitioner./ When appointment of counsel is discretionary, the petitioner has no right to effective assistance by that counsel.. 

Rogers was entitled to effective assistance of counsel in his first post-conviction petition in 1986 because at that time NRS 177.345(1) required the appointment of counsel for indigent petitioners for post-conviction relief.. But he was not entitled to effective assistance of counsel for his second post-conviction petition filed in 1990. Although he was represented by the State Public Defender, no statute required the appointment of counsel. Rather, such appointment was discretionary 

.3.pa Crump,  113 Nev. at 304, 934 P.2d at 253 (citing Colemark v, Thompson,  501 U.S. 722, 753-54 (1991)). 
6MCKRVO v. Warden,  112 Nev. 159, 163, 912 P.2d 255, 257-58 (1996). 

at 165 n.5, 912 P.2d at 258 n.5; Crum.  113 Nev. at 303, 934 P.2d at 253. 

813eia;ano v. Warden,  112 Nev. 1466, 1470 & n.1, 929 P.2d 922, 925 & n.1 (1996). 

gale Crump,  113 Nev. at 297 n.2, 934 P.2d at 249 n.2. 
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under NRS 34.750(1), which provides that a court "may appoint counsel" for an indigent habeas petitioner.i° Because this is Rogers's third post-conviction petition, he must show cause for not raising any new claims in his second post-conviction petition as well as for not timely filing the third petition." Any claims that counsel were ineffective during his trial, direct appeal, or first post-conviction proceeding should have been raised in his second post-conviction petition. Any claim that his second post-conviction counsel was ineffective does not constitute cause because Rogers was not entitled to effective assistance by that counsel, who was a discretionary app ointment. 

Additionally, Rogers demonstrates no cause for reraising 'Claims already decided by this court in earlier proceedings. Under the doctrines of abuse of the writ and the law of the case, we will not reconsider such call:1:13.o 
Absent a showing of good cause to overcome procedural default, this court will consider claims only if the petitioner demonstrates that failure to consider them will result in a fundamental miscarriage of 

isRogers is sentenced to death, but appointment of counsel for a habeas petitioner sentenced to death is mandatory under NILS 34.820(1)(a) only if "the petition is the first one challenging the validity of the petitioner's conviction or sentence.' 
"In referring to Rogers's second and third post-conviction petitions, we do not include his federal petitions. 

t 25§1 NRS 34.810(2); Nall v. State,  91 Nev. 314, 315-16, 535 1:0.2 c1 797, 798-99 (1975). 

4 
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ju5tice. 13  Although Rogers does not raise this issue, we have considered his petition in light of this standard. We conclude that none of his claims establishes a fundamental miscarriage of justice. Thus, we conclude that all of the claims presented in. Rogers's petition. are procedurally barred, and we affirm the district court's order on this independent ground." 
Two claims warrant some additional discussion, however. First, Rogers contends that the district court did not allow his trial counsel to ask prospective jurors whether they would automatically impose the death penalty on someone convicted of first-degree murder and that five jurors who were ultimately empaneled believed that conviction for first-degree murder called for mandatory imposition of death. The record belies this claim. 

Rogers is correct that a district court should excuse for cause any prospective juror who would always impose a sentence of death on a defendant convicted of first-degree murder. 15  Here, the district court expressly granted defense counsel's request to question jurors on this topic, and during yak dke  of the five jurors in question, defense counsel explored this topic and passed all five for cause. Neither the district court nor the State recognized that the facts belied this claim. Nevertheless, 

13 	v. _Warden,  112 Nev. 838, 842, 921 P.2d 920, 922 (1996); u‘g also Pellearini v. State,  117 Nev. 	34 P.3d 519, 537 (2001). 

=au  Harris _v, Reed,  489 U.S. 255, 261-62 (1989) (discussing necessity of a plain statement indicating that the state court actually relied on a procedural bar as an independent basis for disposition of the case). 

155sA Moron v. Illinoi4,  504 U.S. 719 (1992). 
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this court will affirm the district court if it reached the correct result for different reasons.' 6  

Second, Rogers challenges the sufficiency of the evidence for the aggravating circumstance that he had been previously convicted of a felony involving the use or threat of violence to another person. At trial, the prosecution argued that Rogers had two prior felony convictions in Ohio for aggravated assault, and on direct appeal this court referred to his prior felony "convictions.'" Rogers claims that this was erroneous because he had only one prior conviction for aggravated assault occurring in 1976. Although he was also charged with two counts of felonious assault in 1977 and pled guilty to one count of aggravated assault, he later failed to appear and was never sentenced on the reduced charge. Thus he contends that no conviction ever resulted because a valid conviction requires that a sentence be imposed. He cites NRS 176.105, which requires that a judgment of conviction set forth among other things the sentence. The district court concluded that only the 1976 conviction had been entered but that evidence of the 1977 offense was nevertheless admissible, so trial counsel's failure to challenge the evidence was of no consequence. Also, the 1976 conviction alone was sufficient basis for the aggravator. We agree with the district court's reasoning, but there is a more basic reason why Rogers's claim has no merit. 
Imposition of a sentence is not required for a conviction under NRS 200.033(2). Neither the district court nor the parties addressed this statute, which provides that "a person shall be deemed to have been 

leRosenstein v. Steele,  103 Nev. 571, 575, 747 P.2d 230, 233 (1987). 
ITROEer/,  101 Nev. at 466, 470, 705 P.2d at 670, 673. 

6 
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convicted at the time the jury verdict of guilt is rendered or upon 
pronouncement of guilt by a judge or judges sitting without a jury." We conclude that the trial court makes a pronouncement of guilt once it accepts a defendant's guilty plea as valid. This is the point in the proceedings which is equivalent to a jury's rendering of a guilty verdict. Thus, under NRs 200.033(2) a valid conviction existed for Rogers's 1977 offense. Accordingly, we 

ORDER the judgment of the district court AFFIRMED. 

Leavitt 

cc: Hon. Michael P. Gibbons, District Judge Mary Beth Gardner 
Attorney General/Carson City 
Pershing County District Attorney 
Pershing County Clerk 
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IN VIZ SUPREM4 	R? Or TX E STATE Of NEVADA 

RIOCI DAVID SECNREST, 

Appellant, 

vs. 

THE STATE or NEVADA, 

Respondent. 

No. 29170 

FILED 
NOY 20 1997 

ORDER DISNISS/NG APPEA4 
• 	

This is an appeal tram an order of the district court dismissing a second post-conviction petition tor welt of habeas corpus. 

Appellant Ricky David Sechreet.was convicted, pursuant to 4 jury verdict, of two counts of murder and two counts of kidnapping. Re was sentenced to death 44 each of the murder conviction. ind to life without th. possibility .  of parole for each of the ticbsepping convictions. N. appealed . tcithie C.mxt. 4nd we affirmed the judgment below. Set  Sechreat v. State, 101 Mev. 340, 709 Pad 426 (191S). 

- 3ubseguentLy, Sechreat filed a petition for post- conviction relief, which the district court denied. 
• • 	. 	• 
Sechrest again appealed to this court. We concluded no error existed and affirmed the district court's'order. Sechxest v. St.te, 106 Nev. 1.54, 424 444. 344  

On October 27, 1919, Sechrest filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus in'th. United States District .Court for . 	. the District of Nevada, alleging a multitude at claim. In the federal petition, Sechrest alleged some errors that he had previously raised in prior state proceedings,'ss well as errors ) 	. that he had never brought in stets court. on July 21. 19,4, the fed•ral:court dismissed the petition on the ground that Sechrest failed to exhaust his stare remedies. Accordingly, on August 21, 1996, Sechreat filed a'petition for 4 writ of babes. corpus 
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La state district cows 	incorporating by reference all 41wLwa.froe the federal petiClon. 
To deterleine whether the petition should be dismissed as procedUtally barred pursuant to SOS 34.110, on September 3, 1931, the state istrict court conducted an in-chambers hearing. This hearing provided Sechreat's Counanl .  an  opportunity to allege sufficient cause sad prejudice to prevent a procedural default. 	Counsel informed the court that he utilized strategic decision in not bringing the new claims in the prior state court petition. He concluded that this was a mistake and that he should have brought all his claim earlier.' On September 4.. 15511, the district court issued its order determining that Sechreat failed ko demons:trate cause and prejudice pursuant to WAS 34.810 and dismissed the petition as procedurally barred. Sechsext now appeals. . 

In the instant petition, Sechgest VIIISSAIMS many claim that have already been decided by this court in previous proceedings.' as these issuer have already been decided, they are the law of the case. Pertgee v. State, 110 liev. 354, SS,- SS, 473 P.24 361, 383 (1924); Sejarane v. State, 104 Nev. •40 d  141, 101 P.24 131141, 1385 (1150); 214 11.14 MRS 34.110(2). 
p - 

Therefore, we conclude that the district court properly 
Ivo note that it la not errorfor counsel to decide not to 

raise meatless claims ma'appeal. riereey-v. State, 11) i.e. 
SAO, 3511, 923 1.24 1101, 1113-14 CilltAr. 'These claim includes (1) whether the'prosecutor committed 
misconduct by commuting in a- jury instruction regerding the 

Pardons 11011r0, ell Sechreet v: State, 101 11*v. 340, 388, JOS 10 .24 
821, 431 1198W- (2) whether it was an abuse 'of discretion to 
deny Sec/meet's request for Additional counsel (  111 11 ,-At 347T 
Gs, 705 P.24 at 131-32: (3) whether Sechresc's confession was 
properly admitted, sm. A4,_ at 383-e7, 705 1.24 at 425-31; (4) 
whether the teatimaniraf-Ot-; Lynn Germ, Seahrestse psychiatrist, 
violated Seclarest's fifth Amendment right not to incriminate 
himself, 214 Sechrest v. State, 10111ev. /SS, 160-41. 124 P.2d 
344, 545-** (1112),. and (S) whether tsisi counsel .provided 
ineffective assistance fax failure to investigate and interview 
Or. Gerew, 111 ill  at 141-13, 128 3.24 at 348-117. 

2 



3 

dismissed the-sepetiti‘ 	.4iAS. 
With respect to the issues not asserted in prior proceedings, we conclude the diatrict court properly spplied the procedural bat ir  W5tS 34.110, which provides :  that the court shall dismiss 4 petition if the court determinea that the grounds for the petition could have been raised in .  an earlier ptoceeding unless the court finds both cause for the failure to present - the grounds and actual prejudice to the petitioner. 

Good cause haa been defined by this court AS •any impediment external to the defense" which prevents the petitioner from bringing the claim earlier. Passanisi v. Director, Dep't prisons,  LOS Nov. 63, 46,.7611 P.2d 72. L7* (1,111). Additionally, "prejudice* requires the petitioner tC show "net merely that the errors of trial wetted a possibility of prejudice, but that they worked to his actual and substantial disadvaatage, in affecting the 'tate proceeding with error of constitutianal dimensions." Hogan v. Warden, 105 _Nev. 952. 110, 140 . t.24 710, 71& (1153) (quoting United States v. rrady. 451 U.S. 152, 170 (1542)). Kett, lechrest's counsel admitted that the reason he - did not put forth the new Logone in the prlox petition was purely a tactical decision. This cannot constitute good cause as it is ; 	 . not 'esternel to the defense,* nor has Sedhreet demonstrated that th0 claims have merit and that failure to raise them prejudiced him. Therefore, becauee Sechsest has failed to allege good. cainuolio or actual prejudice for not bringing them*. claim -  earlier, we conclude he is procedurally barred from bringing them in this second petition. 

Sechrest further trues that he wee not provided an *informative hoaxing* when be brought his first petition. as 
- 

required by MPS 34.620(4). in 1515. when Sechrest brought his first petition, Chia provision (then codified is NU 14.120(3)/ instructed the district court to personally address. the 



petitioner to inform hit. .hat he 	at raise all issues in - single petition or else any now claimm in.. subsequent petition will not be considered. 

After a thorough review of the record me conclude that loch:est was not prejudiced by this error. Therefor*, he is not entitled to any relief .. Accordingly, we conclude that the district court did not err in dismissing the instant petition based on procedural defsult. 3  We 

ORDER this sipper.). dismissed. 

-217  2   
Haupin 2gr---A%- 

cot Mon. Charles X. McGee, District JUdge Han. frankiat Sue Del Pape,- Attorney General Hon . gieberd A. cawnick. District Attorney Robert Bruce Lindsay Jodi Dailey. Clerk 

35tschzaat further :contends that this- court applies 
procedural defauLt-rulea incofteistently. We conclude that this 
argument has no merit. See Valeria e. State. 112 Rev. 343. --389- 
90;- 91S P.2d 114, 47111 UM). hdditannally, in his reply brief, 
Sechrest relied for.the first tins the issue of ineffective 
assistance of minimal during his first post-convictioa petition 
proceedings. Vet conclude that this isstse. is iaapproprietely 
raised, and therefore, we need not consider it. VitA, Mc) 
tiesugs in the reply brief shall be limited to responding to new 
matters brought in the opposing brief 11 Old Aztec nine, Inc- v. 
Brown, 97 Kew. 4,, 52-53, 623 9.2d SSI. 543-14 (1911) ithf. 
f""" 

--cs'far i.szcz.; raised 0.40W). ACCOrdinglY. We dirty as meet both the states motion te.stsLke Sechreet's 
reply brief and Sechrest's motion to file an untimely opposition to the states motion. 

f 	 1. 
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IN TH2 SUPREM2 COUNT Or TH2 STATIC Or NEVADA 
JERRY FRANK SMITH, 	

) 
) Appellant, 	) 
) vs. 	
) 
) 

THE STATI Or NEVADA, 	
) 
) Respondent. 	) 

	

) 

No, 20959 

FILED 
SEP 14 191110 

Pg4cemeLZ  

ORDER Or REMAND 

This is a proper person appeal from an order of the 
district court denying a post-conviction petition for a writ of 
habeas corpus. 

Appellant was charged by way of indictment with nine 
counts of sexual assault upon a minor under the age of 14. MS 
200.354, 200.365. Pursuant to a jury trial, • judgment of 
conviction was entered for all nine counts on August 25, 1983. 
Appellant was sentenced to nine lite terms with the possibility 
of parole, with the first two terms to run consecutively and 
the other mann terms to run concurrently with the second tars. 
On August 23, 1983, appellant filed . * notice of appeal. This 
court affirmed appellantls conviction. State v. Smith, 100 
Nev. 570, 688 P.2d 325 (1984). Appellant did not file a 
petition for post-conviction relief. 

On November 1, 1982, appellant filed the instant 
petition for a writ of habeas corpus,. The state opposed the 
petition and on January 2, 1290, the district court filed 
finding, of fact, conclusions of law and an order denying 
appellant's petition. This appeal followed. Our preliminary review of the record indicated that 
the district court may have erred in dismissing appellant*, 
petition for a writ of htbeas corpus. Accordingly, we ordered 
the state to show cause why this matter should not be remanded 
to the district court for proper consideration of appellants 



petition. Smith v. State, Docket No. 20959 (Order, July 17, 1990). In that order, we noted that the district court relied on MRS 34.725 in dismissing appellant's petition. MRS 34.723 requires • petitioner to seek post-conviction relief pursuant to MRS 177.313 before filing a post-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Ws noted that while •ppollent was convicted in 1983, MRS 34.723 was not enacted until 1987. Because a petition for post-conviction relief suit be filed within one year after the entry of a judgment of conviction or atter the final decision on appeal, the procedural default crested by HIS 34.723 did not come into existence until well after the expiration of the time within which appellant could overcome that default. III MRS 177.315(3). 
In response to our order to show cause, the state does not dispute that the district court's reliance an the procedural default of MRS 34.723 was erroneous. The state urges, however, that this court may still affirm tha district court's order on the basis of lichee. - This contention is without merit. 

DisnissaI for 'aches ... is controlled by MRS 34.800. That statute indicates that *the State of Nevada must specifically plead Joshes. The petitioner must be given an opportunity to respond to the allegations in the pleading before a ruling on the motion is media. NRS 34.800(2). k review of tha record on appeal reveals that the state did not • plead Itches in the district court. Accordingly, we vacate the order of the district court denying appollent's petition for a writ of habeas corpus and remand this came to the district court for proper consideration of appellant 'a petition. On remand, the state shall be permitted to file a supplemental motion to dismiss in which laches may be specifically pleaded. 

2 



Appellant shall be afforded an opportunity to respond to that motion pursutnt to MIS 34.800. 
It Is so ORDBUD. 

'cc: Ron. Donald N. Mosley, District Judge Ron. Brian McKay, Attorney General Ran. Res Bell, District Attorney Jerry Frank Suith Loretta Bowman, Clerk 

• 

• 
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IH TH1 	1mm awn or THE STATE OF t. 

OEWAY(E 00.53 STEMNS. 	 Ma. 24134 .  

Appellant, 

VI. 

THE STATE or mivAnA, 

Respondent. 

2 	-",:"..f;rl• 
-.Q1

, 1  A,
•  

	

/ 	' 

FILED 
JUL 8 15'24 

20471% ILAN 
tptill iSMOI4 

cars=""a-tuaciaa 

This is an appeal fra• an order of the district court 
denying appellant's- petition far past-conviction relief in a 
death penalty case. 

4n April 24, 1214, °twirl, 4344410c St4V4fti %MS 

canvicted, pursuant to a jury verdict, al an* count each qf 
fLrat-degree murder, rabbery with the mse of a deadly weapon, 
poi...14412Jan at a stolen credit card and grand larceny auto. 
SCAVens vas sentenced by the jury ta death by lethal idj4C=1.04 
an the first-degree murder charge. Eta also veil sentenced by the 
district court ta fifteen years far the rabbary canvictian, a 
consecutive fitteen years far mse of. a deedly weapon, a 
coniscutive elm years an the paosessfan of a stolen credit card 
conviction, and a cansecutive tan years far the grand larceny 
auto canvictian. 

Stevens proceeded in prcpar parson throughout bath the 
guilt and penalty phase of his trial. While the public defender 
characterired Stevens as a N jellhause attarney" to the district 
coArt In.presentinq Stevens' motion td proceed in proper parsan, 
SCAVArlA actually VOA tventy years old at the tine af his trial 
and had anly caapLeted the sixth /rade. TU4 2.7.11C4 and St4Verul 
both requested the appointment of standby counsel. The public 

defender, however, ablected ta serving as standby caunsel, and 
the district tau= denied the $tate's asid Stevens' request. 

1e4V4rul appealed his canActian with the assistance GE 

4=14=C -appgaiztad counsel. This ccurc dis2.Ls144 Stevens' appeal.' 
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• 	
• 	- • 

•••• 

Stevens v. Stat 	 No: 17390 (arder [Us:. 	/q 4teal, 

October IL, ilea). 

On May L4, 1949, Stevens filed a proper person 

petition :4C post-conviction relief (the °first paciti anw) i n  

the district court pursuant to WAS L17.313 NRS 1.77.313. 1. 

Included among Stevens' clains for post-conviomion relief vas an 

allegation of ineffective . assietance of appeilata catIASal. 

Accordingly, Stevens requested the appointment of counsel. other 

thin his appellate counsel ta assist him in the prosecmc!.on af 

	

The district 	failed court faed to his post-conviction claims. 

address Stevens' rikuest for appointed Catillsai Cdeapitil HRS 

177.343's dictate to assess thezneled to appoint counsel ifithin 

ten days after the filing of . a petition for post-conviction 

relief). rn addition, the State fiied no response in opposition 

to Stavina' first petition (in contravention of MaS 177.3S1 

uhLon required the State to respond within fifty days actar the 

filing of the petition). 

St4V4We ft:at petition than Lay dormant for eisost 

mix mantas (a violation of KRA i77.280(4) which required the 

district court to °make ail reamonable egfartm to expedite° 

pmitions for post-conviction relief). At that point, out of 

frustration vith the inactivity an him first petition, Stevens 

moved to withdraw his petition so that he could pursue federal. 

hebeem corpus relief. The district court allowed Stevens Gm 

withdrew his first petition. Ln doing' so, the dimtriot court 

did not canvass Stevena regarding his request for the 

aepoint=int of new counsel. 

Stav4AA thacaagtar Pursued federal relief, tilt leaa 

required to return to state calare to exhaumt the issues raised 

in him first petition. Thum, on September 3, L211., almost three 

rear' after his caract appal. had NUM disnissad, Stevasm filed 

1These sections ware repaaied effective Zanuary L, 1.513. 

2 
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' 
:a second Proper 	-on petition for post-convto 	Ttlief (the 
"second petition"). The district judge denied Stevens' secsnd 
petition on VIA crnund that Stevens had not shown *good cause" for failing ta fiie the petition within ane ?ear after the 
disaissai of his direct appeal as required by NU 177.313(3). 1  This appeal followed. 

Stevens claims that tha district court erriW in 
finding na good cause existed far his failLnq tz fi's timely the sacand petition. We agree under tha extrenely unusual. 
circumstances presented La this case and conclude that good 
cause did exist for—Stevens' failure to file his second petitinn 
within ane year after the dLexiseal of his direct appeal. The 
error in tlia Cala dates hack to Stevens withdrawal of his first petition and the district court's failure to addreii 
Stevens' request Car new counsel.. re: short, the district court 
a-red in allowing Stevens' ta withdraw the first petition 
without first appointing Stevens independent counsel ba advise 
him with respect tø the f4rst petition. 

Stevens VaA entitled to counsel in this case. 
Although Stevens' did not have the eutomatla right to counsel, 
Lai mo3 . 1.77.241, 1  it wanid have been art abliAa ad diAaritiaft far 

2NIS /77.313(3) provided: 

Mises than% LA iradd Cattail Shawl% far delay, a proceeding under KR* 177.311 to 177.342, inclusive, must be filed within 1 year after the entry of judgment of conviction or. L/ an appeal has been taken from such judgment, within 1 year after the final decision upan ac pursuant to the appeal. 
1:03 1.77.141(1) provided: 

1. The petition say allege tham the petitioner is unable to pay the testa of the proceeding or to ampler counsel. re the court La satisfied that the allegation of indigency ts tnie, the court say appoint caansal for him Cor her' within 10 days after the filing of the petition. In caking its determination, the court say consider whether: 

(continued...) 

• 
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the court 	have -. 	d Stavens counsel civen tha% 	yens ties 
under a penalty of death and had alined an arguably colorable 
inefeective assistance ae counsel claim in his,first petition. 

maradver it was very apparent that Stavens * ntedet 
independent advice with respect to his ars; petition. The 
record demonstrates that at the time Stevens disuissad his eirst 
petitian, he was laboring under mistaken impressions ae Law 
-which were clearty disclosed to the district court. 

*specifically, Stavens informed the district court tAiC he 
believed state post-conviction proceedings were undertaken fay • 

the sole purpose of making a record, which is bat  is had dcloa, and that he believed he could not set a fair proceeding in,stata 
court because he and his co—defendant had a conflict and thus he 

• would °go through Federal caurt and allow (his co—defendant) to 
do the post-conviction.° No one disabused him of these mistaken 
impressions, and no one informed him that . consideration ae his 
post-conviction claims by a federal cut t was in fact dependant 
upon those claims being considered initially by t.141 state court. 
Instead, the district court sereiy advised Stevens th.at  he WALLA 
°probably giveti up° the ability to pursue state pout-conviction 
relief if he withdrew his petition. While laboring ander 
mistaken impressions of lay does not of itself constitute good 
CAUA41 for filLng a late petition, had counsei been appointed as 
it should have been, counsel would have had the obligation to 
explain to Stevens the ramifications of dismissing his eixst 
petition, and Stevens would either have pursued the first 
petitiAn or Xl4vingly waived pursuit-of the first petitiatfEr 
Iight og this foregoing, wa 000clodo tast tha dierlax= ma= 

1 (...continued) 
(a) The issues presented by the petition are difficult; 
(b) Ths pearlener Ls unable to comprehend 0,0 procemdingsfor - 
(c) Counsel Ls necessary in order Ga proceed with discovery. 

4 
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•. 1 	
• 	L: az?. id 	 co cacd cau.s• •xiste4 zur 	 taiIura to 

fL1 e timely the --and petiticn for past-canvicr, 3 relief. 4 

Cur intarest in this aattar, however, dose ricic and 
here. Civah the txtresely unique tiro-air:Antis of this case, we 
are ctiscallad to conclude that St/vans did tat receive a fair 
trL41, and thus, rathar than rananding this case to the district 
tau= far further past-conviction prccaedings, Wa ranand to the 
district tau= tar a nay trial. 

Theirs are sevaral irzequierities in this CU. that 
giva is reasan ta_cancluda that Stavens has tat received due 
pracass. wa mead only address ane in this ardar: On* of =a 4  
claias Stevens sakes in his sacand petition far post-conviction 
relief Ls that the hearing at which tha trial judge allawad 
Stevens to dismiss C=Mial and represanc himself was inadaquama 
to data:mine vhather or nat 9tavaila was taking a knowing and 
intelligent waiver at counse1. 1  we have reviewed the recard 
with respect tel thLS /Alava' and agrae with Stiavans. 

whiie a =W(%al defendant has a Sixth kaarectaisnt .riqht 
to represent hLa- or herself and thus may WaiVa hia QS haS Sight 
to tour-sal, tha waiver at thit right t* CQUAS4i MiSt ha knowing 
and intelligent. Taretta v. California, 422 U.S. sae (1s7S). 

4For Was reasons dascribed above this cgs.' is also distinguishable' from our haiding in Cedar v. State, las Nev. 235, 773 P.24 1225 (1565). 

1Stavenat appellate counsel faLI44 	 thiS JAW'S an diraCt appeal. Stavens Wrial that the .S4USa and prajudice° standard of MS 177.375(2) is satisfied by virtua of th4 inaffective assistance at appellate counsel. under which ha iiborad. re is weil-estabiished that ineffactive aaaistance of counsel. which rises ma the Leval. of a constitutional violation astabLishes th. .CaUS4 and prejudice° sufficiane tQ airagnama waiver. 112, •.g.,  xurray V. CarTiar. 477 U.S. 476, 4(S-f, (12441); tritialher4S v. Vit4116 7241 741, 741 (14417)1 nrimale v.. Warden. 94 Vey. 320, 521. (1174); Stewart V. Warden, 92 HAW. Sit, Sas (Le7s). En this instance, via acre* that Stevens' appall:me counsel. vas ineffective in falling ti3 rai-Sa th4 DLitt. Qg tha !G-seiwinInais and intelligance at Scam's' waiver at his Sixth xaandmant right to cecinal. Accordingly, Stavens has establistad the' requisite Qa14Q4 aDd prajudica ta 4 ,14:C*441 th. apparanc vaivar at this lssua. 
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(.; 

The standard 	Iiing tha validity af it 	if 

t.a counsel in Nevada was ariqinally lit forth in Caraick v. 
hiller, SL Nair. 372', 374, 403 P.24 410, 433 .(i943): 

"To disCharg4 (th4 duty of datarhining wnothar a waiver la knewing and intelLigant] in light of the strong presumption against vaivar of the constitutional right to camnsal, a judge sus: investigata as Long 
and as thoroughly 111-741111....1.1=1.1LLIS4.1.-41 the cite hafort hia devant.  The E4Ct that an accusad may tail him that he is intatmed of his right to counsal and desires to waive this right doss not automatically end the judge's responsibility. To ba valid such waiver must be made with an appranensLon of the nature of the charges, the statutory affensas-inciuded within them, the rang* of allowabie punishments thareunder, possible defenses to the clars.es and circumstances in mitigation thereof: and all other facts essential to a broad understanding of the whole *attar. A judge can make certain that an 4CC11444.4 profasmed waiver of counsel is 	- understandingly and mIsaly made anly fro. a panet.rating and comprehensive axamination of all the CirC4WitinCalt undar which such a pieta is tandered." 

(quoting von Holtke V. Ciilics, 332 U.S. 704, 743-14 C1944) 
(plurality) (empljasis added)); Aggaa Reynolds V. Wardaft, $e 
Nev. 941, 144, 474 P.24 574, 57e (1.170) (nn 444Ch CaSa the 
0 intaLligant vaivar ,  must be tasted in Light at the particular 
circumstances sux-roundimp the case, including the background, 
exparience, and conduct of the accused. 6); Anderson v. Stata, 94 
rev. 339, 434 P.24 1.021 (1,42); Cohen V. State, 17 Her. 114, 423 
P.24 1174 (1141); 3un4tant V. Fogliani, al Nev. 344, 419 19.24. 
212 (1.1144). 

Raving reviewed the district court's canvass of 
stomplins vita rasps= to Stevens' professed derate to proceed in 
proper pereco, wte conclude it waa inadequate to determine 
whether stavens ,  waiver of his Sixth Amendment rtght to  
was knowing and inteiligiant given that this is a death penalty 
cas• and S tevens vas a t-dati ty-by sax-n:3 Ld, savant.% votde drop-ouC 
at the time af the trial court's canvass. The court's canvass 
of Stavenx fell Car short of 4 •ipetiatracing and comprehenaive 

4 
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axamination" (Inds% 	.ha trial court did  any 

inCarnation racardir.1 Stavans' aga or aducation) ar,d we cannot 

asa4r: with any congidenca that Stavens' uaLvar of his right ta 

counsel uas valid. AcrordingLy, Stavansi conviction UUSC hi 

reversad. 

Far tha foragaing reasons, we ravers the judgtant aC 

conviction against Stavens ahd remand this case to tha district 

court far a nem trial. 

It is 212 ORDER= 

•• 

• •• 

•• 

••■ 

Nan. Garard SongLavanni, District Judge 
Ran. Trankfa sue Doi Papa, Attorney Canaral 
!agar, Atones.= a 10111A4= 
Rax Sall, District Attorney, Claec county 
Loretta Bowman, Cisec 
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TIMOTHY FRANK WADE, 

App.Umiak 

VI. 

mg STATE OF NEVADA. 

No. 37467 

FILED 
OCT 1 1 Val 

Itaspondint. 

II/O1/2001. 11:03 rAI 773.:43 	 LAVB,LAUB 

IN Mg SUPREMZ COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

SIBIZILIZAVEMMAXCZ 
- 	This le so appeal from a district court lards, unpins 

appellant's poot-coaviction petition for a writ of lushest corpus. On August 23, 12541, inpethust was convicted of in* count of conspiracy to ma a awl:rolled sukotruice and one count of trafficking in a 
controllasi subitsnal. The dilftriCI court sentonced appellant to US in 
potion with the posithility of parole atter tan years. Appellant filed a direct :meal. and this court afflatood appellant's judgment at convictimil 
Thersaiter. appillssA Med a petition Az rehearing. which foss the 
deolad..* The rezeittitur timid on October 27, 1995. On October 4, ?OK Appel/ant &lad a prie-conviction petition 
for a writ al./zebras *Uri., uniting thit his counsel wfu iaifibeekre. The 
district court adored the State to Pla a mixes& In Ito 11P19.0" the 
State argued that appellaai petition ghould be disosis.  slid. in part, 
becalms* it was not verified as requited by NU 34:730. IA SA attirmpt to cure tide procedural 4e6ienc7. on Decershet 
12, 2000 appellant filed afoot amended pois-trevintlon patition for s. writ 
of habeas campus cratainhag a verilkatioa from comma. The State Med a 
motion to Mka appalls/sea firtt aManded peen. arrant that it was 
procedure* improper. The district court granind the State'a motion to 
strike. Appian= than Slid a mods* to amend his post-convictina pithiest 
fur IL writ of habeas CarplAL ThS district mart denimd appetiser saitios I. 

iVirads Stata,  114 Net. 514, 944 P.24 160 (1ssa). 	
• 'Wad. 	5tat,16  115 New. 250, SU P.241 435 (1559) (dying 

rehearing sad modifying prior opitilen).. 

at-17147 
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emend. Additionally, du district court dialed sppellerife post-coaxictIon 
pstItioa far a writ of luibeu anus, Sailing that it nu not amtiosble 
because it um unveriEeri. Appellant filed the instant appeal. rt. appellant argues that the district court erred in denying 
his petition because counters signetare under NRCP 11 *edified the 
'ordination requiremsnt contained in NR2 34.730. We disagree. The 
district court did not est in dismissing appal:Ivies petiticut bemuse an 
iurrerillid petition is not minisable is An ittornifs signature piarraant to 
MCP 11 is twat equivalent to a verification urular NS 34.730 becalm* the 
lattar requires counsel to stab,  that the pstitions& rationally authorized 
hint to commenc* the ad:WO nu 11 amain* no such requirement. 
Further, this court applies the rules of civil procedure only when statutes 

. - 
goserniug liabeee napes do 4.11 adctesse the matter at tante.* Hem 
bemuse a statute governing habeas camas, particularly MU 34.730, 
SEIALEIVII*11 themilitating requsr.  saga at Lamm, this *tabus is &gander+. Second, appellant argue* that the district court "waived' the 

veriacirion requirentrust by ordering the SLUM to respond. to his petition. 
W. conclude that this contention lacks merit because counsel's varier:sten 
is a statutory requirement thas Caalilat he Tratred by orsunsel as the court. 1  Thixd, appellant erause that the district court erred in 
itrikinghis Arm smaided patinae.. We disegne. The dietrida court did 
one err as ethint the fam amended petition because ;mama wt 
protalited, by stataLits, from Ming an extuanrini petition. Weed. NIS 
34750 authorise* a suPplassental petition only where the district must 
hes detannioad that annual shin be appointed in represent a. petitioner 
mane FiaPit Pam% or ilia* a supplemental petitiOn is ordered by 

Vag NILS 34730(1) A petition roust be verified by petal:me or his 
couneel."); 1.40 abikrifir,. Scahq,  96 Hew. 776.  616 P.24 402 (1910) 
ShtedX&Shitaladt, 86 Nev. 315, 603 Pid 990 (1979); abittigl,Aagy, 93 

Nev. 72. 660 P.24163 (1977). 
*MI 34.,730(t). 

latt ZsdayAtitig, 110 Nes. 339,511 P.24 347 (1994); Nemran  
agig. 106 New. 1067, 563 P.24 1036 (1993). 

ism tas 3.4.730. 

Aral 1. 
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the court.? ilere, the district court n,either appointed enunsei to represent 
appellant acting in proper person LW authorised aa amended petition 
Accordingly, the diatrict court did not err in striking appellant's first 
accented petition because appellant had no statutory right to mead. appellent argues that the district court abused its 

discretion in denying appellinx's moil= for leave to mend his poet- 
conviction petition because: (I) the amendment 'would have been timely 
since it related back to his original petition: (2) the lack of 'flathead= was 
corrected 

 
as soon as it was brought to petitioners attention: atui (3) thin. 

Ls United. States Supreme 'Goan precedent holding that cases 'bankd be 
decided on their merits. rather then die:aimed hosed on -mere 
technicalities. We conclude that the district aroxt acted within its 
discretion in denying appellant's nand= Li amend because appellant was 
not entitled to amend his poes-conviction petition as a matter alright affirming the district ectort's order, we addraes Lug =obi 
another issue al great impartaisce. The ;word reveals that appellant's 
co‘meal represented him at trial. on appeal, and on post•couron,, 
resCalting in an actual conflict dimmest. In fut. in the original =verified 
part-conviction petition.- counsel for appellant argued his own 
ineffectiveness. 

Trial COUltia may net represent appenent in a post-conviction 
proceeding *bare appellant claims ineffective assistance et counsel 
because the ethical code of conduct prohibits an attorney fres 
representing • client In a matter where be is likely to be a witnesei 
Although a petitions* may waive this existing actual maim, in so doing, a 
pstitianer would be limiting We potential claims because his trial counsel 
may reit preeent - st claim of Ida own Ineffectiveness. Accordingly. prior to 
allowing brial mantel to represent a particular petitioner in a pose 
Dravidian proceeding, the diattict court should, on the record, explain the 
nature oi the =staid' . the disabiliti' es this would place on potential claims, 

/415 34.750(3)1)i) provides. *itaer aPPainanota by the mat 0121220111  

eix the petitioner may el. and sexes supplemental pleadings ... within 38 

days after.  ... the data of his appointment.' NHS 34.760(3) provide% 1441 

further piled:lags may be na except as ordered by the court.* tit SCR 178 CA. lawyer shall oat act as advocate at a trial in which 

the lawyer is Daly to be a necessary witzteral. 

F 

01.1.11 
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L04 the ri,inart of .usy potantial eitims that ths patitionar would be 
waiving.' Prior to affirmatively waiving this actual conflict on the mord. 
the district court should inform the 'petitioner that he giving up his 
right to raise as issue of ittairsctiv • asaisbacs of comosaL ths iastazt caw, than is oa it.dication that ippallazt 
ad:risirci,a this .racord, about the nature and conacquences of retaining 
mum1 with an actual conflict and no io.dication that appallant waived 
this conflict. 'Nelm s  the record meals that appalliusei couzaars 
initial:1y to argue his own .irsoffectiveriese actually pi-Outlined appoilans 
and rsuitributed to 03111:1401 failure to verify the post-ccarriorka psidtkon., 
Accordiogty, I aftitiokoetho ardor aide district urt ws sosishafrito that 
appeilant has good cause and actual prefudies for this Ming of a SDIZZaaeliVS. 
usiimaly petition. and wa nOtril•Ct the district coot to allow appellant to 
file such a petition for comiddarettion oaths morits.* Should appellant 
continua to retain /mini counsel in &tura Plut.taavitdatt Prorrodirtglo the 
district court should alizit, on tha record, appellants affirmative and 
informed waivor of this actual condi= 

fikring considered appsliants contentions and concluded that 
ths7 lack omit, we 

ORDER the judgment of the district court APPIMUZD. 

itigiittavss v. Spat&  104 Nov. 543, 53847, 797 2.2d 9421 910 (1990. nag NRS 34.510(3) (providing that ths district court will canaidar a 

timed or otluxessien petition if appollnat shows good =We for failure to 

presant rho claim and actual proriudica). 

4■•• 
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- IN THE SUFRCMC COURT OF ?WC STATC OF NEVADA 
CARY WALLACC WILLIAMS, 	 ) 

) Appellant, 	) 
) ve. 	
) 
) THC STATC OF NEVADA, 	 ) 
) Respondent. 	) 	
) 

No. 20732 

FILED 
JUL 1.8 1990 

4 0111111111.2"40fign't  

OROEM OZSMISSIND APRCA4 

This is an appeal from an order of the district court denying appellant's petition for, post-conviction relief. Appellant was convicted, pdtsuant to a guilty pls., of murder in the first degree. A three judge panel sentenced •ppellant to death. Appellant unsuccessfully pursued post-conviction relief. In 0 consolidated opinion, this court affirmed his judgment of conviction, sentence of death, and the denial of his post-conviction petition. al Williams v. State, 103 Nev. 227. 737 P.241 508 (1987). 
Appellant subsequently filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus in the federal district court. On May-25, 1988, the federal district court dismissed the petition without prejudice based on appellant's representation that his state post-conviction remedies had not been exhausted. On July 4, 1988, appellant filed a second petition for post-conviction relief pursuant to MRS Chapter 177 in the Second JuctImi•l District Court and requested a stay of execution of his sentence pending the court's review of that petition. On July 6, 1988, tha district court denied appellant's motion for a 

4 
stay: concluding that all of the issues presented had been previously raised and reeolved against his or should have been raised in his direct appeal and previous 1)011M-conviction proceeding. Appellant filed a notice of appeal from this order on July 9, 1981. 



Also, on Jt...y -4, 1448, appellant filed a oast-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corpus in the First 
Judicial District Court pursuant to MRS Chapter 34, and 
requested a stay of execution of his death sentence. On July 
11, 1949, the district court denied •ppellent's motion for a 
stay. concluding that each of the issues raised in this 
petition had been previously resolved against appellant by this 
court. On July 12, 1444, appellant filed a notice of appeal 
Eros the district court's order. We combined the appeals from 
the first and second district courts under a singie docket 
number, and ordered those appeals dismissed. Williams v. 
State, Docket No. 14172 (Order Dismissing Appeal, July 12, 
1468). 

Appellant filed his third petition for post-conviction 
relief on July 17, 1949. in that petition, appellant alleged 
that his guilty plea was involuntary. Specificuilly, appellant 
alleged that a potential codefendant, Harvey Young, had made 
false statements to the police which inculpated appellant. 
Appellant alleged that he pleaded guilty becausee he feared that 
Young would provide inculpatory testimony at appellant's trial 
consistent with Young's statements to the police. Appellant 
provided if  showing that Young has, after tailing 
numerous versions of his story, recanted his claim that 
appellant killed the viotis in this C444. Appellant's petition 
i4Xso denied by the district court without a hearing in an order 
filed December 29, 1989. This appeal followed. Appellant contends that the district court erred in 
denying hie petition without a hearing. Specifically. 
•ppelpant argues that Young's recantation of his ciais that 
appellant was the killer demonstrates that sppailant's guilty 
plea was involuntary. 

2 



This contention is without merit. 	This court has 
already determined that appellant'. plea was voluntary. 
Williams v. Stet., 103 Nev. 227, 737 P.24 308 (1987). That 
holding is now the law of the case. at Hall v. State, 91 Nev. 
314, 335 P.2d 797 (1975). Young has oade up a number of 
versions of his story, and we are not inclined to reconsider 
our holding Used on the latest fabrication from a man who, by 
his own admission, has no regard for the truth. As the 
distriot court correctly noted, appellant confessed to killing 
the victim in this case. At his penalty hearing, at a time 
when Young's statements had been excluded and appellant had 
nothing to fear from Young, appellant testified that he killed 
the victim. At his plea canvass, appellant clearly indicated 
that his plea was voluntary and free from coercion. 
Accordingly, we conolude that the record clearly refutes 
appellant's post-conviction claims. 

Appellant's contentions lacking merit. we ORO= this appeal dismissed. 

co: Xon. Robert L. Sohouweiler, District Judge 
Mon. Irian MCSay, Attorney general 
Ron. Mills Lane, District Attorney 
Mara Picker Judi Dailey. Clerk 
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IN T)(2 SMARMS COURT OF TH2 STATS OF WEVADA 

CART WALLACI WILLIAMS, 
) Appellant. 	) 

vs. 	
) 
) WARM, SLI STA= PRISON, 	) SHUMAN RATCHIR, 	 ) 
) Respondent. 	) 	
1 

No. 29014 

FILED 
.031/4A...411CT,2*  9 1997 

g2.11211-11ZSALLSIMARRRAL 
This is an appeal from An order dismissing a petition for writ of habeas corpus. 

The facts of this case are set out in Williams v. State, 103 Wev. 227. 737 P.24 901 041417). In August appellant Cary Wallace Williams (*Williams's) confessed to murdering Katherine Carlson and her .unborn child and to burglarising the Carlson home. Williams was charged with murder, manslaughter and burglary1  and he pled guilty to all three charges. Following a penalty hearing, a three-judge panel sentenced Williams to death and to two consechtive-ten-year terms. Williams appealed his conviction and sentences and petitioned the district court for post-conviction relief, which was denied. This court consolidated Williams' direct appeal and Appeal from the denial of post-conviction relief. On May 39. L917, this court affirmed William! conviction and sentences. 

In Dimembor 1992, Williams filed the underlying petition for writ of habeas corpus in the Seventh Judicial District Coutt in Whits Vino County (*habeas curt). Williams tiled an amended petition in July 
After an evidentiary hearing, the habeas court issued an order dismissing Williams' petition. The habeas court stated that the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel had heen 



finally resolved by this COUXt; therefore the habeas court was 
4E. bound by the doctrine of the law of the case as to seven of the claim.. Pursuant to KIS 34.110M(a), the district court dismissed the remaining claims, which addressed issues other than those permitted in habeas corpus petitions. Williams now appeals. 

Williams argues that the lower court erred in summarily dismissing his original and amended petitions on the grounds that this court had already decided the IMPAGS. The State argues that the habeas court properly applied a procedural bar to Williams' petition and that the instant petition is an abuse of the writ. 

The law of a first appeal is the law of the case an all subeequent appeals in which the facts are substantially the •ame.* all v. State, 91 Nev. 314, 313. 311 P.211 717, 718 (197S); anClond Marren V. Warden. 112 Nev. 131, 142-43. 921 P.2d 920. 922 (11$4). /a Hall, this court stated, oThe doctrine of the law of the case cannot be avoided by a more detailed and precisely focused argument subsequently made after reflection upon the previews proceedings.' 11 Kov. at 31,1, 135 5.24 at 791. 

In =Liam, Williams centended that he received ineffective assistance of counsel at trial because his trial counsel failed to request an independent hearing to assess the 
— 
voluntariness of his confession, and allowed him to plead guilty without first securing the State's promise not to seek the death penalty. 103 Nev. at 229, 73, $0 .24 at 310. This court held that Williams received effective assist/soca of counsel. Id- at 230,737 P.2d at 310. This court further held that Williams failed to demonstrate prejudice resulting from ineffective assistance of counsel. Id- Additionally, this court determined that the district count did not err in accepting Williams' pleas 

2 



of guilty. Id— at 230, 737 19 .211 at 510-11. 
Given this court's conclusions in W I- 14 Am., we now 

hold that the law of the case precludes Williams present claims that he lacked effective essistaace of counsel at trial and at the penalty hosting. rn Addition, a post-conviction petition following & plea of guilty muat be based upon an allegation that the plea was involuntarily or unknowingly entered. or entered 
without effective assistance of counsel. Wee 34.110(1)(a). 
Tinge. the habeas court properly dismissed claims which were 
unrelated to these two issues. 

williame argues that the present petition contaias new 
and different grounds fat relief. We,conclude that Williams has 
not sat his burden of proving that 'good cause exists for bin 
failure to raise any grounds in an earlier petition and that he 
will suffer actual prejudice if the graunde are not considered.* 
Crump V. warden. 112 Nev. „ 134 11 .24 241. 252 (1991) 
(quoting Phelps v. Director, Prisons, 104 Sam. 491, 459, 744 
P.24 1303. 1305 (1114)1; AAA Mai 34.110(2). Finally, absent good cause, a court may hoax the 
Narita of successive claims if failure to do an would result in 
a miscarriage of justice. Sawyer V. Whitley. 505 U.S. 311. 135 
(1991). This exception for *actual innocence' has a narrow 
scope. Id— at 240. A showing of 'actual innocence* must focus 
on the elements that make the petitIonar eligible for death, and 
C-annot .  include additional mitigating evidence that was not 
introduced because of claimed constitutional errors. Id_ at 
347; sum Logan v. Warden, 105 Rev. 952, 155-40, 140 P.2d 710, 
73.5-14 (1593), =ext....denied, U.S. , 1.1.7 9.Ct. 334 (1994). Thus,:Williame; claims that trial counsel failed to present 
mitigating evidence are not relevant. 

William& claims that his trial counsel failed to rebut 
aggravating evidence. Specifically, Williams contends" that his 
counsel failed to rebut testimony that the murder involved 

3 



torture and was similar co a gang slaying. •=14 

williams confessed to murdering Mn. Carlson, and this court has previously held chat this confession was knowing and voluntary. furthermore, in addition to torture, the three-judge panel found three other aggravating circumstances, but only one mitigating circumstance. Given these facts, we conclude that Williams has failed to prove actual innocence. 
We conclude that the law*: court properly dismiesed willies's ,  petition Used upon the doctrine of the law of tha C41141. In light of Williams ,  confession and the three-judge panel's finding of four aggravating circumstances:, failure to address any purported-14 new grounds of error on their merits did not result in a miscarriage of justice. accordingly, we CAM this appeal dismissed. 

CCi 
	

Nan. Merlyn X. Aoryt, Judge ion. Trankie Sue Del Papa, Attorney General Marc P. Picker Donna lath, Clark 
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ROSERT YEAERA, 

Appellant, 

Va. 

OLRECTOR. NEVADA STATE PRZSON, 

Itspandent. 

(. • 	( 
THE r t 	COURT OF THE STATE-ka 

) 

) 

) 
) 

)

) 

) 

) 
) JUN 2 0 1289 
) 

ottokait.r..triciacmr. 1 	re  I- 	
)  Ardt 

Cita MAY 

Na. 1.970! 

ORDER OtEMESSING AFFEA; 

This is an appeal frae Ln ardar at the district court! dismissing a post-conviction petn for a writ ad habeaa 4; corpus. 

a jury 

On July 23, 1161, appellant was convLotad, pursuant to 
- votcdIct, af ievcral falany affanires, Lacluding firxt- degree murder, arising out of the death af Nancy Griffith in 

Septamber of 1979. Appellant wax santancird ti doath. 
Thia ccurt affirmed appellaat'a conviction and 

samtence. Sae Ybarra v. State, IGO Nev. 1.47, 472 F.24 797 (1944). Appellant subsaguently Mad La tha Savanth Judicial District Court a petition far past-convictian relief pursuant to Nita 171.311. On July 9, 1244, however, the dirtricir caurt denied appellant's petition. Again, this court affirmed the judgment ad the district court. /II Marra v. Stabs: 143 Nev. 6, 731 P.24 332 (1947). 

On March 14, 1947, appellant filed LA the falderal diltrict court a petitian for a writ of habilis carpus pursuant t4 21 v.s.c. s 22:4. On Septombes: 2, 1947, the federal 
district judge antarad a minute ardar which natad that the first daunt Lg appellant's habeas petition allecad that the M'Neghten test or sanity should not hays been used in 
appellant** trial. The faderai judga absarved that appellant 
had raissd this same issue in his diract appeal, and alsc aatad 
that Nevada's choice of the MINaghten teat far sanity did not 

AA05867 



implicate .— -Iliac 	fnJ•xtion. no fader*: 	 x otnctuded that appellant's argument regarding the M . Naghtai .est failed 
to Stata a claim ugan which relief cauld ha granted. The caurt went an to note, nevertheless, -that appellant neve: argued Ln 
any (24 his prior state proceedings that the WMaghten test 
violates the federal constitution. Therefore, tha federal court determined that appellant had nac 7et exhausted his state remedies regarding -this LIISuIS. and dismissed appellant's petition without prejudice Oa allay him to pursue the issue in state court. 

On march 10, 1988, appellant filed in the first Judicial District Court the ihstant post-conviction petition for a writ of habeas carpus: The onIy argument presented in that petition concerned the constitutionelity of the teNaghten test for sanity. The state opposed appellant's petition, and also - filed a motion to dismiss that petition. On December 30. 1961..  the district court entered an order dismissing appellant's habeas corpus petition. This appeal followed. 
In its order dismissing appeilant's petition, the district court determined, coong other thinge, that the use at the N'Neghten test for sanity during the guilt phase of appeilant's trial did not violate appellant's rights under the United States Constitution. We agree. The United States. Suprema Court has WA that the use of the M'Xaghten test does mot violate the ommrtitutional rights of a criminal defendant. See Leland v. Oregon, 343 V.S. no (1932). Thia court has long adhered to the 14'Maghten text for sanity. *se, suk v. State, 40 Nev. 211, 299, 192 P:24 440, t34 (1944): State v. Lewis, 20 HIV. 333, 331, 22 F. 241, 247 (1449), and we decline to depart from the M'braghten test at this time. 

The district court also determined that the use of the M'Naghten test at appallant's peasitr hearing did not violate 

2 
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aPpollant s 	utionai. rights. . 	• 
note that appall,. 	has failed to cite any au,. 	.L.77 to this court which demonstrates that the use of the M'Naghten test at his penalty hearing was Improper in any :day. We need not consider arguments that are not supported by csievent legal authority. S44 Cunningham Y. State, 14 Nay. 12S, S7.! P.24 SU (197s), moreover, appellant has wholly failed to demonstrate that the use of the HiNaghten test during the penalty phase of his trial deprived him of an individualized assessment of his mental etata in that proceeding. Thus, the WMachten test was used properly in appellant's penalty heartng. 

in Light of the &bays, we conclude that the district court did not err when it dented appellant's habeas corpus petition. &accordingly, we 

OROEX this appeal dismissed. 

Nowt:fray 

so: Mon: Michael 2- Tamil, District Judq* Kan. Irian McXay, Attorney General Crowell, Susich, Owen a Taakes Alan Glower, Clerk 

wa ;1: 
	

1itially , 
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ROBERT YBARRA, JR., Appellant, 
vs. 

WARDEN, ELY STATE PRISON, &K. MCDANIEL, 
amt. 

REMANDINCI 
This is an appeal from an order of the district court denying a post-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Seventh Judicial District Court, White Pine County; Stave L. Dobrescu, Judge. On July 23, 1981, the district court convicted appellant &but Ybarra, Jr., pursuant to a jury verdict, of first-dogma murder, first-degree kidnapping with substantial bodily harm battery with the intent to commit sexual assault with substantial bodily harm and sexual assault with substantial bodily hum. Ybarra was sentenced to death for first. dagres muidar. The district court also sentenced him to three consecutive terms of life in prison without the posaibility of parcds on the remaining counts. This court &Tinged Thanes direct appeal.' Tha remittitur issued on March 4, 11/388. 

Subsequently, Ybarra filed a petition for post-conviction rodieTht pursuant to former NM Chapter 177, which the &lariat court danied after 
InatrAsateda, 100 No,. 187,879 P.24 797 (1984). 

013- 2.3232 
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an evidentiary hearing on July 11, 1986. This court dismissed Ybarra's appeal on January 21, 1987.1  On March. 10, 1988, 'Marra filed a poet-conviction petition for habeas relief, which the district court dismissed on Deceznber 30, 1988. This court dismissed YbiuTa's appeal on June 29, 1989.1  On April 26, 1998, Ybarra filed a second post-conviction habeas petition. The district court granted the State's motion to dismiss the petition on June 29, 1998. This court dismissed Ybarrais appeal on July 6, 199p.4  

On March 6, 2003, Ybarre. Sid the instant habeas petition, his fourth state poet-conviction petition. The district court granted the State'e motion to dismiss the petition on July 20, 2004, concludin' g that it was procedurally barred. This appeal followed. 
YU= filed his petition approximately 18 years after this court issued the remittitur from his direct appeal. Thus, Ybarra's petition was untimely filed.' Moreover, his petition was suocesaive because he had previously filed three post-conviction petitions in the district court.* Ybarre's petition, was procedurally barred absent a demonstration of good 

:Theirs v. Stat.,  103 Nev. 8,731 11.24 353 (1987). 
Mum  v. %mkt,  Docket No. 19705 (Order Dismissing Appeal, June 29, 1989). 

(Marra v. Stated  Docket No 32762 (Order Dismissing Appeal, Jul"' 6, 1999). 

ofigg NU 34.728(1). 

Vim NHS 34.81(KIXb), (2). 
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cause and prejudIce.T Further, because the State specifically pleaded lathes, Ybarra was required to overcome the presumption of prejudice to the State.' 'Marra argues that the district court erred in several war' in (=eluding that his habeas petition was procedurally barred. We conclude that the district court properly disnrissed the petition except in regard to one issue. 
Ybarra initially claims that this court treats the application of procedural default rules as discretionary and has inconsistently applied them. Hs lists a host of this court's published and unpublished decisions to support his contention. Ybarra asserts that based on this alleged inconsistent application of procedural bar rules, this court must reverse the district court's order dismissing his petition and remand the matter for a hearing on his +substantive claims. However, we considered and rejected a similar c.laina in atelia_vakt,..SLakked. 0  We are not persuaded by Yberra's argument to abandon the mandatory procedural bar rules. According'', we conclude that the district court did not err in dairying his petition on this basis. 

Second, Ybarra argues that he is "innocent" of aggravating circumitancse found at trial and that reheing consideration of his claims would result in maniTest injustice. The jury found as . aggravating 

nifilL NES 34.728(1); NRS 34810(1)(b). (a). 
Via NM 34.800(2). 
1121. Nev. 	112 P.3d 10701  1076-82 (2005); see renevini  

ads 117 Nev. 860, 879-80, 34 P.M 519, 582 (2001). 
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circumstances that 'Marra murdered his teenage victim during the commiaaion of a sexual assault and a kidnapping. Ybarra contends that these two aggravators must be vacated as violative of double jeopardy principles because he was convicted of sexual assault and kidnapping and had puniahment imposed 'before ths same offenses were re-prosecuted as aggravating factors and additional punishment was imposed because of them." We disagree. The death penalty is a permissible punishment if one or more aggravating circumstances, including those at issue in this case, are found and not outweighed by any mitigating circumstances.* Double jeopardy concerns are not implicated in this inetance. 0  
name also argues that these aggravating circumstances implicate the reasoning in McConnell-v._ State.'s H aCknowledges that Maragiugli does not expressly apply hem as the State did not seek the first-degree murder conviction on a felony-murder theory. But he explains that the sexual assault andkid' napping aggravators are nonetheless improper because he - received punishment for then offenses and that haaing death elighility on these offenses affronts the spirit of Mama However, we specifically stated in 10441.nnriall  that our decision had no effect in camss where the State relies solely on a theory of deliberate, 

mtleg NBS 200.030(4)(a). 
Hata MCKOZULLAtitli, 114 Nev. 1044, 105849, 98 P.2d 139, 148- 49 (1990. 

is120 Nev. 	102 P.3d 606 (2004). 
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premeditated murder to secure a first-degree murder conviction" We are 
not persuaded by Yharrare attempted analogy to lisConnea.  Therefore, 
we conclude that the district court did not err in concluding that Ybarra 
failed to demonstrate good cause to excuse his procedural bars on this 
basis. 

Third, Ybarra asserts that the previous-conviction aggravating 
circumstance ia factually and legally insufficient H. contends that the 
district court erred in admitting a California order of probation as proof of 
a prior conviction for a felony involving the uee or threat of violence to the 
person of another. This court previously concluded that this svids=e was 
proper proof of an aggravating circumstance." The doctrine of the law of 
the case bars further consideration of this claim, and Ybarra cannot avoid 
this doctrine by raising a "more detailed and precisely focused 
argument*" To the extent that Ybarra'• instant claim might be 
considered distinct from his earlier one, he has not provided good cause for his failure to raise it previously. 

Based on the foregoing discussion and the record presented, we conchula that Tham has not demonstrated good cause to overcome the 
procedural bars to his habeas petition and therefore the district court did 

Ica at 	102 P.M. at 824. 
• ueri /him 100 Mr/. at 177, 879 P.2d at 808. Specifically, Marra contended that the California probation order was inadmisaible becauae kt did not reflect on its floe that counsel had represented him. 
ligailiatatil 91 Nov. v. 314, 318, 535P.24 797, 799(1975) 

5 
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not err in denying his petition on this basis. Moreover, as we explain, we 
largely affirm the district courts order on a number of other bane, 
including that Ybarra has failed to demonstrate actual prejudice pursuant to NM 34.810(3). 

nem raises, among others, the following claims in his 
appeal: jury misconduct requires reversal of his conviction and sentence; 
the conviction and sentence are invalid because a juror refused to consider 
all sentencing options provided by law; the district court erred in refining 
to excuse a juror for cause; the jury was not impartial; the district court 
erred in failing to conduct a competency hearing; Ybam was improperly 
sentenced to consecutive terms for sexual assault and battery with the 
intent to commit sexual assault; the prosecutor committed a pattern of 
miaccmduct. rendering Ybarra's trial Sindamentally unfair; the district 
court improperly instructed the jury on the defense of insanity; the 
statutorily mandeted reasonable doubt instruction improperly minimized 
the State's burden of peat his death sentence ia invalid because of the reduced standard of reliability for admission of evidence at the penalty 
phase; his death sentence constitutes crud and unusual punishment; execution by lethal injection constitutes crud and unusual punishment 
and the cumulative effect of the errors alleged mandate reversal of hie 
conviction and sentence. However, then claims could have been raised on 
direct appeal" Nothing in Ybarra's submissions demonstrates good cause 

NRS 34.810(1)(13X2) (providing that the court shall dismiss a poet-conviction petition for a writ of habese corpus when the petitioner's 
continued MI nest page. 
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for foiling to raise these claims earlier or actual prejudice from the district court's refusal to consider them. 
'Marra also argues that his death sentence must be reversed because the jury was not instructed that to impose death it had to find beyond a reasonable doubt that the aggravating circumstances were not outweighed by the mitigating circumstances. This claim also could have been raised on direct appeal. Although Ybarra cites recent decisions by the Supreme Courto and this courtu to support this claim, the claim could also have been raised at the time of his WAIN Moreover, Yharra failed to include in his appendix the instructiona provided to the jury during the penalty phase. Thus, he failed to include critical documentation supporting his claim despite his submission of several thousand pages of documentation in his appendix. Therefore, Ybarre, has not demonstrated good cause for &au' ig to raise the claim earlier, nor does he show that he suffered actual prejudice. 

... continued 
conviction was the remit of a trial and the claims could have been raised on direct appeal). 

iMiaitiaziaisso 536 U.S. 584(2002). 
• Icohnson v. State,  115 Nev. 787, 800-03, 59 P.34 450, 460-81 (20ai) (applying Mu, 830 U.S. 584 to Nevada statutory law). 

NRS 200.030(4); Snteriatsta, 112 Nev. 908, 923, 921 P.2d 888, 890 (1990); 1977 Nev. Stat., ch. 585, 1 1, at 1642, and 13, at 154e. Further, even if Bkag„ 536 U.S. 584 created the buds far this claim., Nu doss not apply retroactively. Be* faby.amlitats, 118 Nev. 807, 821-22, 59 P.M 483, 472-73 (2002). 
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fOl A  
Ybarre. also re-raiaes the following claim' s: Lemuel was 

ineffective for failing to object to and in some instances inviting 
prosecutorial mieconducte;) unse1 was ineffective for failing to 
investigate d object to the a laiiCuentra about 

. 
the attache' (cfunsel was ineffective for felling to question the jurors to•b.lt- 	t regarding their opinions on an insanity defense; 	the district court .1) • erred in denying his motion for a change of onus. ) As we have 
previously considered and rejected these claims, they wiurant no Author 
consideraticm.24  

Ybarra also claims that his counsel was ineffective for failing 
to investigate and develop facts respecting his mental state and mitigation 
and that psychotropic medication rendered him incompetent throughout 
the trial and prejudicially altered his demeanor. He raised these claims in 
his third habeas petition, which the district court denied u procedurally 
barred. On appeal, we concluded that the district court did not err in 
denying 'Therra's petition. Based on the record we conclude that Ybarra 
has not demonstrated actual prejudice in this regard. 

Ulm Ibling. 109 Nor. at 14•18, 731 P.24 at 357-58. 
id„ at 13-14, 731 P.24 at 357. 

"fiat id. at 14, 731 P.24 at 357. 

Ihugg_LAtits Docket No 12824 (Order Diaanfaidag Appeal, October 10, 1980). 

146ta aaj,, 91 Nev. at 318. 535 R2c1 at 7913. 
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Ybarra also argues that the jury and the district court were 
not impartial due to ths district court's cornmeal% "Ladies and gentlemen, 
unfortunately with respect to all of the counts read to you in open court, 
the defendant has pled not guilty and not guilty by reason of insanity." 
However, this claim was appropriate for direct appea1. 18  Moreover, Ybarra 
previously raised this matter in his third habeas petition, which the 
district court denied as procedurally barred. Finally, Ybarra h.as neglected 
to include relevant portions of the trial transcript in his voluminous 
appendix. 'Thus, even if we deemed it appropriate to =eider the merits of 
this claim, Ybarra has failed to substantiate it. Therefor% we conclude 
that he failed to show actual prejudice in this regard. 

Ybarra further claim' that his conviction and sentence must 
be reversed becauas his trial and direct appeal were *conducted before 
judicial officers whose tenure in office wee not during good behavior but 
Whose tenure is dependent an popular election." However, he wholly fails 
to subste.ntiate this claim with any specific factual allegations 
demonxtrating actual prejudice. 

Ybarra next asserts that his death sentence must be reversed 
due to cruel and unusual punishment suffered during his incarceratkn. 
However, he has not substantiated this claim with sufficient factual 
allegations demonstrating that the conditices of his confinement are so 
severe as to warrant reversal of his death sentence. 

16Ses MRS 34.810(1XbM. 
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Ybarra also argues that this court failed to conduct a fair and 

adequate appellate review because this court's opinion respecting hie 

direct appeal failed to explain how the mandatory review pursuent to NRB 

177.055(2) was conducted in his case. However, this court conducted the 

mandatory rirrisw of Ybarra's death 'sentence in accordance with the law, 21  

and he has failed to show that it was inadequate. Therefore, we condude 

that he has not demonstrated actual prejudice on this basis. 

Ybsara next asserts that his counsel failed to provide effective 

assistance on direct appeal. Specifically, he alleges that his counsel w u 

remiss in failing to adequately frame certain direct appeal claims u 

federal constitutional limes. Marra speculates that he would have 

secured a more favorable outcome had counsel 'federalized his claims." 

However, this speculation fails to demonstrate actual prejudice. 

Ybarra also claims that he is incompetent to be executed. Ws 

=dude that the record before us belies this claim. He also aseerts that 

he cannot be executed because he is mentally retarded. It appears that 

this issue has never been decided. The Supreme Court has held that the 

Eighth Amendment prohibits the execution of mentally retarded 

Crilnilla11.11  And NRS 175.554(5) provides that a person sentenced to 

death may move to set his sentence amide on the grounds that he is 

mentally retarded if the matter has not been previously determined. The 

statuta further provides that upon such a motion, the district court shall 

MAI Than&  100 Nev. at 176, 679 P.2d at 502-03. 

y. %71rvnls. 538  US- 304 (2002). 

10 
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conduct a hearing pursuant to NHS 174.098 to determine the matter. 

Given this law, we conclude that this issue is not procedurally barred and 

remand to the district court for appropriate proceedings. In all other 

respects, we conclude that the district court properly. dismissed Yharrais 

petition.* Accordingly, we 

ORDER the judgment of the district court AFFIRMED IN 

PART AND REVERSED IN PART AND REMAND this matter to the 

district court for proceedings consistent with this order. 

Hon. Steve L. Dobreece, District Judi* 
Federal Publics Defender/Las Vegas 
Atterney General George Chance/Carson City 
Attorney General George Chanoe/Reno 
White Pine County District Attorney 
MAW Pine County Clerk 

*Marra also claims that the district court erred -in striking Willits 
supporting his petition. In light of our order, we conclude that no relief is 
warranted on this claim. 

11 
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ORDER DENYING REHEARING 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

ROBERT YBARRA, JR., 
Appellant, 

vs. 
WARDEN, ELY STATE PRISON, E.K. MCDANIEL, 
Resnondent. 

No. 43981 

FILED 
FEB02 2006 

This is a petition for rehearing of this court's decision in Ybarra V. Warden.' 

A rehearing may be warranted when the court has overlooked or misapprehended a material fact or question of law or has overlooked, misapplied, or failed to consider controlling authority. 2  However, a petitioner may neither reargue matters that have been presented in previous briefs nor raise points for the first time. 3  
Ybarra argues that rehearing is warranted for several reasons. First, he contends that this court overlooked or misapprehended his claim that his mental disability precluded his execution. This contention lacks merit. This court considered Ybarrais assertion and rejected it, concluding that the record belied his claim. Here, Ybarra 

'Docket No. 43981 (Order Affirming in Part, Reversing in Part and Remanding, November 28, 2005). 
25e0  NRAP 40(c)(2). 
3See NRAP 40(c)(1). 
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merely reargues this matter and offers no basis for this court's further consideration of it. Therefore, we conclude that rehearing is not warranted on this claim. 
Ybarra next argues that this court overlooked controlling federal constitutional authority cited in his opening brief in rejecting his claim that judges who preside over capital cases cannot be impartial because they are subject to removal for unpopular decisions. The only federal case to which Marra cited was Tum_ev y. Ohio.4  However, Tumey is inapposite here. And he has not proffered any evidence of partiality by any judges due to their election by popular vote. Therefore, we reject this claim as a basis for rehearing. 

Ybarra further asserts that this court erred in rejecting his claims in part because he submitted an inadequate appendix on appeal Although Ybarra's failure to provide pertinent records was not central to our rejection of his claims as procedurally barred, we will address his argument, which is two-fold. First, he contends that NRAP 10(a)(1) recognizes that this court has access to district court records and that NRAP 30(g)(2) contemplates that we will order supplementation of the appendix or will review the original record if justice requires. He argues that no rule exists placing counsel on notice that rejection of a claim could be based on an inadequate record and, thus, he had no opportunity to be heard respecting the new rule this court applied in his ease. Contrary to Ybarra's assertion, we did not institute a new rule in his case. Although NRAP 10(a)(1) and NRAP 30(g)(2) may contemplate 
173 U.S. 510 (1927). 
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in exceptional cases this court's intervention in securing an adequate record with which to review claims on appeal, this court has long held that the appellant bears the responsibility of providing the materials necessary for this court's review. 6  Moreover, NRAP 30(a) and (b) plainly require an appellant to provide this court with an appendix that includes a number of enumerated items "and any other portions of the record essential to determination of issues raised in appellant's appeaL"e The rules upon which 'Marra relies in no way abrogate his obligation in this regard. Second, Ybarra's counsel contends that this court has been vague and contradictory respecting his obligations under the rules relating to the content of appendices. Specifically, he points to this court's opinion in State v. liaberstrob  wherein this court admonished counsel for submitting a lengthy appendix and only relying on a few pages to support his claims.7  We concluded that the several thousands of irrelevant pages submitted in that case violated NEAP 30(b) and cautioned counsel against engaging in similar conduct in, the future.' 
Our guidance in Haberstrok  is clear—only documentation cited and relied upon in appellant's opening brief should be included in the 

5SPO, Thomas v.,State,  120 Nev. 37, 43 n.4, 83 P.3d 818, 822 n.4 (2004); see also tyro& v. State,  118 Nev. 215, 238, 994 P.2d 700, 715 (2000). 

6NRAP 30(bX3). 
7 119 Nev. 173, 69 P.3d 676 (2003). 
ell at 179, 69 P.3d at 680-81. 
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appendix. Additionally, NRAP 30(b) places counsel on notice of what materials are not appropriate for the appendix.s 
Here, Ybarra complained in his habeas petition that the district court committed an instructional error and made improper comments to the jury. However, despite submitting more than 5,000 pages in hie appendix, he failed to include a copy of the challenged instruction or the relevant portion of the transcript so that this court could verify the challenged comments and place them in context. Furthermore, counsel's arguments and actions in seeking rehearing do not even speak to the actual merit of these claims. Were there such merit, this court would expect that counsel would have requested leave on rehearing to supplement the record and proffered the missing documents to substantiate the claims. No rehearing is warranted on these claims Finally, Ybarra complains that this court misapprehended his argument respecting the application of procedural default rules. Specifically, he argues that this court overlooked controlling due process and equal protection authority, alleged flaws in this court's ft nolysia in State v. Dist. Ct._ tRikerV°  and cases which he claims demonstrate that 

NRAP 30(b) provides: 

Except as otherwise required by this Rule, all matters not essential to the decision of issues presented by the appeal shall be omitted. Brevity is required; the court may impose coats upon parties or attorneys who unnecessarily enlarge the appendix. 
10 121 Nev. 	112 P.341 1070 (2005). 

4 



Gibbons 

J. Hardesty 

5 

this court continues to apply procedural default rules inconsistently and at our discretion. However, this court considered and simply rejected Ybarra's contention that alleged inconsistencies in this court's application of procedural default rules were routine and warranted abandonment of the rules entirely. Moreover, in Riker  we explained that "any prior inconsistent application of statutory default rules would not provide a basis for this court to ignore the rules, which are mandatory.nii Accorrlingly, we conclude that rehearing is not warranted on this claim. For the above reasons, we deny the petition for rehearing. It is so ORDERED. 

cc: Hon. Steve L. Dobrescu, District Judge Federal Public Defender/Las Vegas Attorney General George Chanos/Reno Whits Pine County District Attorney White Pine County Clerk 

ha at 	112 P.34 at 1077. 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

	

7 
	

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHOE 

8 

9 SIAOSI VANISI, 

	

10 
	

Petitioner, 

	

11 
	

V. 
	 Case No. CRy8Po516 

12 E.K. McDANIEL, WARDEN and 
	

Dept. No. 4 
CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO, 

13 ATTORNEY GENERAL OF 
THE STATE OF NEVADA, 

14 
Respondents. 

15 

	

16 
	

RESPONSE TO OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS  
PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS  

	

17 
	

(POST-CONVICTION) 

18 	The opposition to the State's motion to dismiss adds nothing to the debate. Much of the 

19 opposition describes evidence of Vanisi's mental state years before the instant crime. That is 

20 relevant only as it is relevant to his mental state at the time of the crime, or of the trial, but 

21 Vanisi's mental state at relevant times has been thoroughly explored. 

	

22 	The balance of the opposition consists of asserts that prior post-conviction counsel failed 

23 to raise various issues. The proper question is whether there was some external impediment 

24 that prevented Siaosi Vanisi from raising the claims in his initial petition. See NRS 34.810. As 

25 there is no explanation in the petition, the claim that counsel was ineffective in failing to do 

26 what Vanisi could have done means nothing. 

1 
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1 	The petition also has a discussion of a Ninth Circuit case, Poik v. Sandoval, in which the 

2 9 Circuit undertakes to discern Nevada law concerning the elements of first-degree murder. 

3 The Ninth circuit incorrectly interpreted state law. Nika v. State, 124 Nev. 1272, 1285-86, 198 

4 P.3d 839, 848-49 (2008). The correct statement of state law is in Nika and the final arbiter of 

5 Nevada law has ruled on the subject and determined that the instructions to the jury in the 

6 instant case were supported by the law as it existed at the time of the trial. 

	

7 
	

The opposition also suggests that this court has the authority to ignore the Law Of the 

8 Case and to overrule the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has ruled that the Supreme Court 

9 has the authority to overrule its own decisions but the Supreme Court has never ruled that the 

10 district court may assert appellate authority over the Supreme Court. See Bejaruflo v. State, 

11 122 Nev. 1_066, 1074, 146 P.3d 265, 271 (2006). 

	

12 	The claim of actual innocence to overcome the procedural bars is based solely on the 

13 existence of new mitigating evidence. The State notes that in a capital case, all evidence is 

14 potentially mitigating and so there will always be new mitigating evidence. That is why no 

15 court in the nation has adopted the theory that a claim of new mitigating evidence is a claim of 

16 actual innocence that will overcome a procedural bar. On the contrary, courts generally rule 

17 that the innocence exception applies only where the petitioner can show that there are zero 

18 aggravating circumstances. See Sawyer v. Whitley, 505 U.S. 332, 344-45, 112 S.Ct. 2514, 2521- 

19 22 (1992)(rejecting notion that existence of additional mitigating evidence makes one 

20 "innocent" of the death penalty). Although there are several stages of the jury's analysis, the 

21 existence of one or more aggravators is the last part that is susceptible of objective proof. 

22 Hence, in Nevada, eligibility is a function of the existence of aggravating circumstances alone. 

23 Thus, the claim of additional mitigating evidence is not a claim that will overcome the 

24 procedural bars. 

	

25 	As indicated earlier, the claim regarding lethal injection is not a claim that attacks the 

26 conviction, and so it must be brought in a separate civil action seeking injunctive relief. The 

2 
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State has not asserted that the claim is not cognizable in state court, but it is not cognizable in a 

2 post-conviction habeas corpus action. MeCarmen v. State, 125 Nev. 	, 212 P.3d 307, 311 

3  (2009). 

4 	 The opposition to the motion to dismiss is voluminous, but ultimately adds nothing to 

5 the debate. The petition is untimely, abusive and successive and should be dismissed. 

6 	 AFFIRMATION PURSUANT TO NRS 230.0:10  

7 	The undersigned does hereby affirm that the preceding document does not contain the 

8 social security number of any person. 

DATED: October 7, 2011. 

RICHARD A. GM/MICK 
District Attorney 

By /s/ TERRENCE P. McCARTHY 
TERRENCE P. McCARTHY 
Appellate Deputy 
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3 

5 IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHOE 

THE HONORABLE CONNIE STEINHEIMER, CHIEF DISTRICT JUDGE 

-o0o- 
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) 

	

10 	 Petitioner, 	) 	Case No. CR98P0516 
) 

	

11 	 VS. 	 ) 	 Dept. No. 4 
) 

	

12 	STATE OF NEVADA, 	 ) 
) 

	

13 
	

Respondent. 	) 
	 ) 

11 
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3 

	

1 	RENO, NEVADA, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2012, 2:10 A.M. 

	

2 	 -o0o- 

3 

4 

5 

	

6 	 THE COURT: 	This is the time set for a hearing on 

the motion to dismiss. 

	

8 	 Counsel, make your appearances for the record, 

	

9 	please. 

	

10 	 MS. HURST: 	Good afternoon, Your Honor. 	My name 

	

11 	is Tiffani Hurst, and I represent Mr. Vanisi in connection 

	

12 	with the Federal Public Defender's Office. 	And Mr. Vanisi 

	

13 	has requested that this Court waive his appearance and is 

	

14 	therefore not here today. 

	

15 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 	Thank you. 

J6 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Terry McCarthy for the State. 

	

17 	 THE COURT: 	The Court is aware of Mr. Vanisi's 

	

18 	request and did approve it, so the Court is aware of that. 

19 	 This is your motion to dismiss, Mr. McCarthy. 

	

20 	You may proceed. 

	

21 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Thank you, Your Honor. 

	

22 	 The petition before the Court is undoubtedly 

untimely, abusive, and successive. 	The only remaining 

24 	question is whether that can be overcome. 
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The Court is aware from the Riker case that the 

2 	procedural bars are mandatory and there's no discretion 

3 	involved. 	So we get to the question of whether the 

4 	petitioner has pleaded cause to overcome the procedural 

	

5 	bars, 

And I notice much of the opposition to the motion 

is devoted to the notion that prior counsel didn't plead 

8 	all the available claims. 	That's the wrong question. 	The 

	

9 	question is why didn't Vanisi plead them. 	He is the one 

	

10 	who was supposed to bring all of his claims in one timely 

	

11 	petition, and there are just no allegations that he could 

	

12 	not bring all of his claims. 

	

13 	 The petition when discussing the notion that Tom 

	

14 	Qualls and Scott Edwards were ineffective in the last 

	

15 	go-round is fairly -- is general. 	It just says, well, 

	

16 	here's additional claims, and therefore they were 

	

17 	ineffective, 

	

18 	 That's not how you plead the ineffectiveness of 

	

19 	Qualls and Edwards. 	Were supposed to be very specific on 

	

20 	the subject. 	I notice it gets more specific in the 

	

21 	opposition to the motion, but that's the wrong time to 

	

22 	plead it. 

	

23 
	

The opposition to the motion, for instance, 

	

24 	alleges Qualls and Edwards were simply ignorant and they 

4 
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1 	didn't know that you're allowed to go beyond the record on 

	

2 	a post-conviction action. 	If that sort of scandalous 

	

3 	accusation had been made in a verified petition, it might 

	

4 	be grounds to allege sufficient grounds to overcome the 

	

5 	procedural bar, but not later, and not in an unsworn 

	

6 	pleading either. 	If you're going to say something like 

	

7 	that, that those two lawyers just don't even know they can 

go outside the record, say it in a verified petition. 

	

9 	 Furthermore, any claim that those two lawyers 

	

10 	were unaware of their ability to go outside the record is 

	

11 	repelled by showing that they did. 	The last hearing that 

	

12 	we had included all sorts of things that were outside the 

	

13 	record. 	It was abbreviated, it was a short hearing, but 

	

14 	it still includes things that were beyond the record, many 

	

15 	claims that were beyond the record. 

	

16 	 The other proposed justification is a claim of 

	

17 	actual innocence, and that can overcome a procedural bar 

	

18 	if it's properly pleaded and ultimately proved. 

19 	 In this case the only claim -- the claim of 

	

20 	factual innocence relating to the guilt phase is an 

	

21 	opinion supposedly that Vanisi was unable to form the 

	

22 	intent to kill. 	But when you actually read the opinion, 

23 	it says he did have the intent to kill. 	It was a 

	

24 	psychotic intent to kill, but it was an intent to kill 
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1 	nonetheless. 	So that, if considered by a jury, would not 

	

2 	have changed the outcome. 

	

3 	 And as to the notion that one can be innocent of 

	

4 	the death penalty and thereby excuse the procedural bars, 

	

5 	the only claim there that is not barred by the law of the 

	

6 	case is the claim of additional mitigating evidence. 	The 

	

7 	proper way to claim that form of innocence is to show not 

	

8 	additional mitigating evidence but that there are no 

	

9 	aggravating circumstances. 

	

20 	 I noticed a recent decision of Nunnery, whose 

	

11 	name I always liked -- he's a killer of my acquaintance 

	

12 	down in Las Vegas -- the Court said that the existence of 

	

13 	the aggravating circumstances is the last factual 

	

14 	determination. 	Everything else in the analysis of the 

	

15 	sentencing procedure is just a matter of discretion. 

	

16 	 So having more mitigating evidence does not make 

	

17 	one elble or ineligible; it is the existence of 

	

18 	aggravating circumstances that makes one eligible. 	And 

	

19 	the only claim about lack of aggravating circumstances are 

	

20 	those that have already been rejected by our Supreme Court 

	

21 	in this case. 

	

22 	 There is also a suggestion that the standard of 

	

23 	pleading is something that is -- let me see if I can get 

	

24 	it right -- well, a suggestion that I have misstated the 
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1 	standard of pleading, that in fact there is only 	they 

	

2 	only need to allege some in general terms, the claim. 

	

3 
	

That is not correct, Your Honor. 	The Nevada 

	

4 	Supreme Court recently reaffirmed in Nika that the 

standard that I have been espousing in this case is the 

	

6 	cornerstone of post-conviction jurisprudence in this case. 

	

7 	So one must allege very specific facts. 

	

8 	 This petition has no specific facts on the 

	

9 	allegation that Qualls and Edwards were ineffective and no 

	

10 	reason why Vanisi could not have pleaded all his claims in 

	

11 	one timely petition. 	Therefore, it ought to be dismissed. 

	

12 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 	Thank you. 

	

13 	 Counsel? 	You're welcome to use the lectern if 

	

14 	you'd prefer. 

	

15 	 MS. HURST: 	No, thank you, Your Honor. 

16 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 

	

13 
	

MS. HURST: 	I guess I'll start by expressing my 

	

18 	confusion over counsel's allegation that in our petition 

19 	we allege that attorneys Qualls and Edwards did not know 

	

20 	that they can go beyond the record. 

	

21 	 In fact, what we pled was that post-conviction 

	

22 	counsel spent all of their time prior to submitting their 

23 	initial -- or their amended petition litigating 

	

24 	Mr. Vanisi's competence, or lack thereof, and once the 
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Court entered a ruling finding Mr. Vanisi to be competent, 

	

2 	they then informed the Court that they needed time to 

	

3 	conduct a full investigation in order to file an effective 

petition. 

	

5 
	

They were not given additional time. 	It's my 

	

6 	understanding that they had perhaps a week, perhaps two 

	

7 	weeks to file a petition for which they had conducted no 

	

8 	investigation whatsoever, and we attached a declaration 

	

9 	from post-conviction counsel to that effect. 	We also 

	

10 	attached a declaration from post-conviction counsel 

	

11 	indicating that they should have conducted an 

	

12 	investigation. 	They had every intention of conducting an 

13 	investigation, and they simply believed that they did not 

	

14 	need to begin that investigation until the issue of 

15 	competency had been resolved. 

16 	 It is quite arguable, and in fact we allege, that 

	

17 	that position was unreasonable and ineffective. 	They 

	

18 	should have begun their investigation at the same time 

19 	that they were litigating the issue of competency. 

20 	 Their investigation would have been severely 

	

21 	hampered by an inability to interact in a meaningful way 

	

22 	with Mr. Vanisi. 	However, they should have done whatever 

they could, including interviewing family members, 

24 	interviewing previous employers, obtaining records. 

8 
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I 	contacting the consulate, the Tongan Consulate. 	Any 

	

2 	number of things could have been done without Mr. Vanisi's 

	

3 	assistance, and they should have begun that while they 

were litigating the issue of competency. 

	

5 	 THE COURT: 	At the hearings prior to the actual 

	

6 	writ hearing Mr. McCarthy argues in his pleading that in 

fact counsel said they could supplement the petition in 

the amount of time that was given. 	You're arguing that 

	

9 	the Court heard them say that they couldn't do it and 

	

10 	ordered them to do it in a week. 

	

11 	 So where is that transcript? 	Where is that in 

	

12 	the transcript? 	I'd like to see it. 

	

13 	 MS. HURST: 	Well -- 

	

IA 	 THE COURT: 	Just point me to where it is and -- 

	

15 
	

MS. HURST: 	I do not have that in front of me. 

	

16 	If I could perhaps supplement my argument today with a 

	

17 	letter pointing to anything that supports that in the 

	

18 	transcript -- 

	

19 	 THE COURT: 	Do you believe there is a transcript 

	

20 	entry like that, or are you relying on the affidavit of 

	

21 	habeas counsel? 

	

22 	 MS. HURST: 	I'm relying on the affidavit of 

	

23 	habeas counsel. 

	

24 	 THE COURT: 	So you haven't independently 
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confirmed that that -- the reason I'm asking is, as you 

	

2 	know. Mr. McCarthy's opposition to your reply -- to your 

	

3 	opposition says, oh, no, contraire; that's not what 

4  happened. 	So I'm trying to figure out -- 

	

5 	 MS. HURST: 	And, actually, Your Honor, its my 

	

6 	position that when there's such a dispute of fact. as 

	

7 	appears to be in the instant case, that requires an 

	

8 	evidentiary hearing. 	We need counsel. post-conviction 

	

9 	counsel, to testify and to clarify. 

	

10 	 THE COURT: 	If the Court made a determination -- 

	

11 	because what you're arguing is that somehow the Court knew 

	

12 	of the position of counsel and ordered them to do it in a 

	

13 	week. 	Well, it doesn't really matter what counsel 

	

14 	testifies to. 	I want to see what I was told at the time. 

	

15 
	

MS. HURST: 	Its my recollection that there was 

16 	an assertion made -- and I have to admit that I've read 

	

17 	many transcripts in between reading this one and making 

	

18 	this assertion to you. 	My recollection is that they 

19 	indicated that they needed more time, and the Court 

	

20 	indicated that they had had plenty of time and that they 

	

2] 	needed to be ready to file in accordance with what may 

	

22 	have been a pre-existing deadline, although, once again, I 

	

23 	need to refer back to the records that I originally 

	

24 	reviewed for confirmation. 	And hopefully if I can -- if 

10 
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1 	you will allow me to supplement or to present that after 

	

2 	this hearing, I would like to do so. 

	

3 	 And it was definitely the recollection during the 

interview with post-conviction counsel that they did not 

believe that they would be able to file a petition without 

another extension of time. 	That was ineffective, and that 

	

7 	is what they've put in a declaration, which we've 

	

8 	attached -- or that's what was put in a declaration, which 

	

9 	we attached. 

	

10 	 THE COURT: 	And the evidence that they would have 

	

11 	added is what you've added to your petition? 

	

12 
	

MS. HURST: 	That's correct, Your Honor. 	We were 

	

13 	informed that they would have attempted to take a trip to 

	

14 	Tonga to learn about -- to interview family members 

	

15 	there -- they've signed a declaration that's been attached 

16 	to that effect -- that they would have taken the time to 

	

17 	interview family members, to interact with members of the 

	

18 	church, interact with all of the different sources of 

19 	information that could have verified different -- the 

20 	different allegations contained in our petition. 

	

21 
	

THE COURT: 	But that still doesn't address 

	

22 	Mr. McCarthy's argument that all that does is go to 

23 	mitigation and that there was a valid aggravating factor. 

	

21 	How can you argue that a little bit more mitigation, even 
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1 	if you found it, which we don't have any evidence that you 

2 	have it -- 

3 	 MS. HURST: 	Actually, it goes to two separate 

4 	arguments, because that is the actual innocence argument 

that counsel is referring to. 	But separate and apart from 

6 	the actual innocence argument, we have the argument that 

7 	post-conviction counsels 	ineffective assistance 

8 

	

	establishes the cause and prejudice to excuse the 

procedural bars and to enable this Court to reach these 

10 	issues and rule upon these issues on the merits. 

11 	 So because Mr. Vanisi filed his successive 

12 	petition alleging that first post-conviction counsel was 

13 	ineffective in a timely fashion less than a year from the 

14 	conclusion of post-conviction -- or first post-conviction 

15 	proceedings less than eight months from appointment of 

16 	current counsel, he, at this point, has a timely argument 

17 	before you that post-conviction counsel's failure to 

18 	effectively investigate this mitigation evidence, as well 

19 	as evidence that Mr. Vanisi lacked the necessary intent to 

20 	commit the crime that he committed, these allegations can 

21 	excuse the bars that otherwise would be applied. 	And I 

22 	probably didn't say that in the most effective way 

23 	possible, but let me just 

24 	 THE COURT: 	No, I think I understand, 	You're 
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arguing that if counsel had been effective, they would 

2 	have raised the issues of mitigation that you've raised, 

	

3 	that could have been investigated, and they would have 

4 	raised the issue of the mental capacity at the time of the 

	

5 	intent based on the delusion at the time of the murder. 

	

6 	 MS. HURST: 	Yes, Your Honor. 	And so if -- so, 

	

7 	really, I would suggest that the issue before this Court 

	

8 	is whether you believe that Mr. Vanisi was prejudiced by 

	

9 	the failure of prior counsel, post-conviction counsel, to 

	

10 	present the information that is contained in the instant 

	

11 	petition, because if he was prejudiced by this failure, we 

	

12 	certainly would be entitled to a hearing. 

	

13 	 If we established a prima facie case that he was 

	

14 	prejudiced by this failure, then we'd be entitled to a 

	

15 	hearing to more fully develop and demonstrate to you that 

	

16 	but for this failure, the result of the proceedings may 

	

17 	have been different. 	There may have been one juror who, 

	

18 	hearing just how insane Mr. Vanisi was, might have decided 

	

19 	that this is not the worst-of-the-worst cases, this is not 

	

20 	the worst-of-the-worst defendants. 

	

21 	 The facts of the case are pretty significant, but 

	

22 	the defendant and his mental state, I would suggest, would 

	

23 	have made a juror think twice about whether he was the 

	

24 	worst-of-the-worst defendant that the death penalty is 

13 
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1 	supposed to be reserved for. 	Those defendants are the 

ones who have a capacity to rationally, coolly, calmly 

	

3 	deliberate and commit their crime. 	And had this 

	

4 	information been before the jury, there could have been a 

	

5 	juror who would have decided this person didn't have the 

	

6 	ability to rationally, coolly, calmly contemplate anything 

	

7 	because he was out of his mind. 

	

8 	 And that, I believe, is really the -- what the 

	

9 	issue ultimately is in connection with this case at this 

	

10 	stage in the proceedings in connection with his 

	

11 	ineffective assistance of counsel -- of post-conviction 

	

12 	counsel allegation. 

	

13 	 THE COURT: 	But your argument really goes to 

	

14 	additional mitigation. 	There was evidence at the trial 

	

15 	that he was not in his right mind, he wasn't calm and cool 

	

16 	and collected, he wasn't acting or speaking rationally. 

	

17 	That evidence was admitted. 

	

18 	 MS. HURST: 	There was a very limited amount of 

	

19 	evidence that was easily discredited. 	Most of the 

	

20 	evidence was that he was a very nice, church-going, caring 

	

21 	family member who helped people. 	It was positive stuff 

	

22 	that he did 10 years prior to the crime. 

	

23 
	

There was also evidence -- the only person who 

	

24 	testified that there was some mental health concerns - 	my 
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1 	recollection -- is that his ex-wife was put on the stand, 

	

2 	and she gave some testimony saying: 	He was doing some 

	

3 	really strange things, and they concerned me enough to 

eventually leave him, 

	

5 	 But that's wholly different from the type of 

evidence that we've uncovered. 	We've uncovered evidence 

	

7 	that he was having mental health issues prior -- back when 

he was being a helpful person. 	He was acting strangely, 

	

9 	he was having bipolar issues, he was displaying bizarre 

	

10 	behavior. 	But when he was in the confined environment 

	

11 	within his family, that was controlled to some degree. 

	

12 	However, when he left his household and reached a certain 

	

13 	age, which is the age for the onset of schizophrenic 

	

14 	illnesses, that's when his behavior started to 

	

15 	significantly change. 

	

16 	 We have experts who are prepared to testify in 

	

17 	support of these allegations, not to mention an 

	

18 	overwhelmingly large number of lay witnesses who simply 

	

19 	weren't put on to testify about anything other than a very 

	

20 	strange experience at a wedding. 

	

21 	 So different family members got up and testified 

	

22 	that, oh, he behaved very strangely at a wedding. 	That 

	

23 	just wasn't anything like -- the very minor case that was 

	

24 	put on by trial counsel bears no resemblance to the 
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1 	mitigation case that we have presented in the instant 

	

2 	petition, and so -- 

	

3 	 THE COURT: 	But the threshold is whether or not I 

	

4 	believe that that mitigation -- failure to provide that 

	

5 	mitigation would have prejudiced Mr. Vans i and that a 

	

6 	different result would have occurred. 

	

7 	 MS. HURST: 	That is true, Your Honor. 	And it is 

our position that that ultimately is what that particular 

	

9 	allegation turns on, whether you believe, number one, 

	

10 	we've established a prima facie case. 	Because if you 

	

11 	believe we've established a prima facie case, then at that 

	

12 	point its our position that we're entitled to an 

	

13 	evidentiary hearing so that we can fully present witness 

	

14 	testimony and give you the complete picture of what this 

	

15 	mitigating evidence would have looked like had it been 

	

16 	presented. 	So that's in connection with the ineffective 

	

17 	assistance of counsel claim. 

	

18 	 In connection with the actual innocence claim, we 

	

19 	have two sections. 	One is that he was incapable of 

	

20 	forming the necessary elements of first degree murder. 	We 

	

21 	have experts who we would like to present to Your Honor, 

	

22 	testimony regarding why it's their position that that is 

	

23 	the case considering his schizoaffective disorder. 

	

24 	 We have made an allegation in connection with a 
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1 	potential insanity defense. 	However, we don't have to go 

	

2 	that far. 	Really the question is whether the evidence 

	

3 	that we've uncovered negates the elements of first degree 

	

4 	murder. 	Because if it does, then he would not have been 

	

5 	eligible for the death penalty and, thus, would be 

	

6 	actually innocent of the offense of which -- for which he 

	

7 	was convicted. 	So that's the first half of our argument. 

	

8 	 The second half of our argument has to do with 

	

9 	that you asked me about initially, which was innocence of 

	

10 	the death penalty. 	And counsel and I disagree about what 

	

11 	the legal standard is for that. 

	

12 	 Its our belief that in the state of Nevada, the 

	

13 	legal standard for that is not simply whether there are no 

	

14 	aggravating circumstances, although we have alleged that 

	

15 	the mutilation aggravating circumstance is 

	

16 	unconstitutional as its been written and applied. 	But in 

	

17 	fact Sawyer talks about the fact that in a jurisdiction -- 

	

18 	I believe it was Louisiana -- where the only thing that 

	

19 	has to be proven to make a person death-eligible is the 

	

20 	existence of one aggravating circumstance, then in that 

	

21 	type of situation you have to remove all aggravating 

	

22 	circumstances in order for the person to be actually 

	

23 	innocent of the death penalty. 

	

24 	 However, in a jurisdiction such as our own, 
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1 	that's not the standard for making someone death-eligible. 

	

2 	That's only the first part of the test. 	First you have to 

	

3 	establish that there's an aggravating circumstance, but 

4  then the jury has to establish -- has to weigh that 

	

5 	aggravating circumstance against the mitigating 

circumstances and determine, after weighing, whether the 

	

7 	person is death-eligible. 

So there's a weighing that necessarily has to be 

conducted, which our position is such that because you 9 

	

10 	have to conduct this weighing, the failure to consider 

	

11 	this wealth of mitigating circumstances during that 

	

12 	weighing process makes Mr. Vanisi actually innocent of the 

	

13 	death penalty. 	You can't just disregard the fact that 

	

14 	during the weighing portion of the process, which is part 

	

15 	of what makes someone death-eligible, you can't just say, 

	

16 	well, it doesn't matter that they didn't hear all these 

	

17 	mitigating circumstances -- these mitigating circumstances 

	

19 	during the weighing process; there's an aggravator, and 50 

	

19 	that fulfills death eligibility, and under Sawyer we're 

	

20 	done. 

	

21 
	

That's not what Sawyer says. 	You have to 

	

22 	consider -- you have to weigh the aggravators against the 

	

23 	mitigating circumstances. 	And if you find out that 

	

24 	there's a ton of mitigating circumstances that the jury 
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was -- that members of the jury were unable to weigh, then 

	

2 	that goes to our actual innocence argument of the death 

	

3 	penalty. 

Thank you. 

	

5 	 THE COURT: 	Thank you. 

	

6 	 Mr. McCarthy? 

MR. MCCARTHY: 	It I misunderstood someone's 

	

8 	position, I apologize, although I thought it was pretty 

	

9 	clear. 

	

10 	 If the notion is -- if the excuse that a reason 

	

11 	to overcome a procedural bar is that this Court erred by 

	

12 	not giving sufficient time to prepare a supplemental 

	

13 	petition, I have a couple comments about that. 	One, that 

	

14 	should have been raised on direct appeal, not on an appeal 

	

15 	from the last order denying the petition, 

	

16 	 Two, it's not required. 	There is no court in 

	

17 	this country that has said that there is a constitutional 

	

18 	requirement for a certain amount of time to prepare a 

	

19 	supplemental petition. 	Our own legislature has said its 

	

20 	30 days. 	You may recall, Your Honor, that Qualls and 

	

21 	Edwards had some years in which to prepare the supplement. 

	

22 	 Now -- and I checked just now, and I didn't cite 

	

23 	to the record when I said that those fellows told you 

	

24 	beforehand that they would be prepared, but I believe that 

19 
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1 	there is a transcript of that before we had the hearing 

	

2 	that they were cautioned. 	They were asked: 	Will you be 

	

3 	prepared to file the supplement if he's found to be 

	

4 	competent? And they said yes. 

	

5 	 Now, it's entirely possible that my recollection 

	

6 	is wrong there, although I don't think so. 

THE COURT: 	That could have been an 

administrative hearing that was reported but was before 

	

9 	the actual hearing in the courtroom. 

	

LO 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Oh, it may well have been an 

	

it 	in-camera conference. 	My recollection is that all of 

	

12 	those were recorded. 

	

13 	 THE COURT: 	Everything was reported. 

	

14 	 MR, MCCARTHY: 	Yeah. 	So -- and I'm certain it 

	

15 	wasn't just me and Scotty hanging out in the hallway 

	

16 	either, although we have done that from time to time. 

	

17 	 But, anyway, the extent to which a state allows 

	

18 	post-conviction procedures is purely a matter of state 

	

19 	law. 	The constitution does not require a state to allow 

	

20 	post-conviction procedures at all. 	In fact, in a criminal 

	

21 	case the State is required to allow a trial and then one 

	

22 	direct appeal, although there's actually some question 

	

23 	about that, too, whether there even has to be an appeal. 

	

24 	All states do. 	But there's some question whether it's 
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1. 	absolutely required, but we'll assume that it is. 	But 

	

2 	nothing beyond that. 	No discretionary reviews: no 

	

3 	post-conviction procedures at all. 

	

1 	 If the State elects to do that, then the extent 

	

5 	to which a state elects to allow post-conviction 

	

6 	procedures is determined by state law. 	Our state law says 

	

7 	you get 30 days to do a supplement. 	The constitution does 

	

8 	not demand more. 

	

9 	 If the claim was that it could have been raised 

	

10 	on the last appeal and that this Court erred in directing 

	

11 	counsel to have their supplement ready, it would not have 

	

12 	been error because nothing requires more. 

	

13 	 Now, I suggest that it is not error and that the 

	

11 	actual record shows that these fellows had plenty of time. 

	

15 	And when it looks like they made a strategic decision to 

	

16 	put all of their eggs in the incompetency basket, that, 

	

17 	too, would require a hearing. 	And I'm not saying that's 

	

18 	true. 	I'm just saying that the allegation here that 

	

19 	counsel is ineffective is not adequate. 

	

20 	 And, by the way, the suggestion that the 

	

21 	petitioner hasn't claimed that Qualls and Edwards were 

	

22 	ignorant of their right to go outside the record is 

	

23 	repelled on page 5 of the opposition, page 4 and 5, very 

	

24 	clearly saying these fellows just didn't know any better. 
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1 	 THE COURT: 	Is there an obligation for counsel in 

	

2 	a habeas corpus litigation that is appointed by the State 

	

3 	to be effective? 

	

4 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Jr capital cases, yes. 	Right. 

THE COURT: 	So at what point is that 

ineffective -- effective requirement terminated? 	At what 

	

7 	point? 

	

8 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	When the appointment of counsel 

becomes optional. 

	

10 
	

THE COURT: 	So in this case -- 

	

11 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Its optional. 

	

12 
	

THE COURT: 	For a habeas action -- 

	

13 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Yes. 

	

14 
	

THE COURT: 
	

t was optional to appoint 

	

1S 	Mr. Edwards and Mr. Qualls? 

	

16 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	No, no, no. 	Vanisi was 

	

17 	entitled -- he was entitled to the effective assistance of 

	

18 	Qualls and Edwards. 

	

19 	 THE COURT: 	So the argument is that they were 

	

20 	ineffective -- 

	

21 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Right. 

	

22 
	

THE COURT: 	-- in their assistance, and that 

	

23 	ineffectiveness was not raised -- or was raised on appeal, 

	

24 	but not these grounds. 
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I 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Right. 	The -- and I'm suggesting 

	

2 	that that claim, if properly pleaded and ultimately proved 

	

3 	could overcome the procedural bar, could then allow 

inquiry into the merits of the claims raised in the newest 

	

5 	petition, but it's not properly pleaded. 	It is pleaded in 

	

6 	the petition in the most general terms saying things like: 

Here is another claim. 	We have found more mitigating 

	

8 	evidence. 

	

9 	 The way you plead a claim of ineffective 

	

10 	assistance is to be more specific: 	What decision fell 

	

11 	below what objective standard of reasonableness? 

	

12 	 So you could say Scott Edwards didn't understand 

	

13 	that you're not limited to the record in post-conviction 

	

14 	cases, and that would be an allegation of fact that would 

	

15 	be false, but it would be an allegation of fact that, if 

	

16 	true, would demonstrate that his decisions were 

	

17 	unreasonable, fell below an objective standard of 

	

18 	reasonableness. 

	

19 	 But that's not what's pleaded in the supplement 

	

20 	in the petition in this case. 	Instead, what's pleaded is 

	

21 	the results: 	Here is more mitigating evidence. 

	

22 	Therefore, these lawyers were ineffective. 

	

23 	 That's not the way you do it. 	That's a generic 

	

24 	pleading. 
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1 	 THE COURT: 	So -- 

	

2 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	I also suggest you don't 

	

3 	necessarily get a year. 	When a new claim arises, a claim 

	

4 	that wasn't factually or legally available, such as 

	

5 	ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel, that 

	

6 	must be brought in a reasonable time. 

	

7 	 We have to go back to the Pellegrini decision for 

	

8 	this. 	That kind of thing must be brought within a 

	

9 	reasonable time after it arises. 	That's a year at the 

	

10 	outside, not at the minimum, and this was very close to a 

	

11 	year of doing nothing. 	So I also suggest that it's a 

	

12 	little bit late too. 

	

13 	 But its  not -- the claims of ineffective 

	

14 	assistance of Qualls and Edwards are not pleaded with the 

	

lb 	degree of particularity required by Hargrove. 	Its 

	

16 	pleaded completely in terms of results, not in terms of 

	

17 	the process. 	That's how you claim ineffective assistance 

	

18 	of counsel. 	You describe the process; the decisions that 

	

19 	someone made and why they were wrong. 

	

20 	 THE COURT: 	So your position, if I understand it 

	

21 	correctly, is that Mr. Vanisi was entitled to effective 

	

22 	post-conviction counsel, that counsel was appointed and 

	

23 	they had to be effective. 

	

24 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Yes. 
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1 	 THE COURT: 	If the claim is made now that they 

2 	were ineffective counsel in the habeas proceedings, they 

3 	could raise that as a successive petition if they pled it 

4 	with particularity. 

5 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	If it were pleaded with 

particularity, then we end up with multiple hearings. 

7 	First, instead of an oral argument today, we have a 

hearing. 

9 
	

THE COURT: 	Which we've done on numerous 

10 	occasions. 	Not in this case, but in lots of habeas cases. 

11 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Way too many times. 

12 	 But that wouldn't be a hearing about trial 

13 	counsel; that would first be a hearing about Qualls and 

19 	Edwards. 

15 	 THE COURT: 	Correct. 

16 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	And then the Court would say: 	All 

17 	right, I find Qualls and Edwards are -- I was going to say 

18 	something impolite -- but they fell below the objective 

19 	standard. 	Therefore, the gate is open. 	We may now 

20 	consider the petition, the claims in the petition. 	So now 

21 	we may consider the underlying claim that trial counsel 

22 	was ineffective. 

23 	 But I'm saying we don't even get that first 

21 	hearing because its not pleaded with sufficient 
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1 	particularity. 	Its pleaded in very general terms. 

	

2 	 THE COURT: 	Now, you indicated that you believe 

	

3 	current post-conviction counsel may have been more 

	

4 	particular in their opposition to your motion to dismiss. 

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Right. 

	

6 	 THE COURT: 	So if that is in fact true, what 

	

7 	would stop current counsel, if I were to grant your motion 

	

8 	to dismiss, from turning around and pleading in a 

	

9 	successive petition ineffective assistance of counsel with 

	

10 	the particularity that is stated in the opposition? 

	

11 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Nothing. 	They can do that, except 

	

12 	that it would be untimely. 

	

13 
	

THE COURT: 	That's based on Pellegrini? 

	

1 ,1 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Right. 	Yeah. 	But its also been 

	

25 	way beyond the one year at the outside that's announced in 

	

16 	Pellegrini, and it also assumes that Vanisi is entitled to 

	

17 	the effective assistance of his current counsel, which he 

	

IS 	is not, because were one step too far removed for that. 

	

19 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 

	

20 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	So the other claim -- 

	

2 	 THE COURT: 	I have another question for you. 	Do 

	

22 	you agree with habeas counsel that it's a threshold 

	

23 	determination by the Court if the failure to investigate 

	

24 	mitigation and present the delusion claim in the first 
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1 	habeas were prejudicial? 

	

2 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Your Honor, I've never heard it 

	

3 	phrased that way: 	a threshold determination. 	I can 

	

1 	suggest to you that a court can dismiss, if the new facts 

pleaded -- if you can determine that these new pleaded 

	

6 	facts would have been insufficient to alter the outcome; 

	

7 	that is, we don't have to inquire into why those new facts 

	

8 	were not presented if they were not sufficient to alter 

	

9 	the outcome. 	And they weren't likely to alter the 

	

10 	outcome. 

	

11 	 So I don't -- I've never heard it described as a 

	

12 	threshold question, but I suppose that that's not 

	

13 	completely out of line to describe it that way. 	But 

	

14 	that's a question of whether the pleadings are sufficient. 

	

15 	And I know you've seen that plenty of times, a motion to 

	

16 	dismiss for lack of specificity in the pleadings or -- 

	

1/ 	I'll try to give an example. 	I'll try to get out of the 

	

18 	capital cases to routine cases. 

	

19 	 A fellow says my lawyer is ineffective in failing 

	

20 	to show at my sentencing hearing that my mom still loves 

	

21 	me. 	Moms always love people, their sons. 	And you, if you 

	

22 	had that claim, you could say that doesn't warrant an 

	

23 	inquiry because its not likely to have affected the 

	

24 	outcome of the sentencing hearing. 	But that's seeing it 
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2 	 And when a jury is a sentencing body, I think the 

3 	question is different. 	We have to ask what would have 

4 	affected a reasonable jury; what would have changed the 

5 	outcome. 	And we have very few examples of that. 

	

6 	 But one of them is the Higgins -- Wiggins v. 

Smith, I believe, U.S. Supreme Court, 	Its a capital 

8 	case. 	It arose in Maryland. 	And there's a finding there 

	

9 	that the type of elements at issue -- it was one of those 

	

10 	miserable childhood-type cases -- is this type of evidence 

	

11 	at issue has been recognized by courts as reducing the 

	

12 	moral culpability of the killer, 

	

13 	 I think that's a threshold to describe evidence 

	

14 	that jurists generally would conclude reduces the moral 

	

15 	culpability of the killer. 	And then we have -- then 

	

16 	there's also the question of whether or not it's 

	

17 	ineffective in falling to gather. 

	

IB 	 Now, what was interesting in that case, the court 

	

19 	noted that it was the custom in Maryland in capital cases 

	

20 	at that time to hire the type of expert that would have 

	

21 	led to that evidence. 	And I think that's a pretty fair 

	

22 	description of the burden if we ultimately get to a 

	

23 	hearing on the question of ineffective assistance of trial 

	

24 	counsel at sentencing to show that 
	

was the custom at 
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1 	the time to engage in a certain type of investigation and 

	

2 	that the investigation would have yielded evidence 

	

3 	generally recognized as reducing the moral culpability of 

	

4 	the murderer, so -- but I think were -- were still a 

long ways from getting to such a hearing. 

	

6 	 And I've been rambling. 	Did I answer your 

question? 

	

8 
	

THE COURT: 	You did. 	I think you had more things 

	

9 	you wanted to say before 1 asked you a question. 

	

10 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	I did. 

	

11 
	

The other justification to excuse the procedural 

	

12 	bars to the claim of innocence -- and I suggest to you, 

	

13 	one, that the opinion at page 97 of the petition, 96 and 

	

14 	97, is not a claim of innocence. 	In Schlup v. Delo, the 

15 	U.S. Supreme Court described the type of evidence 

16 	necessary to overcome the procedural bar by a claim of 

	

11 	innocence. 

	

18 	 And a claim -- and, also, the Supreme Court has 

19 	said that we have to consider the jury would be following 

20 	its instructions. 	As no instruction would allow the jury 

	

21 	to acquit based on the opinion presented on page 97 of the 

	

22 	petition, we may ignore that. 	It's not a claim of 

23 	evidence -- excuse me, it's not evidence of innocence. 

24 	 In fact, I say that's an indictment. 	If this 
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1 	doctor was of the opinion that Vanisi killed because of 

2 	his psychotically driven belief that killing a police 

3 	officer would restore his life to a normal keel, that's 

evidence of guilt. 	That's evidence of a motive. 	He 

purposely killed somebody in order to feel better. 	There 

6 	is no instruction that would have allowed a jury to acquit 

7 	based on that evidence. 	Therefore, it's not evidence of 

8 	innocence. 

	

9 	 As to the suggestion that new mitigating evidence 

	

10 	is evidence that one is not eligible for the death 

	

11 	penalty, I would remind the Court all evidence is 

	

12 	mitigating. 

	

13 	 My partner and I were joking about that earlier. 

	

14 	If someone were to argue that he has evidence that he 

	

15 	killed three other people, well, that's mitigating because 

	

16 	he didn't kill four people. 	All evidence is mitigating 

	

17 	exactly to the extent that someone finds it to be 

	

18 	mitigating. 

	

19 	 Because of that, a claim of new mitigating 

	

20 	evidence is not a claim that one is not eligible for the 

	

21 	death penalty. 	Instead, one becomes eligible upon proof 

	

22 	of at least one aggravating circumstance. 	According to 

	

23 	Nunnery, that is the very last factual decision. 

	

24 	Everything after that is discretionary. 
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1 	 The weight of aggravation and mitigation is not 

2 	subject to proof. 	How do you prove that some bit of 

3 	mitigation is more important than some bit of aggravation? 

Its not susceptible to proof. 	A reviewing court can't 

5 
	

say the evidence of the weight is insufficient because 

6 	there is no evidence of weight. 

7 	 So in Nevada it would seem that one becomes 

8 	eligible by having at least one aggravating circumstance. 

9 	And so the claim of innocence to overcome the procedural 

bar on the death penalty case must be a claim of 

11 	ineligibility by having no aggravating circumstances. 	The 

12 	Supreme Court in this case has reviewed the aggravating 

13 	circumstances and found that they are fine. 	So that is 

11 	not a claim of innocence. 

15 	 So -- I should probably stop talking pretty soon. 

16 	I wil l. 

Very basically, if ineffective assistance of 

18 	Qualls and Edwards is alleged to overcome the procedural 

19 	bar, its not properly alleged. 	Its alleged in 

20 	conclusory terms. 	The claims of actual innocence are not 

21 	claims of actual innocence. 	Therefore, they do not 

22 	overcome the bar, and therefore the petition should be 

23 	dismissed. 

21 	 THE COURT: 	Okay. 	I'm going to ask that, 
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1 	Ms. Hurst, at this point, point to your petition, if you 

2 	can, and tell me where you think you did claim ineffective 

3 	assistance of counsel with enough particularity to satisfy 

4 	the Hargrove decision. 

You didn't think I'd do that. 

MS. HURST: 	I didn't. 

7 
	

THE COURT: 	Really where were at here -- and I 

a 	will tell you, I don't think the claim of actual innocence 

9 	is sufficient to overcome the procedural bar as you've 

10 	alleged it. 	So what we're really talking about this is -- 

ii 	the only way you're going to overcome the procedural bar 

12 	is if you in fact pled it with sufficient particularity 

12 	for it to go forward just for the hearing about whether or 

L4 	not it was ineffective assistance just to get the hearing 

15 	on that issue. 	But that's the only thing you've got here, 

16 	in the Court's opinion, that would at least get you into 

17 	another hearing and not subject you to dismissal. 

18 	 So I would like you to point to me -- we've 

19 	talked in general terms. 	Mr. McCarthy has argued 

20 	eloquently, as I've heard him on numerous occasions tell 

21 	me, that it wasn't pled with particularity. 	And so I want 

22 	to give you an opportunity to tell me how you pled it with 

23 	particularity. 

24 	 MS. HURST: 	Just to begin with, its an 
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1 	interesting position to be in to have to argue why we -- 

2 	or to answer an argument that we haven't pled that counsel 

3 	was deficient with particularity, because I think -- I 

4 	don't think that counsel could possibly say that we 

5 	haven't made allegations that Mr. Vanisi was prejudiced 

6 	with particularity, because it's the opposite. 

7 	 The overwhelming majority of Claim 1, which is 

8 	almost 100 pages, is about prejudice. 	It's demonstrating 

9 	what would -- what an effective investigation would have 

10 	accomplished. 

Ti 	 Our allegation that post-conviction counsel was 

12 	deficient mostly centers around the fact that they failed 

13 	to conduct an investigation. 	And there's an abundance of 

14 	case law that indicates that before counsel can make a 

15 	strategic decision about how to proceed, they have to 

16 	conduct an efficient -- an effective investigation. 

17 	 We have an affidavit indicating that counsel did 

18 	not conduct an investigation at all, but I do acknowledge 

19 	that that affidavit was attached to an exhibit -- as an 

20 	exhibit to our opposition. 

21 	 However, I would point out that you can't just 

22 	look at the petition in an isolated manner. 	The whole 

23 	reason that the State is given an opportunity to respond 

24 	is they raise issues that they believe we did not 
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1 	sufficiently develop, and then we have an opportunity to 

2 	respond to their arguments and to present this Court with 

3 	additional information. 

4 	 But that being said, I would suggest that our -- 

5 	on page I of Claim 1 we say that Mr. Vanisi's attorneys 

6 	failed to investigate obvious and readily available 

7 	evidence of Mr. Vanisi's sharply declining mental health. 

8 	Instead, they focused their investigation on and presented 

9 	testimony regarding good events. 

10 	 So that was trial counsel's deficiency. 	And then 

11 	we - 

12 	 THE COURT: 	What I'm suggesting is you have to 

13 	talk about Qualls and Edwards. 

14 	 MS. HURST: 	Yes. 

15 	 THE COURT: 	I don't think you'll get to them 

16 	until around page -- looks like you might start getting 

17 	there about 8, 9, 10. 

18 	 MS. HURST: 	Yeah, we start out by because if 

19 	trial counsel was effective, then there really isn't -- 

20 	and that's kind of the end of our claim, because our 

21 	allegation is that post-conviction counsel was ineffective 

22 	ln their investigation of whether trial counsel was 

23 	effective. 

24 	 THE COURT: 	But that isn't really the issue here. 
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1 	The issue we're talking about now is whether or not you've 

2 	pled with sufficient particularity exactly what Qualls and 

3 	Edwards did wrong. 

4 	 And that's the argument as I understand it 	Is 

5 	that correct, Mr. McCarthy? 

6 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Geez, I hope so, Judge. 

7 
	

THE COURT: 	I thought that was your argument. 

8 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	I'm pretty sure it is. 

9 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 	So -- and I'm giving you an 

10 	opportunity to explain to me how on page 11 or maybe 10 

11 	you've alleged it with enough particularity. 

12 	 MS. HURST: 	Well, once again, we say that first 

13 	post-conviction counsel was ineffective for failing to 

14 	investigate, develop, and present the evidence contained 

15 	in Claims 1 and 2, and that has to do with Mr. Vanisi's 

16 	life history, his neurological issues, his psychiatric 

17 	deficits, and that this failure to investigate was 

18 	deficient. 

19 	 And, Your Honor, I would suggest that there's an 

20 	abundance of case law that indicates that if -- you can't 

21 	make a strategic decision if you haven't conducted an 

22 	investigation. 	Its simply -- and where you haven't 

23 	conducted an investigation, none of your decisions are 

24 	entitled to deference. 
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1 	 And so simply by alleging that they failed to 

2 	investigate, develop, and present evidence, that's what 

3 	we're saying was deficient, and I really am not sure how 

4 	we could allege it in a way that is more specific. 	The 

5 	failure to investigate was deficient. 	Counsel -- 

6 	post-conviction counsel is required to investigate. 

And then we go to a whole -- there's an entire 

8 	section in here about what post-conviction counsel is 

9 	required to do to be effective. 	It has -- we cite to the 

10 	AB- - 

11 	 THE COURT: 	That's the legal issues that you've 

12 	raised. 	But where do you allege in the petition what they 

13 	would have found -- maybe you have -- but what they would 

14 	have found if they had investigated? 

15 	 MS. HURST: 	Oh, Your Honor, everything in Claim 1 

16 	is what -- and Claim 2 -- is what they would have found 

17 	had they conducted an effective investigation. 	That's 

18 	what we -- that's the essence of what we have alleged. 

19 	That's the essence of those claims. 	The claims are -- 

20 
	

THE COURT: 	Claim 1, though, says that he 

21 	received ineffective assistance of counsel during the 

22 	penalty phase. 	That's what your Claim 1 says on page 20. 

23 
	

MS. HURST: 	Yes. 	But it also says that 

24 	post-conviction counsel was ineffective for failing to 
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1 	investigate the fact that he received ineffective 

	

2 	assistance of counsel during the penalty phase, and that 

	

3 	had they conducted the investigation, they would have 

	

4 	discovered the evidence contained in Claims 1 and 2. 

	

5 	 So you really cannot separate the ineffective 

	

6 	assistance of trial counsel and the ineffective assistance 

	

7 	of post-conviction counsel, because post-conviction 

	

a 	counsel, in their petition, made some very generalized 

	

9 	allegations that trial counsel was ineffective, but they 

	

10 	didn't present evidence of what would have been discovered 

	

11 	had trial counsel conducted an effective investigation. 

	

12 	And the reason post-conviction counsel was unable to meet 

	

13 	the prejudice prong is because they themselves failed to 

	

14 	conduct an investigation. 

	

15 	 And I would suggest that -- I mean, you found it 

	

16 	on page 11 already, and I'm pretty sure there's other 

	

17 	indications in here that we are saying the failure to -- 

	

18 	t was their failure to investigate that was deficient. 

	

19 	They didn't investigate at all. 	And that's just -- that 

	

20 	is deficient, and it prejudiced Mr. Vanisi. 

	

21 	 I'm not really -- I mean, I suppose we could have 

	

22 	doubled the length of the petition by putting before 

	

23 	every -- 

	

24 
	

THE COURT: 	Please. 	Help me. 
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1 	 MS. HURST: 	-- by putting before every paragraph 

2 	something along the lines of "post-conviction counsel, had 

3 	they conducted an effective investigation, would have 

4 	discovered" this paragraph or that paragraph, but we 

5 	didn't do it that way because we didn't consider that to 

6 	be necessary. 

7 	 THE COURT: 	You feel that the petition 

8 	incorporates the failure to investigate with particularity 

9 	as to the investigation that you secured yourselves when 

10 	you investigated? 

11 	 MS. HURST: 	That's correct, Your Honor. 	And I 

12 	believe that you found a good example of our attempt to 

13 	present that with particularity on page 11. 	And it's a 

14 	little challenging to look through all 100 pages and find 

15 	other instances -- 

16 	 THE COURT: 	Welcome to my world. 

17 
	

MS. HURST: 	-- but I'm sure there are other 

18 	instances where we used the same type of language. 	And, 

19 	once again, we cite to Claims 1 and 2 as containing the 

20 	evidence that they would have discovered had they 

21 	conducted any investigation, which they did not do. 

22 	 THE COURT: 	Okay. 

23 	 Mr. McCarthy, you have the burden here, and I've 

24 	given petitioner's counsel an opportunity to sort of talk 
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1 	about this particularity issue because, in my mind, that's 

2 	the issue that is, at this point, in question. 

3 	 What does it mean to really to have been 

4 	particular? 	I understand what it means when you argue it, 

5 	I understand what the cases say, but what does it mean 

6 	when you look at a document and what is actually in that 

7 	document? 

8 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Well, trying to opine and discuss 

a general rule in specific terms is challenging, but 

10 	here's what I've seen before: 	A lawyer confronted with 

11 	these circumstances, a lawyer who talks to his client and 

12 	learns fact A would then be inspired to direct his 

13 	investigation to a specific place where he would have 

14 	uncovered fact B. 	That's generally what's missing. 	Or 

15 	the other way, which is much more common, is what's not in 

16 	the petition but in the opposition, and that is to -- the 

77 	opposition to the motion to dismiss, and that is to say 

18 	your decisions were based on ignorance, to claim they 

19 	didn't know. 

20 	 You know, I -- it seems to me -- and the last 

21 	time we were in court in this same case there was an 

22 	allegation, for instance, that Mike Specchio didn't know 

23 	he had the ability to call the Tongan Consulate. 	That's a 

24 	good claim. 	It was false, but it's a good claim. 	His 
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I 	decision or his omission was based in ignorance, so we had 

2 	a hearing, and it turns out that it was untrue. 	He said, 

3 	yes, I do know that I can call anybody I want, and I did, 

4 	and I called the Tongan Consulate, 	But that's how you 

plead a claim. 

6 	 What's wrong, not with the results -- 

7 	 THE COURT: 	They do say that they failed to 

8 	investigate. 

9 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Why would someone have embarked on 

10 	a specific type of investigation? 	What would have 

11 	inspired it? 	That's what you talk about, you know, and -- 

12 	 THE COURT: 	You mean what inspired them to 

13 	investigate? 

14 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Or to not, or, you know -- to say 

15 	after the fact whatever happened before should have led to 

16 	this point is not sufficient. 	You must describe what it 

17 	is that happened before and say "and should have led to 

18 	this point." 

19 	 THE COURT: 	Well, 1 understand than in abstract 

20 	terms, but I also understand the petition says they should 

21 	have investigated his family. 	They say that -- 

22 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Right. 	But why? 	What is 

23 	different -- 

24 	 THE COURT: 	So your argument is that -- if I 
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understand it correctly -- that petitioner's argument is 

2 	really that failure to investigate is just per se 

ineffective and that they have to allege why. 

4 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	The scope of your investigation 

5 
	

must be reasonable. 	We go back to Strickland itself. 	It 

describes how you decide where to investigate. 	And most 

7 	often, according Strickland, it's based on what your 

8 	client tells you. 	And I'm not saying that's what's 

9 	governing in this case. 	But you see how they do it, Your 

10 	Honor? 	They were able to -- the Supreme Court, they said 

11 	your decision on what to investigate and what not to 

12 	investigate, where to devote your resources, is based on 

13 	what your client tells you. 

14 	 What's the basis here? 	Why would someone do 

15 	this? 	Why would someone undertake this specific form of 

16 	investigation? 	And you know what? 	When this is all done 

17 	were going to know more about the life and times of 

18 	Saiosi Vanisi. 	We will not know everything there is to 

19 	know. 	And no one ever will. 	There will always be more. 

20 	 But the mere fact that there is more doesn't mean 

21 	counsel is ineffective in failing to gather more. 	There 

22 	must be something that would have inspired someone to 

23 	devote their energy, their resources, their intellect to 

24 	this evolution. 	And that's what's missing. 
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1 	 THE COURT: 	Other than a presumption that any 

2 	lawyer worth knowing how to do post-conviction in a death 

3 	penalty case would know to look for. 	Isn't that kind of 

4  presumed jn the pleadings? 

5 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	No, it's presumed that they found 

7 
	

THE COURT: 	Well, this counsel found 	t. 	But 

8 	it's sort of presumed that if you are going to represent 

9 	somebody in a death penalty case, you should investigate, 

10 	and that's a presumption. 

11 	 MR, MCCARTHY: 	And I suppose, Your Honor, that 

12 	you could say that there is a standard. 	Whatever the 

13 	first step was that ultimately led current counsel to 

14 	develop all this new evidence, whatever that first step 

15 	is, is required. 	The objective standard of reasonableness 

16 	requires counsel to take that first step, but I still 

17 	don't know what it is, that first step. 	And it's not 

18 	alleged. 	And that's the problem. 

19 	 Now, it wouldn't be hard to -- and prisoners 

20 	manage to do it all the time. 	They just do it 

21 	instinctively. 	And it's not adding a line to the 

22 	beginning of every paragraph that says "counsel was 

23 	ineffective in failing to investigate," colon, and then 

24 	repeat the rest of the paragraph; it's to explain what was 
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1 	it that required Qualls and Edwards to take specific steps 

	

2 	at a specific time to devote their resources to a specific 

	

3 	issue. 

	

4 	 And all we have is the results. 	That's not the 

	

5 	 way it works. 	We do have -- later there is a claim that 

	

6 	it was based on ignorance, but that's not in the petition. 

	

7 	 THE COURT: 	Or that it was based on judicial 

	

B 	error not giving them the time. 

	

9 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Yeah, well, that's not error. 	And 

	

10 	you gave enough time. 	They had years. 

	

11 	 So if there had been a claim that these two 

	

12 	fellows didn't know and that's why they didn't 

	

13 	investigate, we could have a hearing on that subject: 	Did 

	

14 	they know. 

	

15 	 But there is no such claim. 	Instead what you 

	

16 	have is hundreds of pages of the results. 	That's not how 

	

17 	you plead it. 

	

18 	 THE COURT: 	Naturally, in a motion to dismiss we 

	

19 	have the allegation that they did know they hadn't been 

	

20 	given time to do it or they made a strategic decision that 

	

21 	was wrong. 

	

22 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Well, certainly when the Court 

	

23 	said your supplement is due next week, they had points. 

	

24 	But my recollection is, without knowing -- without looking 
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1 	through the transcripts, my recollection is that sometime 

2 	before that the Court had been assured that they will be 

3 	prepared to file the supplement as soon as the hearing on 

4 	the competency is done. 

5 	 Now, I would suggest, if we were in a hearing on 

the subject, that putting all your eggs in the competency 

7 	basket is not a bad choice at all at the time, but -- 

8 	anyway, I don't think that's necessary here because, one, 

9 	if you had only given a week, no law requires more, and, 

10 	two, they indicated before that hearing that they would be 

11 	ready. 

12 
	

MS. HURST: 	Your Honor, may I just quickly 

13 
	

THE COURT: 	Yes. 	Go ahead. 

14 
	

MS. HURST: 
	

respond? 

15 	 THE COURT: 	I'm letting you guys go back and 

16 	forth quite a bit. 

17 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	You'd think we were in Judge 

18 	Polaha's court. 

19 	 MS. HURST: 	Thank you, Your Honor. 

20 	 The one thing that I want to emphasize is that 

21 	what constitutes -- what determines whether counsels' 

22 	performance is deficient are the prevailing norms at the 

23 	time. 	The case law is very clear on that. 

24 	 We did plead with specificity what the prevailing 
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norms were at the time, and we indicated that those 

2 	prevailing norms, whether they be the reference to the ABA 

3 	guidelines or to Nevada's ADKT guidelines or to the case 

4 	law across the board, the professional norms say that 

5 	death penalty attorneys must conduct an investigation into 

their client's background. 	Its very clear. 

7 	 So the very fact that they failed to do that in 

and of itself is deficient performance, which is 

	

9 	specifically pled in the petition. 	And that's where you 

	

10 	begin. 	That's how you know where to begin. 	That's where 

	

11 	capital counsel knows where to begin, by looking at the 

	

12 	prevailing norms. 

	

13 	 THE COURT: 	But you don't allege that in your 

	

14 	petition. 	You allege that in your opposition to the 

	

15 	motion to dismiss. 	That's when you get more clear. 

	

16 
	

MS. HURST: 	Actually, that's because its our 

	

17 	office's understanding that you're only supposed to plead, 

	

18 	that you're not supposed to get -- you're not supposed to 

	

19 	plead law because that's what the rules indicate in terms 

	

20 	of petitions. 	So we don't plead the law. 	We don't 

	

21 	present the law in our petitions. 	We present the law in 

	

22 	our oppositions or in our responses to the State's answer. 

	

23 	 THE COURT: 	I believe that there has to be some 

	

24 	end to litigation, all litigation, whether its death 
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1 	penalty litigation or not. 	So I understand the need for 

2 	closure, finality, end of litigation, and we can't keep on 

3 	going back and back and back. 

4 	 I am not convinced, as you stand here today, that 

5 	you did plead the ineffective assistance of counsel claim 

6 	sufficient to get you over the motion to dismiss based on 

7 	the particularity argument. 

9 	 I am convinced, however, that the motion to 

9 	dismiss should be granted in all other respects based on 

10 	arguments presented by the State. 

11 	 When I say I'm not convinced, the particularity 

12 	concept is very troubling to me, because I am concerned 

13 	that its a hypertechnical argument at this point because 

14 	of the nature of the investigation that was not conducted. 

15 	 Therefore, I am going to have a hearing on the 

16 	ineffective assistance of counsel claim as to whether or 

17 	not its been pled with sufficiency and you can show its 

18 	sufficient to overcome the procedural time bar. 	That's 

19 	the only hearing that I'm going to allow on the issues 

20 	presented in the motion to dismiss or the petition at this 

21 	stage. 	And its because I am concerned with whether or 

22 	not this argument of whether or not it was pled with 

23 	sufficient particularity has been shown. 

24 	 Its tough given the length of your document and 
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1 	the arguments with regard to the ineffective assistance of 

2 	post-conviction counsel for investigating. 	However, I 

3 	think this is going to be -- may be still a hearing that 

1 	results in the dismissal being granted. 	I'm not convinced 

5 	that you've shown it with sufficiency to get over the time 

6 	bar requirements. 

7 	 Does that make sense, Mr. McCarthy? 	At least my 

8 	ruling? 

9 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	It will eventually. 	I'm sure -- 

10 	we'll be fine, Your Honor. 

11 	 THE COURT: 	What I'd like you to do is prepare a 

12 	decision comporting with this granting as it relates to 

13 	all other allegations for the motion to dismiss except as 

14 	to your claim that it wasn't pled with particularity on 

15 	the ineffective assistance of counsel claim and granting 

16 	petitioner a hearing on the ineffective assistance of 

17 	post-conviction counsel. 

18 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Okay. 	And that would be with an 

19 	eye toward another supplement once it's fleshed out? 

20 	 THE COURT: 	Right. 	Right. 	I'm not sure -- the 

21 	procedural bar that is a standard that the petitioner must 

22 	get over and the alleging ineffective assistance of 

23 	post-conviction counsel without particularity would, in 

24 	effect, cause this petition to be dismissed, and I'm just 
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1 	at this point not convinced that an appellate court 

2 	reviewing this would say it wasn't with sufficient 

particularity. 

4 	 I'm not sure it was, but I think its a close 

5 	enough call that I want to go to the next step and have a 

6 	hearing to see if the ineffective assistance of 

7 	post-conviction counsel can establish -- can be 

8 	established sufficiently to overcome the procedural bar. 

9 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Okay. 

10 	 THE COURT: 	So an evidentiary hearing on that 

11 	issue only. 

12 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Right. 

13 	 THE COURT: 	I'm not talking about a hearing on 

14 	all the evidence that you discovered. 

15 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	No, I understand. 	I mean, I would 

16 	envision that a hearing with Qualls and Edwards -- 

17 
	

THE COURT: 	Correct. 

18 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	-- as witnesses and maybe 

19 	Mr. Vanisi, if he wanted to testify, but I can't imagine 

20 	anybody else. 

21 	 If I understand the Court's ruling -- you know, I 

22 	don't, because I'm not sure what would happen after that. 

23 
	

THE COURT: 	Its my understanding and my belief 

24 	that if the ineffective assistance of post-conviction 
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1 	counsel has not been pled with sufficient particularity or 

2 	established to the Court's satisfaction that is sufficient 

3 	to overcome a procedural bar, the motion to dismiss would 

4 	be granted. 

5 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	So now -- okay. 	For the moment 

6 

	

	its alleged to at least inquire into the effectiveness of 

Qualls and Edwards, and then well decide -- then you can 

8 	decide what's going to happen after that. 

9 	 THE COURT: 	Correct. 

10 
	

MR. MCCARTHY: 	Got it. 	More or less. 

11 	 THE COURT: 	I think it's kind of a bifurcated 

12 	process. but it is one that I think is the most 

13 	appropriate way, especially in light of the litigation 

14 	that we know will follow. 	So let's flesh these issues 

15 	out. 

16 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Okay. 	And I assume nobody's in a 

17 	great hurry on this. 

18 	 THE COURT: 	I don't think Mr. Vanisi will 

19 	complain about any delays. 

20 	 MS. HURST: 	I can represent that he does not have 

21 	any concerns about -- 

22 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	All right. 	I'll try to -- getting 

23 	five lawyers in a room all at one place, that's always 

24 	difficult, but I'm going to do what I can. 
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1 	 THE COURT: 	Okay, 	And I understand that you'll 

be conversing with counsel, and when you prepare the short 

	

3 	order that allows for this hearing, you'll provide it to 

	

4 	her and let her review it. 

	

5 	 MR. MCCARTHY: 	Sure, 

	

6 	 THE COURT: 	And I do want to let everyone know 

that I am prepared to grant the motion to dismiss in all 

other aspects for the arguments presented by the State, 

	

9 	 MS. HURST: 	Thank you, 

THE COURT: 	Thank you. 

	

11 
	

Court's in recess, 

	

12 
	

(Proceedings concluded.) 
-o0o- 

13 
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1 	 RENO, NEVADA, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2013, 1:40 P.M. 

	

2 	 -o0o- 

3 

	

4 	 THE COURT: 	Thank you. 	Please be seated. 	Go 

	

5 	ahead and make you appearances for the record. 

	

6 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	Terry McCarthy for the State, Your 

	

7 	Honor. 

	

8 	 THE COURT: 	Thank you. 

	

9 	 MS. HURST: 	Tiffani Hurst on behalf of the 

	

10 	defendant. 

	

11 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Gary Taylor, Your Honor, from the 

	

12 	FPD as well. 

	

13 	 THE COURT. 	Okay. 	And you all have waived 

	

14 	Mr. Vanisi's appearance? 

	

15 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Yes. 

	

16 	 THE COURT: 	And nothing has changed in that? 

	

17 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	No, ma'am. 

	

18 	 THE COURT: 	All right. 	Are you ready to proceed? 

	

19 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Yes, ma'am. 

	

20 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	We are. 

	

21 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 	Then let's go forward. 	Did 

	

22 	you want to present any oral arguments before you begin 

	

23 	your evidentiary presentation? 

	

24 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	No, Your Honor. 
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1 	 THE COURT: 	Okay. 	Then you may proceed. 

2 
	

MR. TAYLOR: 	Judge, at this point, for the 

3 	purposes of this hearing alone, which, as I understand is 

4 	essentially a Crump or Martinez hearing, we would move to 

5 	admit the exhibits at least through 200, which are 

6 	attachments to our petition, understanding that should the 

7 	Court allow us past this procedural issue, then 

8 	Mr. McCarthy may want to present evidence on those issues 

9 	at later date. 

10 	 But for the purposes of this hearing, well 

11 	assume the proof and all that kind of thing. 

12 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	Gosh, Judge, I wasn't prepared for 

13 	a wholesale offering like that. 	We did have an agreement 

14 	there'll be lots of stuff that will be admissible, just 

15 	not for the truth, but - 

16 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Well, were just assuming it was 

17 	there and available to counsel to find, and I'll be asking 

18 	him questions along that line. 

19 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	That's too broad for me to 

20 	wholesale -- 

21 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Okay. 

22 	 THE COURT: 	Okay. 	You want to do it as you go. 

23 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	Yeah. 

24 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Can we admit them just on -- what 
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1 	basis would you agree to? 

	

2 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	Oh, I'd think everything here is 

	

3 	authentic. 

	

4 	 THE COURT: 	When you want to -- let's say you 

	

5 	want to admit Exhibit 42 that you have marked. 

	

6 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Sure. 

	

7 	 THE COURT: 	When you're ready to admit, lust say 

	

8 	move to -- 

	

9 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Just move it. 

	

10 	 THE COURT: 	And if Mr. McCarthy wants more of a 

	

11 	foundation or more of a showing, he can ask for it or not. 

	

12 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	Thanks, Your Honor. 	And I notice 

	

13 	the stuff I found on the table here begins with 

	

14 	Exhibit 42. 

	

15 	 THE COURT: 	That's what I show. 

	

16 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Can I explain, Your Honor? 

	

17 	 THE COURT: 	Yes. 

	

18 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	What these are, and after conferring 

	

19 	with the court clerk, there are a number of exhibits to 

	

20 	our petition that we wanted to use during this hearing, so 

	

21 	they retain the same number that they had as an exhibit to 

	

22 	the petition so that we don't mess up or confuse anybody. 

	

23 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 

	

24 
	

MR. TAYLOR: 	Past 199, which the exhibits had 199 
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1 	exhibits, we just started then sequentially with anything 

	

2 	new. 

	

3 	 THE COURT: 	And you have marked exhibits today. 

	

4 	It starts on Exhibit 42. 	It isn't sequential, but it's 

	

5 	Exhibit 42, and then the last exhibit you have marked is 

	

6 	Exhibit 222. 

	

7 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Yes, ma'am. 	What I was -- and I 

	

8 	apologize if I wasn't clear. 

	

9 	 The petition contained 199 exhibits. 	We used the 

	

10 	same exhibit numbers for anything that was attached to the 

	

11 	petition. 	For any new evidence or new exhibits, we lust 

	

12 	started at 200 and went forward. 

	

13 	 THE COURT: 	All right. 	I understand. 

	

14 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	I would ask the Court to take 

	

15 	judicial notice of all previous proceedings and the record 

	

16 	in this case. 

	

17 	 THE COURT: 	The Court will. 

	

18 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Thank you. 	We'd call Thomas Qualls, 

	

19 	Your Honor. 

	

20 	 THE COURT: 	All right. 

	

21 	/// 

	

22 	/1/ 

	

23 	/1/ 

	

24 	7// 
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THOMAS QUALLS, 

called as a witness by the defense, 

having been first duly sworn, was examined 

and testified as follows: 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. TAYLOR: 

• State your name, please. 

A 	Thomas Qualls. 

• And your occupation? 

A 	I'm an attorney. 

• Okay. 	And how long have you been an attorney? 

A 	About ten years, since 2003. 

• And do you know Siaosi Vanisi? 

A 	I do. 

• And how do you know him? 

A 	I represented him in a state post-conviction 

habeas proceedings. 

Q Okay. 	Were you appointed by the Court? 

A 	Yes, I was. 

• Did you have a role in the case prior to the 

formal appointment as an attorney in his case? 

A 	I did. 	My memory is that Mr. Edwards moved to 

have me appointed as kind of an assistant, legal research, 
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1 	paralegal stuff, and the judge granted that. 	So I was 

	

2 	working on the case briefly before I became licensed, at 

	

3 	which point Mr. Edwards moved to have me appointed as 

	

4 	co-counsel. 

	

5 
	

• 	

Okay. 	And were you an attorney but not licensed 

	

6 	in Nevada prior to your appointment or at the time you 

	

7 	were appointed as paralegal? 

	

8 
	

A 	I wasn't a licensed attorney, no. 	I gradated 

	

9 	from law school in '95, but I wasn't practicing law at 

	

10 	that time. 

	

11 
	

• 	

Okay. 	Had you worked on other capital cases? 

	

12 
	

A 	I had. 

	

13 
	

• 	

And approximately how many? What was your 

	

14 	experience? 

	

15 
	

A 	I'd say in one form or another, I had worked on 

	

16 	approximately 10 to 12 death penalty cases prior to 

	

17 	Vanisi. 

	

18 	 Q 	Okay. 	Including habeas cases? 

	

19 
	

A 	Including habeas cases. 

	

20 
	

• 	

And obviously, since then, you have had quite a 

	

21 	bit more experience as an attorney. 

	

22 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

23 
	

• 	

Do you remember when your appointment was? 

	

24 
	

A 	In this case? 
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1 	 Yes. 

	

2 	 A 	I don't remember exactly. 	It was shortly after I 

	

3 	was sworn in, which was October of -- either September or 

	

4 	October of 2003, but I don't remember the -- sorry, I 

	

5 	don't remember the date of the appointment. 

	

6 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Does he have the witness exhibits up 

	

7 	there? 

	

8 
	

THE COURT: 	Yes. 	The binders are to your right 

	

9 	there. 

	

10 	 THE WITNESS: 	Both of these? 

	

11 	 THE COURT: 	Yes. 

	

12 	BY MR. TAYLOR: 

	

13 
	

Would you, Mr. Qualls, take a look at 

	

14 	Exhibit 203. 

	

15 
	

A 	Okay. 

	

16 
	

And looking at -- I'm sorry. 	I promise I'm much 

	

17 	more organized. 

18 
	

213. 	I apologize. 	Do you recognize that 

19 	exhibit? 

20 	 A 
	

Yes, I do. 

21 
	

And would you explain what that exhibit is. 

22 
	

A 	It appears to be the order appointing me as 

23 	co-counsel in this case. 	The file stamp is December 23rd, 

24 	2003. 
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1 	Q 	And that was after you had passed the Nevada bar; 

2 	is that correct? 

3 
	

A 	That's correct. 

4 
	

• 	

Now, if you would, turn to Exhibit 201. 

5 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Judge, we would offer 213. 

6 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	It's part of the record. 	I have 

7 	no objection. 

8 	 THE COURT: 	Okay. 	Exhibit 213, I think it's 

9 	probably cleaner if I just take judicial notice of 

10 	Exhibit 213 rather than admit it. 

11 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	That's fine. 	Thank you. 

12 	 THE WITNESS: 	I apologize, what was the -- 201? 

13 	Is that the one you wanted me to look at? 

14 	BY MR. TAYLOR: 

15 
	

• 	

I'm bouncing around here. 	201. 	Do you recognize 

16 	those exhibits? 

A 	Yeah. 	Appears to be bills that I submitted for 

18 	work on the case. 

19 
	

• 	

And that is related to this, Mr. Vanisi's 

20 	representation or your representation of Mr. Vanisi? 

21 	 A 	That is what it appears to be, yes. 

22 	 Q 	And would those bills truly and accurately 

23 	reflect the work that you did on behalf of Mr. Vanisi? 

24 	 A 	Yes, it should. 	I mean, there may be things that 
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1 	I did that weren't recorded or something, but that should 

	

2 	be an accurate reflection. 

	

3 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Thank you. 	Judge, we'd offer 

	

4 	Exhibit 201. 

	

5 	 THE COURT: 	Objection? 

	

6 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	No, Your Honor. 

	

7 	 THE COURT: 	201 is admitted. 

	

8 	 (Exhibit No. 201 admitted.) 

	

9 	BY MR. TAYLOR: 

	

10 
	

• 	

Okay. 	If you would, how soon after your 

	

11 	appointment did you meet with Mr. Vanisi? 

	

12 
	

A 	I would have to refer to something. 	I don't have 

	

13 	any independent recollection of that. 

	

14 
	

Q 	Okay. 	Did you meet with him? 

	

15 
	

A 	Sure. 	I met with him on a number of occasions. 

	

16 
	

• 	

Do you have a recollection of how he appeared, 

	

17 	any concerns you may have had from that meeting? 

	

18 
	

A 	Sure. 	In a couple of our meetings, Mr. Vanisi's 

	

19 	behavior was consistent with some of the reports that we 

	

20 	had before. 	He was erratic, manic. 	He did not track 

	

21 	conversations well, if at all. 

	

22 	 In short, it was very difficult to communicate 

	

23 	with Mr. Vanisi. 

	

24 
	

• 	

Okay. 	Did you suspect a mental illness? 
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1 	 A 	Yes. 

	

2 	 Q 	Is that relevant in your mind to the 

	

3 	responsibilities you had pursuant to that Court order? 

	

4 
	

A 	Is it relevant? 

	

5 
	

• 	

Yes. 

	

6 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

7 
	

• 	

Can you explain to the Court how? 

	

8 
	

A 	Sure. 	There's a requirement that the client had 

	

9 	to be able to assist counsel in order for you to be able 

	

10 	to move forward lust from a fundamental legal perspective. 

	

11 
	 Q 	Okay. 	And did you actually take some sort of 

	

12 	action or file some pleading with regard to Mr. Vanisi's 

	

13 	mental illness? 

	

14 
	

A 	Yes, we did. 	At the time, there was a case out 

	

15 	of the Ninth Circuit called Rohan, and the essence of that 

	

16 	was that if you're on an unopposed conviction habeas, if 

	

17 	the client is not able to assist counsel, then the 

	

18 	proceedings need to be stayed until he has that requisite 

	

19 	level of competency. 

	

20 	 And so we filed a motion on Mr. Vanisi's behalf 

	

21 	based upon Rohan to, number one, stay the proceedings and, 

	

22 	number two, have him evaluated pursuant to the standard in 

	

23 	that case. 

	

24 
	

• 	

In your opinion, did Mr. Vanisi have a rational 
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1 	and factual understanding of the proceedings in which he 

	

2 	was engaged? 

	

3 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	I suppose I should object. 

	

4 
	

THE COURT: 	Maybe. 

	

5 
	

MR. McCARTHY: 	I don't know if this witness is 

	

6 	qualified to render an opinion. 

	

7 
	

THE COURT: 	I'm going to sustain the objection. 

	

8 	BY MR. TAYLOR: 

	

9 
	

• 	

Did you have a concern whether or not this 

	

10 	witness had a rational and factual understanding of the 

	

11 	proceedings to which he was engaged? 

	

12 
	

A 	Yes. 	As I testified, that was part of our 

	

13 	concern and that was the reason for the Rohan proceedings. 

	

14 
	

• 	

In addition, did you have a concern that 

	

15 	Mr. Vanisi was unable to rationally communicate with you? 

	

16 
	

A 	Well, I mean, I think I can answer that. 	We were 

	

17 	concerned, and we also had difficulty with rational 

	

18 	communication. 

	

19 
	

• 	

Can you describe the difficulties you 

	

20 	encountered? 

	

21 	 A 	Could I describe the difficulties? Was that your 

	

22 	question? 

	

23 	 Q 	Yes. 

	

24 
	

A 	I apologize. 	Yes. 	Again, when we asked him 
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1 	questions, whether it be about his social history or the 

	

2 	case or anything, when he tried to engage in dialogue with 

	

3 	us, as I noted, he didn't track very well. 	He would 

	

4 	spontaneously break out in song. 	He would get up and move 

	

5 	around the room. 	He would take off part of his clothes. 

	

6 	He would talk about wanting to be Dr. Pepper. 

	

7 	 You know, I mean, he would sit down and maybe 

	

8 	have two sentences with us and then move on to his next 

	

9 	antic. 

	

10 	 He was able to communicate what food and 

	

11 	beverages he wanted, but beyond that, there was not a lot 

	

12 	of rational communication. 

	

13 	 Q 	And based on this concern, you filed your Rohan 

	

14 	motion? 

	

15 	 A 	Correct. 

	

16 
	

Okay. 	Now, you've mentioned that when you 

	

17 	attempted to discuss his social history with him, that you 

	

18 	encountered these issues. 	Can you first tell us what - 

	

19 	when you mean social history, to what are you referring? 

	

20 
	

A 	Well, I don't know that I have an independent 

	

21 	recollection. 	I don't have an independent recollection of 

	

22 	what exact questions we would have asked him. 	Part of the 

	

23 	standard procedure in a death penalty case, and especially 

	

24 	in a post, is to try to do a comprehensive -- compile some 
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1 	sort of comprehensive social history so you know something 

	

2 	about your client, number one, but it also gives you clues 

	

3 	about who to talk to and where to find more information. 

	

4 
	

So it would form -- and I'm just clarifying, make 

	

5 	sure I understand it. 	It would form a basis for your 

	

6 	further investigation of the case? 

	

7 
	

A 	Sure. 	That's definitely one of the things it can 

	

8 	do. 

	

9 	 Q 	If you would, turn to Exhibit 214, and we're 

	

10 	going to look at 214, 215, and 216 very quickly. 

	

11 	 A 	(Witness complies.) 

	

12 	 Okay. 

	

13 	 Q 	Can you tell us generally what those exhibits 

	

14 	are? 

	

15 
	

A 	They appear to be kind of rough draft, you know, 

	

16 	maybe memos to a file regarding the case, regarding Vanisi 

	

17 	and witnesses and, you know, basic facts about date of 

	

18 	birth, where he grew up, those kinds of things. 

	

19 	 Q 	Going back to -- let me ask you this first. 

	

20 	Initially, before you were appointed to this case, was 

	

21 	there another attorney appointed? 

	

22 
	

A 	Yes. 	I believe -- well, the record shows it was 

	

23 	Marc Picker, and that's what my memory is. 	Marc Picker 

	

24 	and Scott Edwards were on the case before I got involved. 
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1 	 Q 	And Mr. Edwards was co-counsel or second chair 

2 	initially, and he was elevated to lead counsel? 

3 
	

A 	I believe that's true. 

4 
	

• 	

And then upon your passing the bar, you were 

5 	named second chair. 

6 
	

A 	Correct. 

7 
	

Q 	And if you look at Exhibit 214, does it reflect 

8 	who this memo is from? 	The first page of 214. 

9 
	

A 	First page? 	Oh, sure. 	It says from MP, which I 

10 	assume is Marc Picker. 

11 
	

• 	

And if I represented to you this memo was found 

12 	within the state post-conviction counsel's file, either 

13 	yours or Mr. Edwards, do you have any reason to dispute 

14 	that? 

15 
	

• 	

No. 

16 	 Q 	The content that is within this memo, does it 

17 	generally fit what you were talking about regarding social 

18 	history? 

19 	 A 	Some of it does, yes. 

20 
	

• 	

Are there a number of blanks? 

21 
	

A 	What's that? 

22 
	

• 	

Are there a number of blanks, not only in 214, 

23 	but 215, which was found at the same place? 	Does it 

24 	appear to be the same printer or whatever? 
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A 	Yes, there's a number of blanks. 	As I said, it 

appears to be sort of a first draft or a rough of this 

information. 

• Okay. 	Social history information? 

A 	Yes, there's some of that. 

• Do you know where y'all or Mr. Picker may have 

gotten these forms for doing this investigation? 

A 	I don't know. 	Based upon the dates, that 

probably would have been before I got involved. 	I see 214 

is dated March 22nd, 2002. 

Q Okay. 

A 	I don't know where Mr. Picker got this 

information. 

• Okay. 	But it does have some of the social 

history information that you were talking about was 

important to you. 

A 	Yes. 

Q 214, 215, and 216. 

A 	Yes. 

Q Okay. 	Then if you would, turn to -- I'm trying 

to make sure I keep these marked so we can... 

217. 	This appears to be some sort of manual. 	Or 

the index to a manual. 

A 	Yes. 
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1 	 Q 	Okay. 	If I represent to you that this was found 

	

2 	within those same state post-conviction attorney files, do 

	

3 	you have any reason to dispute that? 

	

4 
	

A 	No. 	This type of kind of form or checklist is 

	

5 	familiar to me. 

	

6 
	

Q 	Okay. 	218? 	Again, with the representation that 

	

7 	it was in the files that you and Mr. Edwards maintained, 

	

8 	do you have any reason to dispute that? 

	

9 
	

A 	No. 

	

10 
	

• 	

Does it appear to be something similar? 

	

11 
	

A 	Yes. 	It appears to be a bibliography of 

	

12 	resources for defense counsel in death penalty cases. 

	

13 
	

• 	

Kind of a how-to type place to go, ideas. 

	

14 
	

A 	Yes, resources. 

	

15 
	

• 	

Okay. 	Let's turn to 219. 	219, on the second 

	

16 	page, actually has an e-mail that is written; is that 

	

17 	correct? 

	

18 	 A 	That's what it appears to be, yes. 

	

19 	 Q 	Do you know who that e-mail was written to? 

	

20 
	

A 	From the face of the document, it says it's to 

	

21 	someone named Scharlette. 

• Do you know Scharlette Holdman? 

A 	I know the name, yes. 	She's a -- she was a 

	

24 	mitigation specialist. 
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1 	 Q 	Works for the Center For Capital Assistance? 

2 
	

A 	I'll take your word for that. 

3 
	

• 	

Is it the same e-mail or the same name spelled -- 

4 	kind of a unique spelling, is it not? 

5 
	

A 	Yes. 

6 
	

Q 	And if you look at the first page of the exhibit, 

7 	is it spelled the same way as the e-mail on the second 

8 	page? 

9 	 A 	Yes. 

10 	 Q 	Okay. 	Now, on the first page as well, it lists a 

11 	place called the Habeas Corpus Resource Center. 	Are you 

12 	familiar with that organization? 

13 	 A 	Yes. 

14 	 Q 	Their contact person is an attorney named Michael 

15 	Laurence? 

16 	 A 	That's what it says, yes. 

• Okay. 	The last page of that exhibit contains an 

18 	e-mail as well? 

19 
	

A 	Yes. 

20 
	

• 	

Okay. 	And who is that e-mail from? 

21 
	

A 	Appears to be another e-mail from Marc Picker. 

22 
	

• 	

And who is it to? 

23 
	

A 	Says Michael. 	The two column is mdl@cris.com , 

24 	which is -- appears to be consistent with being Michael at 
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1 	the Habeas Corpus Resource Center that you referenced. 

2 
	

Q 	On the first page? 

3 
	

A 	Yes. 

4 
	

• 	

Okay. 	And the content of these e-mails, do you 

5 	know what they are? 

6 
	

A 	They both appear to be requesting assistance with 

7 	the death penalty habeas case. 	Doesn't appear to 

8 	reference Vanisi specifically, but its asking about a, 

9 	quote, nasty death penalty state habeas. 

10 	 Q 	Okay. 	And it was sent by Mr. Picker; is that 

11 	correct? 

12 	 A 	Correct. 

13 	 Q 	Okay. 	We do know that it was after the 2002 

14 	version of Microsoft was released. 	Would you agree with 

15 	that? 

16 	 A 	That's what the copyright at the bottom of the 

17 	page says. 

18 	 Q 	Okay. 	Let's turn to Exhibit 220. 	And actually, 

19 	I'll ask you to turn to the second page of that exhibit. 

20 	That's another e-mail? 

21 
	

A 	That's what it appears to be, yes. 

22 
	

• 	

And who is that e-mail from? 

23 
	

A 	It says its from Scharlette Holdman. 

24 
	

• 	

That's the mitigation guru we were talking about 
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a while ago? 

A 	Yes. 

• Who is the e-mail to and who were copies sent to? 

MR. McCARTHY: 	Your Honor, I haven't objected, 

but at this point, this witness has no knowledge of these 

things. 	He's just asking him: 	Does this look like what 

it looks like? 

And so my objection is undue waste of time. 

MR. TAYLOR: 	Your Honor, these came from this 

attorney's file. 	So he is deemed to have knowledge of 

them. 	It was in his files that we received. 

MR. McCARTHY: 	He just testified that he -- all 

he said is this is what it looks like. 

THE COURT: 	Right. 	I think you better -- on each 

document, you have to ask him if it came from his file. 

MR. TAYLOR: 	Okay. 

BY MR. TAYLOR: 

• Do you have any independent memory of this 

document? 

A 	I'm sorry, I don't. 

• Would you have received copies of any information 

from Marc Picker after he was released or withdrew from 

this case? 

A 	I believe I reviewed all of the files that were 
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in Mr. Edwards' office at the time, which would have 

included whatever Mr. Picker had. 

• And I would assume that you and Mr. Edwards 

shared information as well. 

A 	Well, we were working on the case together, yeah. 

• Well, I mean, you did work together? 

A 	Yes. 

• Okay. 	And do you dispute that these letters were 

located within your file? 

A 	I'm sorry, I don't know how to answer that 

question. 

If you tell me they were found in my file, I 

don't have any reason to disagree with that. 	But again, I 

can't tell you that I have an independent recollection of 

them. 

• Do you know who Roseann Schaye is? 

A 	Yes. 	Roseann Schaye was another mitigation 

expert, and I believe that she was a mitigation expert 

that Mr. Edwards and I planned on using. 

• Okay. 	And was she recommended -- is it your 

understanding she was recommended by Ms. Holdman? 

A 	That's my understanding from reading these 

e-mails, and I have some memory that Ms. Holdman wasn't 

available. 
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1 	 Q 	Okay. 

	

2 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	For the purpose of this hearing 

	

3 	only, Your Honor, I offer 214 through 220, inclusive. 

	

4 	 THE COURT: 	Any objection? 

	

5 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	No. 

	

6 	 THE COURT: 	Exhibit 2 -- did you say no? 	Or were 

	

7 	you groaning? 

	

8 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	I'm groaning. 	I really don't -- I 

	

9 	mean, I don't doubt that these were things obtained from 

	

10 	somebody's file at some time, but - 

	

11 
	

MR. TAYLOR: 	Perhaps I can make a representation 

	

12 	to the Court. 	I don't know if it will ease Mr. McCarthy's 

	

13 	feelings. 

	

14 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	Probably. 

	

15 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	These matters were obtained by my 

	

16 	office from post-conviction counsel's files. 	I believe 

	

17 	the majority were from Mr. Qualls's file, but it may have 

	

18 	been Mr. Edwards'. 	I don't want to misrepresent. 	I know 

	

19 	it came from those files. 

	

20 	 I also know that I can establish this either by 

	

21 	bringing someone up from Las Vegas to testify to that or 

	

22 	by subpoenaing Mr. Picker. 	If Counsel -- you know, I'm 

	

23 	trying to get past the particular bar -- he doesn't 

	

24 	necessarily want me to go there, but if we need to, to 
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establish that, I'm - - 

THE COURT: 	You're making an offer of proof that 

these were secured by your investigator -- 

MR. TAYLOR: 	They were secured by one of our 

paralegals or investigators. 	Could I confer one minute? 

THE COURT: 	Yes. 

(Discussion off the record 

between defense counsel.) 

MR. TAYLOR: 	Your Honor, I would make this offer 

of proof. 	My co-counsel reviewed Mr. Qualls's files, and 

she pulled those documents from that file. 

THE COURT: 	Okay. 	Any objection? 

MR. McCARTHY: 	I don't doubt that for a minute. 

So no, I have no objection. 

THE COURT: 	For purposes of today's hearing, 214 

through 220 are admitted. 

(Exhibit Nos. 214 through 220 admitted.) 

MR. TAYLOR: 	Well switch gears for a minute, 

Judge. 

BY MR. TAYLOR: 

Let's go back to just some general things, and 

then we'll start to key in on some other exhibits if 

that's okay, Mr. Qualls. 

For the most part, have you had the opportunity 
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1 	to review the exhibits which we had prepared for today? 

	

2 
	

A 	I reviewed a number of exhibits with you in my 

	

3 	office yesterday. 	Was that your question? 

	

4 
	

Q 	Yes. 

	

5 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

6 
	

Q 	Nothing -- I mean, anything that I had, I offered 

	

7 	you, and we did actually go through quite a number 

	

8 	yesterday, did we not? 

	

9 	 A 	Yes. 	I can represent that we spent the better 

	

10 	part of three hours looking at declarations and other 

	

11 	exhibits yesterday. 

	

12 
	

Q 	Okay. 	After -- in addition -- or you filed your 

	

13 	Rohan motion. 

	

14 
	

A 	Correct. 

	

15 
	

• 	

And obviously, one of the allegations within your 

	

16 	motion, you alleged that it was difficult to communicate 

	

17 	rationally with Mr. Vanisi. 

	

18 
	

A 	Okay. 

	

19 
	

• 	

Is that fair? 

	

20 
	

A 	That's fair. 

	

21 
	

• 	

And you were going to use the information 
	

or 

	

22 	how did you intend to use the information that you 

	

23 	obtained from Mr. Vanisi? 

	

24 
	

A 	Well, we -- the goal is to obtain and present as 
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1 	full a picture of Mr. Vanisi as possible. 	And also, in 

	

2 	the context of comparing what's out there with what was 

	

3 	either found and/or presented by trial counsel. 

	

4 	 Number of different issues in his case, including 

	

5 	mental health issues as well as, you know, a fairly 

	

6 	complicated litigation case, I believe. 

	

7 
	

Would it be a fair statement to say that you 

	

8 	viewed your responsibility as one to discover 

	

9 	constitutional error, if it existed, in Mr. Vanisi's 

	

10 	trial? 

	

11 
	

A 	Well, absolutely. 	Habeas work, post-conviction 

	

12 	habeas work, especially death penalty work, is complicated 

	

13 	because its a little bit of a minefield. 	I'll try to 

	

14 	condense what I'm trying to say here. 

	

15 	 When you're doing something, a direct appeal on 

	

16 	something that's not death-penalty related especially, 

	

17 	what you want to do is pick a few strong horses and ride 

	

18 	them to the Supreme Court. 

	

19 	 When you're doing habeas work, and especially 

	

20 	capital work, you want to try to dot every I and cross 

	

21 	every T for purposes of exhaustion should the matter end 

	

22 	up in Federal Court, and because cumulative error is 

	

23 	oftentimes an issue. 	So the adage that it may not be a 

	

24 	wall, but if you can find enough bricks, hopefully you can 
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1 	create a wall. 

	

2 	 Did I answer your question? 

	

3 	 Q 	Yeah. 	Let me see if I can lust make sure we got 

	

4 	the record clear. 

	

5 	 When you say pick a few horses with a non-cap, 

	

6 	you're talking about pick your Pest issues. 

	

7 
	

A 	Correct. 

	

8 	 Q 	Or best points of error. 	With habeas, with 

	

9 	capital habeas, you're saying that you want to try to 

	

10 	identify all the constitutional error? 

	

11 	 A 	I guess where I was going with that is, yes, you 

	

12 	want to identify and raise all the constitutional error. 

	

13 	And by that -- and what I hear is a key -- kind of 

	

14 	linchpin issues. 	There may be any number of other issues 

	

15 	that don't maybe rise to the level of a due process or 

	

16 	constitutional error alone, but together, with other 

	

17 	errors, they may. 

	

18 	 Does that make sense? 

	

19 	 Q 	Sure. 	And obviously, if you have them 

	

20 	identified, you can make an educated decision about what 

	

21 	to raise. 

	

22 
	

A 	Sure. 

	

23 
	

So you're concerned with identifying the issues 

	

24 	first. 
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A 	Sure. 	And I don't -- I don't want to jump the 

gun on your questions. 

Q How do you do that? 	How do you identify issues? 

A 	Legal issues? 

• Yeah. 	How do you discover error, just generally? 

A 	Well -- 

Q I'm not trying to be too obsequious, but I'm 

trying not to lead the witness. 

A 	Well, the most obvious way is that you have to 

read the record. 	So you read what happened in the 

pre-trial hearings. 	You look at pre-trial motions. 	You 

look at orders. 	And then obviously you look at the voin 

dire and you look at the trial and you look at the 

penalty. 

• So you obtained all those records, or someone 

did, in Mr. Vanisi's case. 

A 	Right. 	So that's the first step, is you have to 

pour over the record generally more than once. 	And then 

the second step is you'd want to look at previous 

counsel's files, you want to look at notes, you want to 

look at police reports and things that aren't immediately 

in the record. 

And then the second or third thing is you have to 

do investigation of things that don't appear in the 
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1 	record. 	And that's, again, a key difference between a 

	

2 	direct appeal and a habeas proceeding, is that you then 

	

3 	have to start uncovering, marshaling evidence that doesn't 

	

4 	appear in the record. 

	

5 
	

• 	

And that's that second or third step. 	I guess 

	

6 	your second step was you get some records that are not 

	

7 	within the trial record that might be prior counsel's 

	

8 	files? 

	

9 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

10 
	

• 	

Educational records, medical records, prior 

	

11 	psychiatric history, things like that? 

	

12 
	

A 	Sure. 

	

13 
	

Q 	And review those? 

	

14 
	

A 	Yes. 	That would be the goal. 

	

15 
	

Q 	And would it be fair to characterize the third 

	

16 	step in your description as one of investigation? 

A 	Yes. 

	

18 
	

• 	

Okay. 	And so based upon I guess four things, 

	

19 	because you also identified the fact that you attempted to 

	

20 	talk to Mr. Vanisi. 

	

21 
	

A 	Correct. 

	

22 
	

• 	

So based upon the interview, plus the record, 

	

23 	plus whatever records you were able to collect, then you 

	

24 	investigate? 
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1 
	

A 	Well, the -- yeah. 	Okay. 

	

2 
	

• 	

That's a general process. 

	

3 
	

A 	Right. 

	

4 
	

• 	

Okay. 	Did you get all the way through that 

	

5 	procedure in this case? 

	

6 
	

A 	No, we did not. 

	

7 
	

Q 	Okay. 	Where was the stopping point? 

	

8 
	

A 	Well, the stopping point was we were 	we didn't 

	

9 	ever complete a thorough investigation. 

	

10 
	

Q 	Okay. 	Looking real quickly -- 178. 	Do you 

	

11 	recognize that exhibit? 

	

12 
	

A 	I do. 

	

13 
	

• 	

Is that a declaration you provided which was 

	

14 	attached to the petition in this case? 

	

15 
	

• 	

Yes. 

	

16 
	

• 	

And I'm assuming inasmuch as you swore to the 

	

17 	truth of the matter, that it is true and correct. 

	

18 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

19 
	

MR. TAYLOR: 	Okay. 	Judge, we offer Exhibit 178. 

	

20 
	

THE COURT: 	Any objection? 

	

21 
	

MR. McCARTHY: 	Well, prior statement of the 

	

22 	witness? 	That sounds like hearsay to me. 

	

23 	 THE COURT: 	This was the declaration that was 

	

24 	attached to the habeas? 
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1 
	

MR. TAYLOR: 	Petition. 

	

2 
	

THE COURT: 	Petition? 

	

3 
	

MR. TAYLOR: 	Yes, Your Honor. 

	

4 
	

THE COURT: 	So I can take judicial notice of it 

	

5 	whether we admit it or not. 

	

6 
	

MR. McCARTHY: 	And it's been authenticated, but I 

	

7 	think if we want to know something from this witness, we 

	

8 	ought to ask him instead of asking what he wrote before. 

	

9 
	

THE COURT: 	Okay. 	I will take judicial notice of 

	

10 	the document. 	I think there may be some relevance to what 

	

11 	he said then to what he said now. 

	

12 	BY MR. TAYLOR: 

	

13 
	

Q 	You said you didn't get the opportunity to 

	

14 	complete an adequate investigation. 	Is that a fair 

	

15 	statement? 

	

16 
	

A 	In complete fairness, I think the most accurate 

	

17 	way I can say that is that we did not complete our 

	

18 	investigation. 

	

19 	 Q 	Okay. 	Can you tell us, did you retain an 

	

20 	investigator? 

	

21 	 A 	I don't -- I don't remember that. 	You know, that 

	

22 	probably would have been Mr. Edwards purview as lead 

	

23 	counsel. 	And I don't know if there was an investigator 

	

24 	I can't remember if there was an investigator engaged when 
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1 	Mr. Picker and Mr. Edwards had the case or not. 

2 
	

I know that Mr. Edwards and I had a number of 

3 	discussions about future investigation. 	I don't recall -- 

4 
	

• 	

Did you ever talk to an investigator? 

5 
	

A 	I don't recall talking to an investigator in this 

6 	case. 	And I'm trying to be as accurate as possible, but 

7 	this was ten years ago, and there's been a lot of cases 

8 	since then. 	And some of these DP cases bleed together. 

9 	 So I can't remember specifically talking to an 

10 	investigator in this case. 

11 	 Q 	Let me ask, do you remember talking to 

12 	Ms. Schaeffer, the young woman or the name that we talked 

13 	about a while ago that was recommended by Scharlette 

14 	Holdman about the investigation in this case? 

15 
	

A 	No, I don't remember talking to her. 

16 
	

• 	

Would you -- if you had retained an investigator, 

17 	would you have sought court approval to expend those 

18 	funds? 

19 	 A 	Yes. 

20 
	

• 	

Likewise, you -- there were two experts who -- 

21 	two expert psychiatrists, I believe, who saw Mr. Vanisi; 

22 	is that correct? 

23 
	

A 	Not entirely. 	One was a psychiatrist, 

24 	Dr. Bittker, and one was a psychologist, Dr. Amezaga. 	And 
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1 	those were appointed by the Court pursuant to our Rohan 

	

2 	motion. 

	

3 	 Q 	Okay. 	And they were reimbursed by virtue of your 

	

4 	motion; is that correct? 	The motion of you or Mr. Edwards 

	

5 	in your billing records. 

	

6 
	

A 	I don't have an independent recollection of that, 

	

7 	but I am sure that's what happened. 	That's standard 

	

8 	procedure. 

	

9 
	

And if the billing records reflect payments to 

	

10 	Dr. Bittker and payments to Dr. Amezaga, that would have 

	

11 	been the process that you would have gone through as well 

	

12 	if you had had an investigator? 

	

13 
	

A 	Yes. 	And again, I don't remember if I submitted 

	

14 	those bills or Mr. Edwards did, but that's standard. 

	

15 
	

Q 	Would it be fair to say, Mr. Qualls, that if your 

	

16 	billing records or Mr. Edwards 	billing records do not 

	

17 	reflect any request to reimburse or pay any investigator, 

	

18 	you probably hadn't gotten one appointed yet? 

	

19 
	

A 	That's true. 	If an investigator was working on 

	

20 	the case, we would have submitted bills on that 

	

21 	investigator's behalf. 

	

22 	 Q 	So for my purposes, let's assume, since we don't 

	

23 	have any billing records and you don't remember talking to 

	

24 	an investigator, at least as far as you're concerned, 
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1 	there was additional investigation to do. 

2 
	

A 	Yeah. 	There was certainly investigation to do. 

3 	There's no mistake about that. 

4 
	

• 	

You have answered a while ago that you and 

5 	Mr. Edwards had discussed future investigation; is that 

6 	true? 

7 	 A 	Yes. 

8 
	

• 	

Okay. 	And do you remember the kind of things 

9 	that you wanted to do? 

10 	 A 	Well, again, there's -- in any capital case, 

11 	there's the developing the things that we have spoken 

12 	about a couple times today, social histories and whatnot. 

13 
	

Mr. Vanisi's case was unique in that he was 

14 	Tongan and obviously had a very rich cultural history that 

15 	we thought was relevant. 

16 
	

Q 	Okay. 	So an investigator could have assisted in 

17 	the cultural or at least the cultural issues that surround 

18 	Mr. Vanisi and his social history? 

19 
	

A 	Correct. 

20 
	

Q 	Could you turn to Exhibit 205, please. 

21 
	

A 	(Witness complies.) 

22 
	

Okay. 

23 
	

• 	

Do you recognize the handwriting in that exhibit? 

24 
	

A 	Yes, I do. 
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1 	 Q 	Okay. 	And do you know what this exhibit is? 

2 
	

A 	Appears to be my handwritten -- some of my 

3 	handwritten notes from the file. 

4 
	

• 	

Related to Mr. Vanisi's case? 

5 
	

A 	Yes. 

6 
	

• 	

On the first page, under No. 19, does it reflect 

7 	the need to do mitigation investigation? 

8 
	

A 	Yes. 

9 
	

• 	

Does it reflect the need to get some assistance 

10 	in cultural matters? 

11 
	

• 	

Yes. 

12 
	

• 	

Second page, under number two, same thing. 	The 

13 	social history mitigation issues reflect that at least you 

14 	wanted some evidence along that line. 

15 
	

• 	

Yes. 

16 	 Q 	On the third page, were there -- does this 

17 	identify some concerns you had regarding mitigation 

18 	investigation or possible potential mitigation? 

19 	 A 	Yes. 

20 
	

What were those areas of concern? 

21 
	

A 	Based upon what's reflected on this page three? 

22 	Is that your question? 

23 
	

• 	

Sure. 	Or the whole exhibit. 	Does this help 

24 	refresh your memory as to what the investigation you 
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1 	wanted to conduct was? 

	

2 
	

A 	Well, yes. 	Again, there's reference to a 

	

3 	mitigation expert. 	There's reference to a Tongan expert. 

	

4 	There's reference to what was presented at trial in 

	

5 	mitigation and what was available that could have been. 

	

6 
	

Need for cultural assistance or assistance with 

	

7 	the Tongan culture? 

	

8 	 A 	Right. 

	

9 	 MR. TAYLOR: 	Judge, I'd offer 205. 

	

10 	 MR. McCARTHY: 	No objection. 

	

11 
	

THE COURT: 	Exhibit 205 is admitted. 

	

12 
	

(Exhibit No. 205 admitted.) 

	

13 	BY MR. TAYLOR: 

	

14 
	

Q 	Okay. 	So ultimately, I mean, we're kind of to 

	

15 	the point to where you -- and I'll let you take this, but 

	

16 	we're at the point to where you believe that there's a 

	

17 	need for investigation, it sounds like. 	You have 

	

18 	encountered some difficulties in communication and have 

	

19 	filed a Rohan motion. 

	

20 	 What occurs next in this representation of 

	

21 	Mr. Vanisi? 

	

22 
	

A 	Well, as we discussed, the Court appointed two 

	

23 	mental health experts, and then we had a hearing pursuant 

	

24 	to Rohan in which the Court reviewed the evaluations from 
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1 	both experts and heard testimony from both Dr. Bittker and 

	

2 	the psychologist, Amezaga. 	And then the Court ruled on 

	

3 	the Rohan motion. 

	

4 	 Q 	So basically, you were in the midst of litigating 

	

5 	your Rohan situation, Rohan motion. 

	

6 
	

A 	That's correct. 

	

7 
	

Was any investigation, to your knowledge, ever 

	

8 	accomplished in the midst of this Rohan litigation? 

	

9 
	

A 	No, it was not. 	We were taking it step by step, 

	

10 	and our first step or first priority was the Rohan matter. 

	

11 	And based upon the circumstances, obviously, we were 

	

12 	overconfident, but we believed that there would be some 

	

13 	stay in place based upon Rohan. 	Specifically -- 

	

14 	 Q 	You had faith in your motion. 

	

15 
	

A 	What's that? 

	

16 
	

You had faith in the motion you brought. 

A 	Sure. 	And we had faith in -- Dr. Bittker's 

	

18 	recommendation was that due to the medication that Vanisi 

	

19 	was on, which was at the time Depakote and Haldol, that he 

	

20 	recommended that he be taken off those medications. 	I 

	

21 	believe he recommended placement at Lake's Crossing or 

	

22 	someplace like that for -- that's my memory, for 

	

23 	approximately 90 days kind of for him to clean out, and 

	

24 	then he wanted to evaluate him again, again, for purposes 
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1 	of another Rohan evaluation. 

	

2 	 So we were, in our minds, certain that we would 

	

3 	at least have that amount of time. 

	

4 
	

• 	

You were kind of banking on the Court accepting 

	

5 	Dr. Bittker's recommendation. 

	

6 
	

A 	Yes. 	As it turns out, perhaps foolishly, we 

	

7 	banked upon that too much. 

	

8 	 Q 	Okay. 	What occurred -- as I understand, just for 

	

9 	purposes of the record, the Court heard the witnesses on 

	

10 	separate days, Dr. Amezaga and Dr. Bittker. 

	

11 
	

A 	If you tell me that -- I don't recall that but if 

	

12 	they were separate days -- 

	

13 
	

• 	

You remember that ultimately the Court denied 

	

14 	your motion? 

	

15 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

16 
	

• 	

Okay. 	Then what occurred? 

A 	And then there was an order in fairly short order 

	

18 	to file the supplement. 

	

19 
	

• 	

And by short order, what do you mean? 

	

20 	Approximately? 

	

21 
	

A 	I don't want to misrepresent. 	My memory is that 

	

22 	it was either a Thursday or a Friday hearing, and we had 

	

23 	to file the supplement by the next Tuesday. 

	

24 
	

• 	

So four or five days? 
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A 	That's my memory. 

And no investigation had been accomplished at 

that point. 

A 	Nothing other than our review of the file. 

Was any attempted over that four- or five-day 

period? 

A 	No. 	I think all of our time was spent in putting 

together the -- I mean, we had -- 

You did file a supplement. 

A 	We did file a supplement. 	And we had -- going 

back to your question about the constitutional errors, we 

had what we believed and I still believe are very good 

legal issues. 

We had a structural error based upon the fact 

that the defense lawyers basically sat on their hands 

during the trial. 	My memory is no opening, no closing. 	I 

think they asked a few cross-examination questions of the 

one witness. 	So we had structural error. 

The Finger case had come down since the trial, I 

believe. 	We had a possible Faretta issue. 	Mr. Edwards 

had developed an issue based upon a consular matter that I 

believe was up at the U.S. Supreme Court at the time. 

We had a number of strong legal issues already at 

least roughed out in the petition that we believed were 
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1 	reversible, and so we took those. 	We took other standard 

	

2 	death penalty issues that we have worked on over the years 

	

3 	and put it all together and filed the petition with what 

	

4 	we had. 

	

5 	 If I had it to do over again, I probably would 

	

6 	have filed some notation or some motion requesting 

	

7 	additional time or making a note that we wanted to add 

	

8 	additional issues. 	I didn't -- I didn't have the 

	

9 	experience at the time to do that. 

	

10 
	

• 	

To be fair, I mean, you have raised a number of 

	

11 	legal issues, correct? 

	

12 
	

A 	Yes, again, and I still think they're very strong 

	

13 	legal issues. 

	

14 
	

• 	

But would you agree with me that there was no 

	

15 	rational or strategical reason that you did not conduct an 

	

16 	investigation into Mr. Vanisi's circumstances? 

	

17 	 A 	Did we intentionally not investigate before we 

	

18 	filed the petition? 	Is that the question? 

	

19 
	

• 	

Essentially. 

	

20 
	

A 	No. 	There was no intention to file the 

	

21 	supplement without any further investigation. 

	

22 
	

• 	

So you, at least up until the day that the Court 

	

23 	ruled over your Rohan motion, contemplated that an 

	

24 	investigation would be conducted? 
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1 	 A 	Yes. 	We contemplated additional claims. 	We 

	

2 	contemplated putting together a more comprehensive picture 

	

3 	of mitigation. 	We -- you know, you don't -- purely 

	

4 	speculative to identify what might come out of 

	

5 	investigation, but certainly, that was part of our plan. 

	

6 	Again, it was a stepped-out plan, and our first priority 

	

7 	was Rohan. 

	

8 	 Again, you know, have to -- the real world comes 

	

9 	into play here. 	This is not our only case. 	We both are 

	

10 	very busy lawyers at the time. 	And we erroneously thought 

	

11 	we had a winner in this Rohan issue, and we thought it was 

	

12 	particularly appropriate and relevant to Mr. Vanisi's 

	

13 	case. 

	

14 
	

• 	

Would it also be true, Mr. Qualls, that perhaps 

	

15 	your investigation would have been more focused had you -- 

	

16 	had Mr. Vanisi the ability to communicate with you? 

A 	Well, there's -- 

	

18 
	

• 	

Would that have assisted you in your 

	

19 	investigation? 

	

20 	 A 	Well, sure, but could he have communicated, there 

	

21 	wouldn't have been legitimate grounds for the Rohan issue. 

	

22 	So it's kind of a Catch-22. 

	

23 
	

• 	

Dr. Bittker, and to some extent Dr. Amezaga, and 

	

24 	additionally there was a number of other doctors 
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1 	previously that had seen Mr. Vanisi. 	Do you remember 

2 	Theinhaus, Dr. Lynn during the trial? 

3 
	

A 	I do remember that there were, I believe, a 

4 	couple of evaluations regarding competency or mental 

5 	health at the trial level. 

6 	 Q 	Do you remember what diagnoses they came to? 

7 	 A 	I'm sorry, I did not review that coming in here 

8 	today. 	I can't, with specificity, remember what the 

9 	diagnoses were. 

10 
	

• 	

If I were to represent to you that at least 

11 	Dr. Bittker and others was concerned with ruling out a 

12 	bipolar disorder, would you have any reason to disagree 

13 	with me? 

14 	 A 	No. 	I remember that bipolar was an issue, 

15 	amongst others. 

16 
	

• 	

In fact, a while ago you talked about certain 

17 	medications that Dr. Bittker recommended. 	Do you remember 

18 	what those were? 

19 
	

A 	I remember -- I don't remember him recommending 

20 	new medications. 	I remember that he opined that the 

21 	Haldol and Depakote that he was on were potentially a 

22 	cause for his incompetence to proceed, and that they were 

23 	also endangering his health and safety. 

24 
	

• 	

Okay. 	Are you aware of the symptoms for 
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1 	manifestations of bipolar disorder? 	Have you encountered 

2 	that elsewhere? 

3 
	

A 	Certainly I've encountered diagnoses of bipolar 

4 	disorder throughout my career. 

5 
	

• 	

I'm not asking you to render any expert opinion 

6 	or diagnose someone with bipolar disorder, but there are 

7 	certain things, red flags, that would cause you to seek 

8 	expert assistance; is that true? 

9 
	

A 	Sure, yeah. 

10 
	

• 	

Related to not only bipolar disorder, but I take 

11 	it you have also had clients that were -- or been around 

12 	schizophrenia? 

13 	 A 	Yes. 

14 
	

• 	

Are symptoms of schizophrenia things that you 

15 	might look for in any case? 

16 	 A 	Yes. 

17 	 Q 	Psychotic behavior? 

18 	 A 	Yes. 

19 	 Q 	It's another thing that you trained yourself to 

20 	look for? 

21 	 A 	Yes. 	Or at least I'm familiar with it from 

22 	bumping into it in other cases. 

23 
	

• 	

If I could, I'd like to ask you some lust general 

24 	questions about different issues that you might or might 
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not encounter in the investigation of a capital case and 

find out if that would be important to you. 	Okay? 

Evidence of family dynamics, how the family lived 

together, who was in charge, who kind of held the power, 

is that important to you? 

	

A 	It's important from a social history, I suppose. 

• Would allow the Court or jury to fully understand 

or at least assist in understanding the defendant's 

actions, childhood and life? 

	

A 	Sure. 

• What about instances of domestic violence or 

abuse in the home? Are those things which interest you in 

the investigation of a capital case? 

	

A 	Those are relevant. 

• And what would you do with that kind of evidence? 

	

A 	Well, depends on -- it could be -- a lot of this 

stuff, a lot of the mental health issues, a lot of the 

family dynamic issues are a little bit of a double-edged 

	

sword. 	They help to explain behavior, but they also tend 

to scare people. 

• Sure. 

	

A 	And so the primary reason that you want that 

information is so that you can make informed choices, I 

suppose. 
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• But you still want to investigate and learn it so 

you can decide what to do with it. 

A 	Correct. 

• Okay. 	What about evidence that persons close, 

either family members or very close friends, close to your 

clients died, somewhat close to this behavior of the 

charged offense? 

A 	Certainly in a number of my cases, the death of a 

parent or a sibling or someone close to the defendant is 

important and relevant. 

• In helping explain behavior at times? 

A 	At times. 

• Doesn't excuse it but can explain it. 

A 	Sure. 	At least explains the mental state. 

• What about with a client that is from outside 

this country's cultural information? 

A 	Yes. 	As I have indicated and as the notes 

indicate, we believed that the Tongan cultural issue was 

important. 

• Are there certain waypoints in a client's life 

that you kind of look at and obtain the evidence 

regarding? 	Like their childhood or their birth, schooling 

and -- 

A 	I suppose it would depend on the client. 	It's 
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impossible to predict what the events are that are 

traumatic or shape an individual, so -- 

Q So you kind of want to look at it all? 

A 	I suppose. 

• In particular, would you also might focus on 

evidence or behaviors within a reasonable time before the 

charged offense? 

A 	Anything that is relevantly contemporaneous with 

the charged offense is important. 

• Sounds kind of silly, but if you encountered 

evidence of your client having sleep issues before the 

charged offense, would that be relevant? 

A 	Sometimes it's, in my experience, sometimes 

relevant to mental health issues. 

• So that would tell you to look for more. 	Is that 

a fair statement? 

A 	Yeah. 	It could be a red flag. 

• Drug use, whether legal or illegal. 

A 	Obviously drug use is a huge factor. 

• The fact that your client was expressing 

different personalities at different times. 

A 	That would be extremely relevant, important. 

• What about reports that the client's speech 

pattern changed? 	Rapid speech, distorted thoughts, loose 
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1 	thoughts that someone described as mouth working faster 

	

2 	than his brain? 

	

3 
	

A 	I would think that could be indicative of either 

	

4 	some kind of extreme mental illness, like schizophrenia, 

	

5 	or maybe my first thought would be some sort of speed, 

	

6 	methamphetamine or cocaine or something. 

	

7 
	

• 	

And we both, in discussing this, we're not saying 

	

8 	that any of these are diagnosis of a mental illness, 

	

9 	right? 

	

10 
	

A 	No. 	Again, lust things you -- 

	

11 
	

Q 	Just red flags that tell you to look further. 

	

12 
	

A 	Yeah, rocks you want to turn over. 

	

13 
	

Q 	What about the fact you got a client that -- I 

	

14 	guess the catch word is grandiose or grandiosity. 

	

15 
	

A 	You mean like Dr. Pepper? 

	

16 
	

• 	

You tell me. 	I mean, it's got to be your 

	

17 	opinion. 	Is that something you look for, things that are 

	

18 	out of proportion? 

	

19 	 A 	Sure. 	And Vanisi definitely displayed that on 

	

20 	occasion. 

	

21 
	

• 	

I'm a movie star? 

	

22 
	

A 	Right. 

	

23 
	

• 	

Paranoia, would that evidence be interesting to 

	

24 	you? 
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1 
	

A 	Sure. 

	

2 
	

• 	

Hypervigilance? 

	

3 
	

A 	Yeah. 	That's pretty important. 

	

4 
	

Q 	What about hallucinations, delusions, talking to 

	

5 	himself or talking to animals? 

	

6 
	

A 	All of those are important. 	That goes on the 

	

7 	same scale as multiple personalities because you're 

	

8 	talking more along the lines of competence and whether or 

	

9 	not he might -- whether or not there might be a legitimate 

	

10 	mental health issue as to his ability to form the 

	

11 	requisite mental state at the time of the offense. 

	

12 	 When you get into the really bizarre behaviors, 

	

13 	dissociative disorder, extreme psychotic behavior, 

	

14 	schizophrenia, multiple personalities -- did I say that? 

	

15 
	

Q 	Yeah. 

	

16 
	

A 	Those are indicators that you might have the 

	

17 	rarity of he was not of the mental state during the 

	

18 	offense to form the requisite intent. 

	

19 
	

• 	

So for sure you want to turn those rocks over. 

	

20 
	

A 	Yeah. 	That's why I said earlier that those are 

	

21 	very important. 

	

22 	 Q 	In fact, the next thing I was going to ask you is 

	

23 	whether documentation of bizarre, strange behavior in the 

	

24 	time period leading up to the offense, is that important? 
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1 	 A 	Yeah, that would be. 	All of it is important, but 

2 	certainly stuff within a reasonable time frame around the 

3 	event is more important. 

4 
	

Q 	What about that your client had an imaginary 

5 	friend that he talked to and referred to? 

6 
	

A 	Again, that goes into what I said. 	That's like 

7 	the multiple personalities. 

8 
	

• 	

Evidence that your client changed his appearance 

9 	or hygiene recently before the charged offense. 

10 	 A 	That could be indicative of a number of things, 

11 	but it's important. 

12 	Q 	It's a rock to turn over? 

13 	A 	(Nods head). 

14 	Q 	Do you want to know about your client's work 

15 	habits, employment history? 

16 
	

A 	Yes. 

• If there was some behaviors, some action of the 

18 	client which caused him to be singled out or brought shame 

19 	on his family and he was singled out, is that evidence 

20 	you'd want? 

21 
	

A 	Sure, and especially if there's a strong cultural 

22 	impact of that. 

23 	Q 	And recognizing that in some cultures, the shame 

24 	is maybe greater? 
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1 	 A 	That's what I meant, yes. 

	

2 
	

• 	

How about issues of abandonment during your 

	

3 	client's childhood? 	Is that information -- 

	

4 
	

A 	That's often important, yes. 

	

5 
	

• 	

Another rock that you would turn over? 

	

6 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

7 
	

• 	

How about previous problems with police officers? 

	

8 
	

A 	Well, any previous legal issues are important. 

	

9 	 Q 	In particular in a case where a police officer 

	

10 	was the alleged victim. 

	

11 	 A 	Well, sure, yeah. 

	

12 	 Q 	What about experiencing situations involving 

	

13 	racial prejudice? 

	

14 	 A 	You mean the client is being prejudiced? 

	

15 
	

• 	

For or against. 	Either people prejudiced against 

	

16 	him or prejudices that his family holds towards others. 

	

17 	 A 	Yeah. 

	

18 	 Q 	Either one could be important? 

	

19 	 A 	Sure. 

	

20 	 Q 	Medical issues, head injuries, things like that, 

	

21 	do you want to turn those rocks over, too? 

	

22 
	

A 	Absolutely. 	Any kind of brain injury, whether 

	

23 	it's caused by trauma or existing at birth, is important 

	

24 	to mental health issues. 
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1 	 Q 	Would it be fair to say that you would at least 

	

2 	like some general understanding of his childhood, young 

	

3 	adult years? 

	

4 	 A 	I think you'd probably want more than a general, 

	

5 	but yes. 

	

6 
	

• 	

So you would want to investigate that? 

	

7 
	

A 	Yes. 

	

8 
	

• 	

Okay. 	When you have a situation such as this to 

	

9 	where you believe your client is mentally ill and he's 

	

10 	from another country and another culture, is it ever 

	

11 	important to look at the way mental illness is viewed in 

	

12 	that other culture? 

	

13 
	

A 	Yeah. 	I think that falls into the need for a 

	

14 	cultural expert. 

	

15 
	

• 	

Now, you will agree with me that if you had 

	

16 	encountered any of this -- these type of issues in your 

	

17 	review of the trial record or in trial counsel's files, 

	

18 	that's a rock you would have turned over, or at least you 

	

19 	would have identified it by that point? 

	

20 
	

A 	Hopefully, yes. 

	

21 
	

• 	

Okay. 	And you contemplated or intended to look 

	

22 	for that type of evidence anyway. 

	

23 
	

• 	

Yes. 

	

24 
	

• 	

Okay. 	Is it safe to say that you never got that 
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1 	far? 

	

2 	 A 	No, we didn't. 	And I am sure that I didn't go 

	

3 	back and look at -- you know, over that four- or five-day 

	

4 	period, I'm sure I didn't -- between the denial of the 

	

5 	Rohn and the filing of the supplement, I'm sure I didn't 

	

6 	go back and look at Picker's notes or the social history. 

	

7 	 Our focus at that point was the linchpin legal 

	

8 	issues. 

	

9 
	

• 	

And to be fair, I mean, you had that four days or 

	

10 	whatever. 	Did you also try extraordinary writ? 

	

11 
	

A 	I saw a reference to that in one of the 

	

12 	transcripts. 	I don't have any independent memory of that. 

	

13 	 Q 	But you had plenty to do, I guess, is what you're 

	

14 	telling us in that four-day period. 

	

15 
	

A 	That's my memory. 

	

16 
	

• 	

Are you aware of Mr. Vanisi's religious 

	

17 	preference or previous religious affiliation? 

	

18 
	

A 	I was aware that there was a history of Mormonism 

	

19 	in his past. 

	

20 	 Q 	That his family had joined or were Mormons, 

	

21 	joined the LDS church? 

A 	Yes, I was aware -- 

• Were you aware or did you discover through 

	

24 	investigation that he had actually been excommunicated 
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1 	from the church? 

	

2 
	

A 	I don't have an independent recollection of that 

	

3 	except for our recent discussions. 	I may have known that 

	

4 	ten years ago, but I don't remember. 

	

5 
	

• 	

Is that another one of those rocks that you would 

	

6 	turn over to kind of find out the effect on him after that 

	

7 	occurred? 

	

8 	 A 	Sure. 	That's something I would have liked to ask 

	

9 	Vanisi about, the impact of that on him. 

	

10 
	

• 	

Especially if it occurred within the year or so 

	

11 	previous to the charged offense? 

	

12 
	

A 	If it was close in time to the offense, yes. 

	

13 
	

• 	

Let's look at real quick, if you would, at 

	

14 	Exhibit 42, if I could. 

	

15 
	

A 	Exhibit 42? 

	

16 
	

Q 	Yes. 	I believe this is the findings of fact that 

	

17 	we talked about a little earlier. 	The very first exhibit. 

	

18 
	

A 	Okay. 

	

19 
	

• 	

Are you familiar with that document? 

	

20 
	

A 	It's been some time, but yes. 

	

21 
	

• 	

Okay. 	And is this the order in which the judge 

	

22 	finds that -- or denies relief to Mr. Vanisi, in which the 

	

23 	Court denied relief? 

	

24 
	

A 	Hang on a minute. 	It appears to go through the 
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